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ABSTRACT

In assessing existing Icnowledge on adult probation, this volume
summarizes the majdr issues 'and research covered in the.literature.
This summary of the literature prqvides an 'overview on adult probation,
with attention to the conceptual ftoblems associated with often
conflicting definitions of probatibn, the legal and statutory development
of probation, its major objectives and tasks, and its effectiveness.
Some.of the critical areas addressed include the locus of probation
administration, the roles of probation officers, caseload management
techniques, strategies for the provision of services', the use of
paraprofessionals and volunteers, education and ti'aining for probation
officers, tithe studies in probation management, information,systems,
cost analyses, and model standards. Also examined are istues in the
production anif impact on presentence investigation reports, issues in
the provision of probation treatment; innovations in probation structure

- and programming, trends in international probation applicable to the
U.S., and the state of research partiCularly its strengths and
deficiencies. Reference source notes are provi4ed for individual
Oapters. A bibliography is also incl4ded.
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CRITICAL ISSUES EN ADULT_pRgAATION

SUMMARY

Introduction

The importance of probation _as a dversidnary program has increased
41. I P

dramaeically in recent years as a sUbstantial'hUmber of states and.locali-
, , .

\

- ties have developed or'expanded probation services as an'alternative to

incarceration. Withil the past ten years the Law Enforcement Assistance

Administration alone has invested approximately $250 million in.action

programs for the development of probaiion services. In view of this sub-
*

stan'tial commitment in the form of financial resources and manpower, LaA

has recogr?ized thht the Aggregation of a comprehensive body of,inowledge"

about probation 16 a critical necessity. From such an ssessment:of tfle

state of knowledge, g4ide1ines for the development of probation can be

documented:to asst administrators and praCtitioner s in the effective'
.

and efficient managethelit of probation serv,ices.

In late 1976; the' National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal..

Justice,awarded a contract to the, Program for the Study A-Crime and.Delin-

quency at.Ohdo State. University tO conduct a nationwide assessment Of the, "

( critical-issues in adult probation. 4The asSessment effort was designed .to'

cOmpile,and synthesize the infOrMaticailable,intthe probation and

,

'evaluation.literature, to identify deficiencies in exiseing research, and

-

to provide a priority listing :fOr futUre research efforts:

.6
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The assessment codduCted by the Program.for the Studi of.Crime and

Delinquency re:Suited in the production of eight Teehnical ue Papers.

This document, Report.#1: of the seaes, provides a summary of the most

important issues and research,covered in the other papers.

Chapter I cf this report provides an overview of the subject of adult

pr9bation. In this,chapter, we discuss issues of_general intered4such
1

as the conceptual problems associated with the various and often conflicting

definitions.o'f probation, the legal and statutory 4evelopment of probation,

the major objectives and tasks of probation', and the-effectiveness.of-

probation.

Chapter II ,addresses sbme of the critical issues in the matagement'of

)

probation services. These issues inclUdd: the locus of probation.adminis-*

;

tration, the roles of probation officers, caseload manageAent techniques,

strategies forrthe provision of services, the use of paraprofessionalS and'

volunteers;'education.an4.training of probation officers, time studfes in

probation, management information systems, cost analyses, and model staRdards

for probatiton. This.chapter is a summary of"he Technical Issue ?Lagar on.
. .

. N, , .

. .

, ..----t-,.. ,..._

issues in Probation Management, Report #2, prepared-FY the Program.for the
. .

Study of Crime and Delinquency.
4

Chapter III discusse the important issues in theaproduction and

impact of presentence investigation reports. This chapter is a summary of

the Technical Issue Paper on Presentence Investigation Reports, Report 13',
-

prepared by David.Townsend, John Palmer, and Jennifer Newton, of the Center

for Law FAforcement and Correctlotjal Justice.
Is

Chapter IV addresses

treatment. These issues

schemes designed for the

the issues involved in the Tirovision of probation'

,include the dev.elopment of prediction nstruments,

claSsification of probationers, and as. assessment



of the most commonly-used treatment modalities in probation. This chapter

is a Summary of the Technical Issue Paper on- CaseloadPrediction and Treat-
.

merit, Report #4 prepared by Don M. Go.ttfredson, Jamet ftnckenauer, and

Carol Rauh, of the School of Criminal Justice at Rutge s University..

Chapter V discusses'a number 41, recent novations in probation
,

structure and programming which are beinseç inthe United States or
*

which.have been adopted in o countries'. Also included is an assessment

, of discernable trencis in international probatioli usage which might,be used

to forecast impending developments in4robitidn in the.United States.

This chaPter is a summary of two papers by)Paul Friday of the Department of

Sociology at Western Michien University: the Technical Issue Paper on

Domestic Innovations in Adult Probat Report #5, and the Technical

ISsue Paper)ot the International Ass ssment of the Use of Adult Probation,

Report #6,

Chapter Vi addresses the current state of research-in.adult probati;on,

. noting the strengfhs and deficiencies apparent in reviewing the 'available

evaluations of probation programs. This..chapter also considers the gaps

in existing knowledge of adult probation and provides a prioritization of

4
future research needs. This.chapter is a summarY of the Technical Issue

Paper on the State Of Research in AdUlt Probation, Report #8, prepared by

the Program for the ,Study of Crime and DelinquenE.

Woven into the disCuSsions in Chapters I through V are notations of

statutory prbvisions and standards which deal with various aspects of'pro-

bation. This statutory material is taken from thefechnical Issue Taper

6n Legal Issues in Adult Probation, Report #7, prepared by the Institute for

Advanced Studies in Justice of The American University, Washington:College

of Lliw.

3
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CHAPTER I

INTRbDUCTION AND OVERVIEW.

The thrust of this.paper'is to'prlyent what is known about-adult pr6-

bation. In _order to display the available literature, we have divided the

material into fivR rather broad clAtegories: management issues, ptesentence

°

. investigations, treatment issues, program development, and the state:of

.research'in probation. There are also, however, same issues of general

interest which do not fit neatly into any of these categorieS. These,issues

focus on the ways in 4hich we can look, at probation ghd some of the 1mpli7

cations of these,legal, statutory, and conceptual views. this chapter, then,

will address the folloWing areas: the conceptual problems which have been

associated wiih the,various definition of probatlon; a review Of the.legal

and statutory development, of probation;-an approach to.the major objectives

and tasks-of probation; and a brief review,of_wkat IS known abOut the' effec-

tiveness of probation. Finalty, before moving on to the more specific issdes

of this paper, we. Will provide the major sources.of information used in the
.

paper and.will touch_on the primary problems and deficiencies'which were,

ericountered in reviewing rhe available research material.

it
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What are ehe.conoeptual problenis hich hae been assocjited
,witji.varying definitions of probation?

10.

, . , .-
The choice of-a coucePtual moderlof probst.00,ftom.which 10.assess ...

e 4 ,
aik 7 .

'the currentstateof'tW'art is-con'sideably. toMplicated by.the lack of. ,.
. . .. ,

. . . . .

ea : ' N'-
.. a:generalivi,accep,ted ,deff0.1iort.pf piobation: 'the wcmi "i)rol;ation" --has

J
s' ..'

:,

, -
1

- .

. m0 !', ,
.. s.'

, been used interchangdably to mean a:lagal,diSpositio a. Measure-of
.

N :. ' , 1
leniency, a. punitive.measure, an adMinistrative p cess amd a treatmen

._
t.

. . . .v

e e.

.method (Diana, -1960), not tb mention a sub-system of correctiops. These

definitions implyte varied-coftcepts of sentenc0; process*, -arid system.:

In..thissectio14 we will attempt to establi h a framework which is broad

'enough to. encomPass the majority of xesearch which has occdrred-in the

Definitfonal Vroblems

In 1960, Diana ^surveyed the literaturejtom 1900 forward for defini-

,
tions of probation (1960). He placed all the definitions. which he found

in a typology of six categori

-

1. probation as a legal disp sition only,

2. probation.as a measure of leniency,

3, probation alla puilitive measure,.

4. probation as an administrative process,

5. probation as social casework treatment, and

6. probation as' a,combination of casework and'administration.

'This typology is useful in'dillneating,the scope of definitional

problems in probation', but it.can be corilusing if several points-are not

kept in mind. First, the categories are not mutually excluiive; there

%.
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ar

%

is a great deal ofbverlap, and

1,Because of the re-lathe emphasis

notbecause,Of the absence Of ot

definitions appear., in particular cat.egories

placed on that aspect of the definition,

her aipdots. Second, this, typology con-
.

.

Uwo din*nSions of probation the "what"tairip categories which emphasizl

of-probation ana also:the "how"
".

The firpt three cateor.es
, .

i'atiorrAiS-41.legal disposition, .a

measureY are orrented towatd ,rhe

tain an emphasis on the "how" of

of probation.

in.Diana'S typology (Which inClude pro-
,

s alwasure of feniency, and as a punitive

"what' of probation. The lastthree con--
,

prObation. The ;wha definitions focus

bh the actual act of.placing an indiVidual on probation,,rather.than on

the process which followd.
j

"How" definitiOns do the opPosite, ln that

.

theylocilts on the-procesS Ea,f probation. Although it is important-to uider-

stand the "what" aspects of probarlon, they descriVe-only a portion 6f the

In this study, We are primarilY interested.In questionq of
. .

"how," i.e., in the process,rprocedure, and content of probation.

tdtal picture.
, .

--:

f

The ."What" of Probation
\,

It is obvious that probationryis a legal dispOsition,'but the position

that it is only a Legal disposition fines little support.in'modern pehplogy
.

There are cases-however in c:Jhich -probation has ineffect becote little

more than ariegal disposition. If probation.ls only an ddmonition

judge to behave, with the statement "You are on probation for one year,

and i you- misbehave, you can be placed in,jail.;" then only a legal 14s-
.

position has been aLcomOli4hed. A similar situation'exists if probation

. is used °illy for purposes such'as 1..earing the court docket, inducing a

- 1 7
defendant to plead guilty.;, or aileviating the crowded Conditions irf jails

or prisons. .In these instance.s questiqns can then be raised as to 14hether
at
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the :intent of probation is to.serve any purpose other thpn .as some kind

of4legal:disposition to fulfill tilt judge's duty.to provide Ja-dispositiO'n.
a .

Bsts (1960) cites an example from a 1959 bitr'asSociation surv4'of pro,.
1

bation which typifies".this practice:
.

A hopeless congestion had developed in the criminal courts.of
one of the large counties. -A special judge WAS given the task.

- 'of clear1ng it up. He did solby the simple expedient of placing
, practically every defendant,on probation. Since there`were no

probation counselors in that state and no adequate recordof
how persons fare on probation,,no one knows to what
clearing of She dockets in this wholesale fashion af ected
crime in the county in question.

*.

It would be difficult to argue that the participants in.the incident

described above were mot placed on

-

Few persons would assert., however,

above meets the view of probation

criMinal justice.

probation, at least

that the concept of

genera1131, accepted in

in the "what" sense.

probation represented

the field of

Definitions of probation which are overtly intended as strictly legal

dispositions are found relatively infrequently. Occasionally, they do

appear in the legal literature, however. For example, the Uniform Adult

Probation and Parole Act (Vernon s Annotated Texas Code of Criminal Pro-

cedure) states that'"Probation is a disposition which .allows the re;ease

of a convicted offender by a court under conditions imposed by a court for

a specified period during which impqsition cif sentence is suspended:"

Probation as leniency is a definition which is seldom expresse4rin.

the'literature. Diana (1960) reports finding it only.onteln his survey.

However, in spite af the relative unpopularity,of this definition withF
criminal justice practitioners, it may be the view most widely held by the,

..general public and-commentators in the Public press. Indeed, many indi-
.

viduals view probation of offendtrs as tantamount to unrestricted release

7



into the community, Barkdull (1976) sees this view _as a re6u1t of at

least-two factors. Firet, supporters of probation have been unable or
,

unwilling to clearly present the case that pfobatioa is actually.punish-

meat, that it does detract from the freedom of the individuals .involved,

and.th4t it places them at considerable risi'of future incarceration if

they.do not meet certain minimum requirements of behavior. Seco
,

bation has not been augMented with services which allow the public to view

it-as the symbolic equivalent of incdrceratiOn. Attention has not been

paid to the vitelm, witnesses, jurors, and police whiCh would negate-or

reduce the public demand for retrabution. Barikdull even suggests that

the term "community control" be substituted for the terM "probation" to

describe the ealities_of probation.
4,)

*sow

If the above agproachwere taken,,then 'Probation would be defined as

a punitive measure...This is a modern re-assertion of the view propoundir

by Almy ,in 1910. Almy held that if probation were'presented as a punish-,
. .

, .

ment which allows the offender to escape the-stigma of incarceration yet

still be sdbject to in6arceration if probatiOn conditions are not met, it

will sei.rve'as an effective deterrent force/.

the "How" of Probation

The'second set of definitions presented in Diana's typvlogy stresses.

the "how" of probatiOn and, because of this, they contribute very directly

to this study. The bulk .of the literatufe (85L90 percent) Aich appeared

between 1940 and 1960 vi
k
wed probation as some form of treatment and, more

likely tharf not, it was social casework treatment (Diana, 1560).

Unfortunately, this definition, although widely acCepted, presents

prohlems when it is used as an analytical tool. The problems stem primarily

8



from the inability of researchers, commeafators, and ppactitioners-to

agree on an operational defini4on of "casework" which does not beta= so

all-encompassing that'it becomes meanlngless. :13ressler (1959) provides,an
'

example of this problem when he states that social casewOrk is:.

..;a process in which the worker, by-Means of a professiorial
relationship, works toward the ultimate aimpof.effecting in
the person under-care an adjustmt to his sooial situation
and himself. which will permit him o live.more comfortably
with himself and among others.

His commentary indicates lhat the one- -one relationship and the Mutual

interaction which deVelop are critical to the process. He then concludes

that the process itself i "eclectic."
/#

Keve (1967) in a somewhat later work than Dressler's, echoes a number

of. Dressler's-princii31es of,casework. He; too, stresses the relationship

between caseworker and client and suggests that it can be aided by such
,

things as rendering practical help to the client, exploiting the trlient

crises, using authority, enhancing the client's self-esteem, and fostering

responsibility in the elient. Keve also leaves his definition as open

as possible:

...here the term "casewotk" is being used'in: a very broad Sense,
even including such a situation as one in which a worker might
elect to adrihnister a spanking to a small boy clietl. This can
Ile, casework if properly done.... Casework, then,li- Seen here
as the,use of any humane and unselfish process that truly helps
an individual client...

'Admittedly, these are only two examples-of the multitude of casework

definitions from individualsewho regard probation as casework. They do,

howeVer, suggest the lack of specificity inherent in the casework treat-

ment concept. It is this lack of specificity which makes this orientation

a pop-rkone fag' assessing the level of current knowledge in probation. The

coneept is so open that it contributes very little to the development of
4

f-



framework with JIG to, tie together the wide variety ofThiork beIng

done ih the.field.

Vrob ion as an administrative process was it view promoted apst

strOng1; i the early.part of the-twentieth century. ,Diana (1960) in4i-
! .

cates two, between 1902 and 1920 tt sppeared most frequeetlyi since then,
^

hqeVer,,itChasbeen expreased relative1y ingrequently., Thia View of pro-
,

'-

bation stresses "the,probation officer's role in investigating and super-
,

vising his c1ienisasiis4ng them in finding work or training, and enforcing

the terms and conditiens.of Probation. Chutle (1920) presented.this view
.

to. *e than fifty years ago:

The probation offieer must investigate all offenders and must
keep himself informed concerning their conduCt and condition.

A
He must report on eaCh ease at least.once every month to the
court and must,Use all,s9itable methods not Inconsistent with
the conditfons imposed by the cciurt to aid persons on pro-
bation and to bring about improvement in their conduct and
condition.

tnterestingly enough, probation as an administrative process is a'

view which is beginning to re-assert Itself, particularlY'through concepts

.such as "teath,probation" in which process and functional division cif

responsibility aisume increasing importance. A resurgen,% of the adminis7

frative process of probation can also be,seen in the advocacy and brio-

kerage models of probation.

Probation as a co-mbination of casework and admiLatratio is the view

&4hich seems to emerge from a synthesis of the literature reviewed by

Diana (1960). The combination of casework &land administration is a recog-
.----)

that they are simultaneously applied in the practice of probation.

cannot be practiced to the total exclusion'of the other. What changes
tit

from situation to situation.is the emphasis, A' stable middle-aged

?
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housewife on probation for vehicular manslaughter will probably receive

probation serVices which could b'e described as primarily administrative..

Her probation might amount to little m4re than periodid "reporting in."

On the other'hand, a yoUng high school drqp-but with 'some drug involve-

ment placed on probation for Purse7snatching may'receiVe a much mnre cage-7'
?

,

Work-oriented.probation. Dianals :(1960) synEheszed definition'reflects

this orientation:.
,

.'..probation may'be t'hought:of-as, the application of modern,
Scientific casework to specially selected offenders Who are
placd by the courts under the personal.supervision of a pro-
bation offic , sometimes under conditional suspension of

l/lis(
punishment and given tieatm.ent aimed at.their complete and
permanent social-rehabilitatiou...

'liana's typologY serves to emphasize the wide variety of definitional

concepts that are covered'hy the term "probation." in certain situations

and to specific individUalS, each is correct and useful. At the very

least, i can be stated that probation i multidimensional,and ahiwork

which addresses the state of the art.of probation must recognize this

fact.

Looking at current statutory provisions reinforces this sense of

variation in definitions of probation. En approximately one-fourth of the

jurisdictions in Oe United States, the defendant is sentenced, the.exe-

cution'of the sentence is suspended, and the defendant is placed on pro7

bation. In another fourth of the jurisdictions, the imposition.of sen-

tence is suspended and the defendant is placed on probation; this group

of jurisdictions includes the four states (Delaware Illinois, Nebraska,

and New York) which treat probation as an independent sentence. In half

of the jurisdictions; including the federal system, the courts may use

either mechanism, that is they may suspend either the i pbsition or the

*
execution of sentence.

11



In addition o stating the sentencing procedure which is to.be

followed in .impos ng probation.as a.legal disposition, the statuts of a
q

large majority of jurisdictions describe the elements comprising this.

aisPosition. The first element, releale of the probationer.into the
1

community, is sel -explanatory and appears in the statutgs Of nqarly

very jurisdiction. The.second element, conditions which must be o served,

: the factor which-ditinguishes probation from other non-impriso ntle.

'dispositions, particularAthe uncondtional discharge disposition pet

Mitted in Some4urisdictions. Unconditional discharge cons

A
ts of the

release of a defendant without sanction anda-without conditions being imposed

by the court. The third element, supervisiOn by the probation department,

is the major diitinguishing factor between probation and.conditional dis-

charge or simple ..lispension of sentence. In some jurisdictions., simple

suspension oE sentence does not amount to probatilon in the alpence of a

specific ordez for sdpervision.

. f

Summarizing the statutes, we.can see that probation as a-legal dis-
J

position includes the.suspension of the'imposition of s1 entence, sdspensiot

of the execution of sentence, and judicial authority to choose efther

mechanism: ItZ' order-to differentiate probation fromalterdative difpo-'

sitions, the Statutes also describe the.elements of pripation: relearie of

the.offender into the communitY.,, conditions imposed by the court, and

supervision of the offender by the probation department.

Within the context of this work, the term "probation" will most

frequently be used to mean:

a 'sentence which establishes..the defendant's.legal status Under
which his freedom in the community_ks continued or only briefly

-interrupted, stibject to supervision by a "probation organization"
anl subject to conditions imposed by the court. The sentencing

-12



court retains the authority-to modify the'conditions of the
sentene or re-sentence the offender if he violates the con-

This definition is designed-to-emphasi e the fact that probation is a

,sentence,,car ed out im the community, wIth supervision, and aubject to

conditions which can be chanpich. This,definition'of,probation as a

sentence 4s a compcisiie of the American Correctional ASsociation: Manual-

of Correctional Standard (1460 definition:

AS a sentence, prObation represeats a judicial dispositibn
which establishes& the defendant"; legal Status under which,
his freedom in the community is continued,,subject to super-
vision by a probation organization and subject to conditions
imposed by the court,

and the definition,reported in the American Bar ASsociation's Standards

Relating to.Prokation (1970):

tiP1

In this repor ,the term probation means a.sentence not
.

involving con ement which'imposes conditions and retains
authority in the.sentencing court to modify'the Conditions .

of the sentence or to resentence'the offender if he violates
. the conditions-

This definition is intended ta exclude. pre-adjudication 'diversion,'

and:to.be flexible enough to allow for short terms.of incarteration which

may be required' as a cOndition of probation. Viewing Probation as a

single, unitary sentence helps to avoid what.the American Bar Association

(1970) has described as "subtle terminological differences between the

imposition of a sentence and suspension of its execution, suspension of

the imposition of the sentence and the like*" In a national study such'as

this, deference to each lotai terminological variation contributes nothing

to understanding. It should also-be emphasized that ourtefinition 'of

probatipn as a sentence in no way limits frameworks which can-be used to

analyze probation,services. The terms "sppervision" and "conditions" can

be brbadly interpreted so that the colicepts of probation as an organizational

.13



behavior-of the Sffender.

a num6er of ways4by which

0
system or as a process are not lost.

What have been the malor isbes. in the legal
deVelopment of probation?

and .tatutor4 4,

To rdersta ci.tha legal and statutory deyeld ment.of probation, itTis
.1

necessary first t understand that the concept 9f piobation was not created

in an isolated,.purposeful aet, but-must be traced-to its antecedents in'

English And continental common law. A United Nations report (1951a) notes'
WM.

that "the.origin of probation was not the result of a deliberate, creative

letislative or judicial act, but rather the result of gradual growth, and

almost =conscious modification of existing legal practice." In addition,

the legal concept of probation existed tany years before probatiOn became

a statutory reality in the United.States. A brief examinati>of the

common law roots of the notion of probation will afford a more complete

understanding of probation as it exiSts today.

Commen Law Development

.LegalAenalties and pUnishments re4uired during the Middle Ages were,

characterized.by their exceedingly-harsh and merciless nature.. By far .the

mOst common forms of penal sanctions were corporal and capital punishment,

which were routinely used for a wide variety of offenses, manY of which,

are now considered quite minor and unimportant. Judicial distaste for the

4
harshness and severity of these.sanctions encouraged the developMent of a

number of legal procedures designed to cite

suspending the imposition of punishment, on

umvent legal requirements by

the condition of the good

Killinger, Kerper, and CremweTk(1976) suggelt

the severity of the punishment demanded by law

14



. could be,sUbverte4: royalipaidona could be secured, often lor a fee;
4

judges .could narrowlY interprlaws or, simply:fail to enforce them; the'

value Of stolen property could be underappraised to rduce the seriousness

'of-the charge against the defendant; or Prosecutors could .ciaarge the\

dfendn with.a-lesse offense or Could dismiss the charges completely.

Thesd'methods, however, .relied heavilion judicial or prosecutorial dis-
.

cretion and were not used in a particularly systematic way. Three ,other

devices did lend themselves to routine use and became a part of EngIistt.

common law. .These devices were'benefit of clergy, judicial reprieve, and.

.recognizance; and they all permitted the suspenSion of either.tA imiosition

or execution of sentence.

Under the concept of benefit of clergy, after conviction but before

judgmenti some categories of Offenders (initially priests, monks, and 'nuns;

later, anyone who could coirVince a judge that he was literate) could-argue

that they were exempt fromApunishment, or that, due to their status, punish-

ment should at least be mitigated. J357 the early nineteenth century, the'

definitioricgf thckse eligible to take advantage of benefit ordlergy had
,

become so legalistit and:cumbersome.that the.entire concept was abolfiShed.

Although not a direct antecedent of probation, the concept of benefit of

clergy illustrates the extent to which judges were willing to gO in order

)
to lessen, for a large Froup of offenders, the severe penalties required

410by law,

The common law procedure of judicial reprieve has been extremely

important in the development of the concept A probation. Judicial r4prive

,allawed the temporary suspension of the imposition or execution of sentence

in order to allow the offe"nder to seek a pardon,-or to allow flexibility

for a.judge who was uncertain about the quality of evidence presented

15
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ligainst the offender. Tlis typeof circumvention was necessary because,

under comon law at that time, a convicted offender had no right to appeal-
.

the verdict and no right to a new trial. Thus, what started aS a temporary

suspension of sentence could become an indefinite suspension through Judi-

cial inaction. Even though the procedure pf judicial reprieve in common

law allowed only the temporary suspension of imposition 'Or Qxecution of

sentence, it is important in the conceptual development of .probation,

because-it is the basis for he claim later advanced by many American Courts

that.it aetually gave the court the right of indefinite sulpenSion:

Perhaps ok the most significance with respect to the emergence of pro-
,

bation yas the development of the procedure of recognizance. Initially,

reaognizance allowed the court to require persons who believed would

probably engage In future criminal behavior to assure the rest of the7public

that'they would not do so by entering intd a debt with itile State whidh the:

State would enforce only if the prescrihed cohditians were not observed over

a specified period of,time. Early recognizance thus dealt with individuals

who were not yet offenders.; it wasIater extended to accused persons to

guarantee their appearance in court if they werereleased hefore

was also used as a disposition.

ial 'and

As a- disposition, recognizance was deSigned not so much as punishment

in itself but as what has been termed a "mfasure of preventive justice"

(United Nations, 1951a), folthe purpose of guaranteeing future law-abiding

behavior, referred to hy Blackstone as "a caUtion against the repetition

-of the offense
fl (United States Department of justice, 1939).

Recognizance could be psed with or without sureties. 'Sureties were

persons who made themselves responsible to the State for the behavior of

the offender, after' he was released. The assumption behind the use of

16
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surevies was that the responsibility of his f*ends to the State on his

behalf- would put Ta.great deal of pressure on tbe offender,to behave. Recog-

nizance with sureties was used as a suvensiOn of judgment.which could

still., be imposed 4.f the,prescribed conditions wert nOt met. Since the ton-
_

cept of recognizance contained prescribed conditions which restricted the

behavior of the offender, there was some measure of superviSion inherent

in the procedure, particularly when the offender 'was released to Sureties

who had a financial interest in the future good behavior of the offender.

With respect to recognizance; Dressler (1959) tias said, "In thiS legal pro-.

cedure, we find some features common to modern probation; suspension of

.tsentence; freedom in-lieu of ificarceration;,coriditions set upcin such I de-

,dom; and the possibility of revocation of liberty upon'violation of.the

conditions." Tne United Nations report (1951a) even'more strongly emphasized.

the importahte of recognizance for probation: 'The deliberate use, by the

courts, of the &alutory influence of sureties on offenders released con-

ditionally, either on their own recognizance or on bail, incierd seems to

have been 'in a very real senSe the first,4 rudimentary stage in the develop- $

ment of probation." ,And Tappan (1960) saysl "...T.he. conditional release of

offenders under the sponsorship of sureties was 4 true predecessor of

probation."

Legal Development

Recognizing that the right of judges to temporarily suspend the impo-

sition or executi n of sentence existed in common.,law, a question of eon-
.

siderable interest in early American'courts was whether the courle had the

power to suspend sentences indefinitely. Actually, the practice itself was

already widespread throughout American courts without statutory authorization,

17



simp becausejudges were Using recognizance orHbail and then-nieglecting
-

to-take furthex action. Im co*raat, English coUrts never claimedPower
- .

beyond the.temporarMuspension of the imposition or execution of sent nee._

Bythe)middle of the nineteenth century, many-cohixts in the United' '
,.

Statekegan td-buspend imposition-or execution of sentence, beiond. the

.H

.

*-+ ,\ . -

procedures Qf recognizance dr bail, by relying bn the authority ofjudidial
. . , .

reprieve. Other coUrts didagreed, and two cdnttadicto'gy Court positions
.

...;.

emeged. Under one position, the courts al%ued that. the concept Of judicial

.

reprieve at common laW had Within it an inherent power'of indefinitesus-
.

,pension of sentence. 'The oppoSite position rejected the idea of an inherent

_posierto suspend sentence indefinitely, arguing that judicialireprieve

emerged from conditions peculiar'to England a long time agord iiot eXtsting

in the United States (e.g., no right of appeal or right to a.new trial) or

*

that indefinite suspension constituted an-infringement of t" epariation'of

)oWers by interfering With the exedutive functions of pardon and reprieve.

Killinger,

about the

authority

impetus to

Kerper. and Cromwell (1970, note thht this "early Controversy
1

. -

nature of a suspended sentence andthe extent to which a court had
Ak

to withhold or delay the punishment of an offender gave great .

probation legislation..."

The United Stated Supreme Court finally considered the question in

1916 in the Killits case [ex parte United States, 242 U.S. 27, 37 S. Ct. 72,

61 L. Ed. 129 (1§16)]. In a decision applying only to the federal courta,

the Supreme Courtzejected the argument that the English common law, through

judicialr.prieye, gave the courts the power to suspend sentences indefinitely.

The court re gnized temporary suspension,. which it termed a judicial die-

cretion, not a judicial power to permanently refuse to etforce the law, and

said that this refusal to enforce the law by indefinite suspension would

18



constitute a refusal by the judiciary to perlorm a duty whieh it had and-
.

-
thus would constitute an interference with :legislative and executive author-

ity as fixed by the Constitution. The Court did add that'Congress may, by

statute, authorize both temporary and indefinite suspensiort of sentence,

thus agreeing wfth a previous New York dec on [People ex rel. Forsythe v.

gotn't Of Sessions, /41 N.Y. 288, 36 N.E. 386 (1984)], which held that

courts do have the,power to.suspend sentences.indefinitely only if. thata

power has been granted.by'statute. The importance of the Killits ase in

9the development of probation-in the United States has been recognized..

Kerper, and Cromwell (1976) state that 'The aspect of Killits.

T.#1igh recognized the right of the legislative authority to,grant the power

-of indefinite suspensiOn to the courts was to make probation as now defined

ancPpracticed,in the United States largely a creature of statute,".and the

Natiohs rePort.(1951a) suggests that the rejection,by the Court of

the argument,for indefinite suspension ".,.actually served as a stimulus

for the enactment of statutes expressly authorizing the suspension of

sentence and probation. vt

.Statutory Development

.

The early development of probation the United States has been

characterized by the flexibility evident in the efforts of judgesfin

. Massachusetts-in the first half of the nineteenth Century to find inventiv6
NO. \

ways to render the administration of justice more humane and utilitarian.

As early ad 1836, a MassachUsetts law allowed the lower courts, at'their

discretion, to release petty offenders on their own recognizance, with

sureties. Not only was the use..of recognizance considered .a humane dis-

position, but the rehabi1itative4ptential of restoring atd ensuring

4
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continued law-abiding behavior
.

was alsoacknowledged.

. ,

John Augustus of,Boston is.generally credited with.the first systematic.

uile of a tudiment4Fy form of probation as-it is known todap Because of

theajudicial climate prevailing in Massachusettt; Apgustus; while a private

citizen, was able to convince 4 Boston judge it 1841 to release-a petty c

offend-gr to him, without imposition Of'sentence, for a short period of time_
4

with'the promise that the offender, upon returning to court, would show

- convincing signs of rIform. This fist effort was so,successful that
en

AugustuS continued hia work for another eightem years. During this time,

he supervised almost two thousand "probationers." Of the first 1,100 flor

whom he kept records, he reported that only one icirfeited bOnd. Augustus'
*

Work is generally considered to.be the first systematic,effort to combine

suspension of sentence wit'h supervision for a specified period of time.
4.

-The'United Nations report, (1951a) notes several features of-Augustus'

system which survive in sate -form in present-day ptobatipn. First, he
0.

I

appears fo have exercised at least some degree df selectiirity in choosing

3 4 . ..I

-
N

the offehderswith whom he wished to worK, tkriit,ing himself primarily tO

A 1 .

fir4t offenders. 'In addition% he debloped a crude presursor to the pre-

vr.

sentence investigation, by inquiring into

, history, anclsocial milieu as part of his

the offender's age,

selection PSocess.

attitude,

Not only-did

he-agree to supervise the conduct of the offenders with whom he wnrked, but

he alsa-agreed to arrange for their education, employment, and living

accommodaticif necessary. Finally, he routinely wrote and submitted to

the court his reports concerning the conduct of hialienes and maintained

4 case re.2otfor each offender.
A

to*

:
In 1878,,the Massachusetts legisl4ture pasfied a statute

rized the City of Boston t

0

appoint a paiii probatIon,officer

20

which autho-

to serve as an

4.

.



' official agent of the criminal court under the general, direction of the

Boston Police Department. Under this.statute, "such persons as may reason-

ably be expected"to reform without vunishment".were eligible for probation,

without regar4 to sex, age, nature or seriousness of offense. Also.included

in the laW were theKluties of tle probation officer:

...court attendance, the investigation of the cases of persons
charged with,pr convicted of crimes or misdemeanors, the
making of recommendations to'the couttS with regard:to ihe .

advisability of using probatibn, the submission of periodic
reports.to the chief of police, visiting prObationers, and
the ,tendering of such assistance ana encouragement [to
probationers] as will tend to prevent their'again offending.
[United.Nations, 1951h]

The Mayor of Boston was permitted to. appoint a "suitable person" as the
..N

ptobation of1.cer, either a member of the Boston police foice ors private

citizen. The statute alloweathe probation officer to re-arrest a pto-

VStioner without a warrant, but with, tht approval of the chief of police,

and the court could then impoge or execute the offender's sentence.

n 1880 the Massachusetts legislature granted the right to appoint

probation officets to all jurisdictions throughout the commonwealth; this

authority,:however, was not a requitement, and very few other towns or cities

choSe to exercise it. An 1891 statute transferred the appointment authority

from the Mayor to the courts.and required such kippointrent- in every lower

court. In.1898 the probation system was extended.to the superior courts

as well. Describing the development of probatiOn in Massachusetts, the

United Nations report (1951b) stated:

Massschusetts statutes of 1878 to 1898 wire &aligned to
supplement, not supplant, the existing Common law system of
probation. Thelessential legal features qf the common law
system - the suspension of the imposition of sentence; "bailing
'on probation";'and the retrn of t4e ptobationer to the'lcdurt,
to be discharged or disposed of otherwise, at the end of the
probation perio4 - were taken for granted;

A
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The early Massachusetts legislation which allowed the appointmeni

of probation Officers did not actually grant to tile Courts the authority

to use."probatiOn" (i.e.,the power to sOspend gentences indefinitely

Statutes approved in Missouri (1897) and Yermont (1898) explicitly granted

this power to the courts. Other early probation legislation included many
.

variations in eligibility and organization. In Illinois (1899) and

Minnesota (l899),, only jnveniles were,eligible for probation, Rhode Island

(1899) excluded persons convicted of certain offenses. Rhode-Island also

organized its probation services under a statewide, state-controlled adminis-

tration, while Vermont left the administration to the individual counties

which, for.the most part operated autonomously. Although thirtr-three

states had made statutory provision for adult probation by 1915, it was not I

until 1957 that all statea had done so (President's Commission on Law.

EnforceMent and Administration of Justice, 1967).

Spurred by the National Probation Associapion, a movement began in

1909 for a federal probation law, Meyer (1952)-notes that "Legislative

proposals were submitted at each congressional seision, and were:regularly

defeated for,16 years. In all, 34 bills were introduced in the Congress

befove federal probation became a law," The problem of passing a federal

probation law lay in 00position from three'sources: federal judges,.the.

Attorney General, and the supporters of the Volstead Act. M federal.

judges believed that they already hacl the authority_under common law to

indefinitely suspend sentences, a belief dispelled in 196'by the Supreme

Court. A long series of Attorneys General had opposed any use of suspended

sentence. The debate over the Volstead Act (the prohibition amendment to

the Constitution) aroused fears among supporters of the Act that judges

would, if-given the opportunity, place violators of the prohibition law or*
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'probation, rather than imposing prison sentences. Despite these problems,

the Federal Probati n Act*was finally passed in 1925 and ebtablished a

probation system in the United States courts. .

How.have these definitions and conceptual and statutory roots
'been blended into major objectives and tasks for modern pro-
bation?,

The.multitude of definitions for:probation and the Varied conceptual

and statutory roota from which it has sprung suggest that contemporacy pro-
,

bation practices may be difficult if noteiMpossibleAo analyze. .In reality,

.however,this{is not the case. liany of the various notions of what con-7

stitutes.probation-are derived not fram observation of what actually tran'

spires but from speculation about what transpires. It appears that more

distinctions appear in descriptiOn than in attual practice. Investigation

of techniques such as-intensive supervision, casework, brokerage, and

traditional sUpervision may reVeal no differences except those perceived

by the per-sons labeling the ACtivity.
I.

One way to analyze probation is to view it as a process for achieving

particular goals and objectives. 'Although management by objectives tech-

niques are not widely used in probation, at least one effAt: has been docu-

mented (TerWilliger and Adats, 1969). A slightly mocfified Ver,sion of this

effort suggests four major objectives for adult probation services:

1. To prottct the community from anti-social behavior

2. To reintegrate criminal offenders

3. To further justice

4: To provide the services necessary to achieve the above in an,
effective and efficient nanner

The first three objectives are relatively straightforward and 'easy

to understand. They are not mutually exclusive, but are ap exclusive as

current Oracvice will, allow. The fourth)Objective .could be included within
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the scope of the other three, but it has been set apart to emphasize the

importance of the managerial aspects'of probation.
.

.Community protection

Protection of the community ftom anti-social behavior is an

objective of most, if not all, correctipnal programs. In this.discus40n,

it will be used in its broadest sense. The process of achieving a secure

community through the utilization of probation tmplies a number of tasks.

Briefly, the tasks which prpbation agencies perform in order to achieve

the objective of coMmunity protection are:

A. Assess the nature and degree of-dangerousness .c.:,1-persons

referred for investigation.or supervision..

B. Assets the probability.that persons assigned for investi-

gation ot supervislon will" recidivate.

b.. C. For persons under investi ation, recommend dispositions to

coUrts which are most likely te prptect the community.

D. For perSons under superviSion, exercise the degree of super-'

vision and control necessary to protect the community, taklng

preventive or corrective acbion where necessary.

E. Promptly investigate reports or indieationsof behaviOr which

may:result in danger to the community and initiate revocation
procedures if indicated.

# F. -Encourage and conduct reseatch designed to improve prediction .

and control techniques in.relatibn to 'community protection.

As we can see, these community protection tasks draw heavily on the-
.

.legal'aspects of probation. These tasks emphasize the imput of pro-

bation agencies into the judicial decision-,making process"through.the

presentence investigation report and the probation officer's recommendation

-as to proper disposition. Even the supervision and CoArol tasks of the

community protection objective focus oft the probaiion agency's responsi-

r

bility to keep the court informed of the progress of.J.ndividual cases.

In a significant sense, all of these comMunity protection-tasks stress the

probation agency's ties with the court.

24
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Reintegration of Offenders

The reintegration model of corrections has emgrged in the pas

few, years to replace the midical model. While the medical model was based

on the assumption that the offender.was "sick" and could be'"cured" by

application ok the'spprapriate treatment, the reintegration model, On the-,

otyr hand, assumes that the failure and disorganization of the individual

offender can best b'e handled by th development and nurturing of solid,

A
Opsitive.ties between the offender and his community. The tasks which the

probation agency performs in order to achieve the objective of reintegrating

offenders into the community are:

Assess the personal and social conditions of persons referred
for probation services with emphasis on,needs which must be
satisfied or controlled tot_achieve successful reintegration
into the cammunity.

B. Pr vide information and redommendations to the courts which .

wi assist in achieving dispositions favorable to the
individual offendeee'reintegration.

C. Design and delineate a plan of action for each probationer
referred which includes goals leading to.law'-abiding and
socially-acceptable behavior, ihd appropriate methods for
achieving those goals.

D. Provide a level of supervisiaft appropriate to reintegrative
goals.

E. While carrying out the supervisory plan, continually reassess
and modify it as necessary to achieve the reintegrative goals.

F. Encourage and conduct research designed to develop and improve
reintegrative techniques for offenders placed oi probation.

As with the tasks of community protection, many of se reintegration

tasks also stress the probation agency's-respOnsibility to the court. In

another sense, however,.these reintegrative tasks emphasize the responsi-

bilities of the probation agency to the probationers: to treat each pro-

'batiOner as an individual; to contrive a supetVision plan which focuses
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on .the needs of each individual probationer;.to monitor.the progress bf

each probationer towfrd the goals of law-abiding.and socially-acceptable

behavior; and to modify each probationer's supervision plan to reflect

progress toward Olose gOals.

Furtherins Justice

Like.the protection of the community, furthering.justice.is an

Objective which is shared'by all.correctional programs. This objective

is extremely broad and includes justice from the point of view of the

community as well as justice from the point of view of the probationer.

The probation tasks which-contribute to the achievement of.this objective

are:

. Protact the civil rights and liberties of persons receiving
probation sekvices.

Assure that persons on probatio4 undeiatand and exercise
their rights and resPonsibilities, assisting them if necessary..
directly-or through referral to appropriate persons or organi-
zations.

Make Sal quasi-judidial decisions concerfiing probationers only
iwithin the legal authority granted to probation officers.

, D. Provide courts with- information and recommendations related
to issues of justice, including adjudicatiOn and disposioion.

These tasks emphasize the demanding milieu in which the probation

officer musl operate: his"responsibilities to the court, the community and

the probationer. To achieve the.objective of furthering justice, the pro-

bation officer must balance the competing 'is'ad often contradictory needs of

a variety of individuals and groups who have an interest in the'probation
7

rocess. Tasks such as these are pervasive throughout the criminal justice

system; thus, in Many respects, the j b of the probation officer" does not

differ radically from the job of the police offieer, ,prosecutor, judge, or

correctional administrator - all of whom are alao expected to achieve the
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objective of furthering justice by a skillfUl balancing of the interests
,

. of the community-and the rights needs, and interestS of the!individuals

e,
who come into contact with the criminal justice system.

Provision of Probation Servtces

As noted above, this objective has been set apart from the other

objectives in order to stress the managerial.aspects.of probation. It can

easily .be seen how-this obSoctive undergirds the Other Probation objective's;

- however, there has been an upsurge of interest recently in problems of

probation management, and we will be devoting a Considerable amount of

attention in this paPer to the issues in prdbation management and adminis.

tration: Consequently, we-Will treat the.provision of probation services
4

as though it were an objective separate from the others. The tasks of a

probation agency which contribute to the achievement'of the provision of

probation services In an effjcient and effective mannei ire:

A. Design and implement an organizational structure for the
probation.system consistent with providing maximum benefit
at minimum cost vith due consideration for local community
needa and desires.

B. Provide.appropriate administrative,and management controls
which aSsure efficient and, effective operation of the pro-
bation system.

C. Enlist community support and auxiliary community services
to augment services provided by.the probation system.

D. -Provide a staff with each individual apPropriately trained
andeducated for assigned duties and encourags the continual
development-of staff members.

E. Evaluate and modify-the system as necessary tivmaintain its
efficient and effective operation.

The thriot of most of these-tasks is ihe day-to-day operation of the

lOprobation agency. These tasks direct the efforts of the probation agency

in the achievement of the other objectives by focusing on the administrative
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and organizational structure of the agency, supervisory control over the

activities of the agency, the education, training, and development Of

agency staff, and the advantageous use of existing community resources

to ensUre the.provision of necessary services to the agency's client

"load. Notice that evaluation of the agency's operation is included as an

important task. We have already included,research on prediction and

control techniques and reinteirative treatment techniques as tasks which

contribute to the achievement of other objectives. This need for con-

,

tinuous monitoring and evaluation of agency activities, regardless of

whether the activities are oriented toward administrative or treatment

objectives,.will be stressed agiiin and again, in this report. We have done

go because clur review of the state of the art of probation in.tlie United

States has shown that.administratorsare constantly faced with the necessity

of making detisions among various structures, Control systems, treatment

orientations,.and service provision strategies. Full knowledge of Ile

available alternatives IS critivl to detision-making, and well-conceived,

properly handled'research is fundamental to-the development of knowledge.

Because of its importance, we will devote considerable attention in a later

section to the issues involved in research n probation.
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What do we know about the effectiveness qf probatiOn as.a
sentencing alternative?

The effectiveness.of.most cOrrectional programs, inCluding pro-
.

bation, is most frequently.measured by revocatimfor recidivism rates.

The fact that revocation and recidivism definitions vary considerably

' from one study to another causes significant problems in attempting com-

parisom, generalization, or accumulation of knowledge. These diff)/culties

will be addressed in more detail in a later section; however, we will note

t this point that several problems characterize any consideration of pro-
.

bation outcome measures which rely on revocation or recidivism rates.

'The problems with probation revocation are Caused by the lack of

welIdefined criteria for-revoking prObation, which le4ds to

disparity among jurisdictions,and among judgea andprobation

a significant

officers

within the same jurisdiction Oigerbo, 1960.. This lack of common

definiticin and clearly articulated administrative procedures for revo-

(-40
cation.results in an inability to generalize the revocation statistics of

4
gne caseload or department to others.

The literature.is replete with discussions of the deficiencies of

recidivism as a measure of probation-effectiveness. After a review of 146

annual .and biennial agency reports, Rector (1958) summarized the .problems

,associatati-with recidivism measures:

... any thought ofw.compiling recidivism from annual reports
for comOarative purposes had to be abandoned early because of
wide differences-1n "definitiona, in methods of computing, and
in factors of measurement.

4

Rector's observations are aupported by our review of the literature.

.The definitions of behavior which constitutes recidivism are inconsistent

Among stUdies. (and ocgasionally within a single study) and-computation
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'methods vary considerably. In addition,.the length of the follow-up

period used also'differs; Some studies measure recidivism only up to

termination from probation, while others use post-probation follow-up

periods ranging from a few months to many years.

AS we mentioned above, these.prOblems with outcome measurement

wiji. be discussed in detail in a later section which will address the

geheral state of research in probation. We point them out briefly ere

in order to highlight th caution with which the results of research,

attempting to.measure the effectiveness of probation should'be accepted'.

.Surprisingly few studies comparing the effectiveness of probation

with other sentencing disposition appear in ,theLliterature. The research

which is available gan be roughly divided into three groups: studies which

compare the,performance of probationers with the performance of offenders

receiving.alternative dfspositions; studies which simply measure.probation

outcome without comparison with any other form of sanction; and studies

Which measure probation outcome and then attempt to isolate the characteristics

which tend to differentiate between successful and non-successful outcomes.

To examine the effectiveness of probation compared to other dispositions,'

Three of.these studies dompar'ed recidivismwe identified five studies'.

rates of individuals placed on probation with individuais sentenced to

incarceration. Bahst and Mannering'sstudy (115) compared similar types

of offenders who were imprisoned er placed on probation. The sample con-

sisted of 7,614 Wisconsin-offenders who were statistically comparable in

Original disposition, county, of.commitment,,type of offense committed, number

of prior felonies, and marital status. Parolees were followed for two years,

and probationers were followed for two years OT until-discharge from probation,
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'whicheyer came first. Violations were defined as commissidn of a

new offense or violation of probationlparole rules.. The findings of.this

study showed that for 0-fenders with do prior felony convictions, the

violation rate was 25 percent for probationers and 32.9 'percent for parolees.-
,

For offenders with one prior felony conviction violation rates were 41.8

percent for probationers and 43.9 percent for ,parolees; for offenders with

two or more felonies, the rates were 51.8 percent for probationers and 48.7

percent for parolees. With respect to the difference in violation rates foi-

first offenders (which was statistically significant at the .05 level)

Babst and Mannering note

that varolees are .a-more

that this finding could be a result.of the fact

difficult grouvto supervise 9r could actually Ishow

that, at least for first Offenders, incarceration does more.hirm than-good.

Amot study done in Wisconsin (Wisconsin Division of CorreCtion

1965) compared the performance of burglars, who.had. no previous feloiliY con-

victions, sentenced to prison or placed on probation. While this study also,

attempted to investigate the characteristics.associated with successful and

.non-sUccessful probationers and-parolees, we will simply report at this

pOint that the violation rate (based on a two year follow-up, using the

same definition ofziolation rate as Babst and Mannering, above) for.burglars

who were incarcerated and then piaced bn 'parole was 34 percent-and for burglars

%laced on probation was 23 percentli,

The Pennsylvania Program for Women and Girl Offenders (1976) compared-
.

recidivism rates between all women placed on state probation or released on

state parole during a two year period. Recidivism was defined as any

technical violation of probation or parole or any new criminal charges.

The findings showed that, overall, women placed on prpbation had a 35.6 percent

31
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recidivism rate, while women sentented'to prison.and.then placed on

parole.had a 31.5 percent recidiVism rate, .When onl. y women with no prior'

.convictiOns. were considered, the prObationers had-a 24 percent rectdiviam

rate, and the parolees had.a 23.1 percent rate.. The differences between

these ratea were not Statistically significant

These three studies comi,ared probation with incarceration. A

Ca1iforiia. study (California Department of Justice, 1969) compared viOlation

rates among offgriders.placed on probation, offenders sentenced to probation

follbwing a jail term, and offenders given straight jail sentences. The

Study examined the performance of a Cohort of offenders, all of whom had,an

.equal exposure of one full, year\ in, the community. Tor the probation:group,

-
cohort status was gained on the date of'the beginning of the probation

period; for the group receiving teil sentences, cohort stat.j us began on tlie.
%

date of release from jail. To evaluate the relative effectiveness,9f these

dispositions, three violation level's were used: "None" signified no known

arrest for a technical violation or a new offense;.flMinor" signifia at least

\ail arrest and perhaps a conviction resulting in a jail sentence of less than

ninety'days or probation of one.year or less; "Major" signified at least a

conviction resulting in a jail sentence of at least ninety days or a term

of probation exceeding one year. .Sinte each case was followed for only a

year, the final outcome of a violation occasionally did not occur until7

after the year was over. If it could be inferred that the disposition or

sentence was the result of an arrest which' did occur within the follow-up'

year, the action was included in the violation rate.

For the total cohort, the findings indicated the following violation,

levels: for defendant granted straight probation, 64.7 percent had no
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.4ubsequent violations, 23.7 percent had min:Or.violations, and 11.'6

"percent-had major violations; for defendants sentenced to jail followed

-by -probatian, 50.3 percent had no iolations, 31.7 percent had minor

'vioiations:and.18.0 percent had biajor violations; for defendants sentenced.

.to jail?-4.76 percent had. no-violations .29:5 had mini= violations, a'dn-

- 21.9 percent had major violatiOns.-

Finally, an Alaska study (Aliska.pepartment of Health and, Sbcial

Services,. 1976) utiliz4 an ex:Peri:Mental design to compare the performance

.,of misdemeanant offefiders receiving probation.supervisio with offenders
.

officially on. probation but not required to report to the probation unit.

The groups were,Created by random assignment to the experitental group

(under.supervision) or the control group (10 supervision)-and.were followed.

for periods ranging from two months-lo'slightly tore than twoyears. Per-

forpance was assessed by means of recidivism, which was defined as the

conviction for a new offense. The findings of-the study showed that 22

percent of the experimental group members and 24 percent. of,the control

,,group mimbers had been convicted of new offenses during the follow-up period.

,

Given the paucity of reseatch'and the caution with which recidivism i

data must be approached, it is nearly impossible, not' to mention inappropriate,

to attempt) to draw any 'conclusions from these studiep about.the effectiveness

'of probation compared to-other alternative dispositions. Of the studies
/---

% which.compared probatioh to incarceration,,it tentatively 'appearsithat
,

probation may.have a significant.impact on first offenders. It may alsorbe

.suggested that the severity of violations appears to increase in proportion

to the.severity of disposition. It does not appear that the provision.of

probation dtpervision fk, misdemeanants is more effective than an unsuperVised
4.

probation period.
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We also found a number of studies which reporteerecidivism rates

c/
only for probationirs; some also attempted to itolate characteristics-which

can be associate0/iviith success or failure. We will look.at ten of these

st with the, reminder that definitions of failure differ considerably,

foll w-up periods vary, and .the types-of offenders differ significantly from
I

One study to another... Chart I below-includes the enthor, types of iastant
,

-offensei committed by the probationers in theVatudY the definition-of

failure use& in the study, the length of follow-up, and the failure,rate.

ihese summary descriptions illustrate many ofthe problems associated-

with attempting to_assess,probation efferiven The types of offenders'

constituting/the samples (as represented by i - t offenses) vary, as do

the definitions 'used in each study to.characterize "failukt " Tour studies

computed failure:rates while the offenders wore oz" probation or upon pro-,

bation termination; six studies extended the follow-up periods to include ,*

post-probation periodS: The length of follow-up,periods ranged from several

months to many years.

Most of the studies reviewed here stated that theirspurpose was. to

assess "probation effectiveness°; however, unlike the five studies exaMined

earlier, Alone of these studio, defined a base (sUch as a failure rate for

,Comparable parolees or4offenders on.summary.prbbation) againet which to

.r .

compare findingsin Order to supOort a claim:that p oblatioW-is an effectiVe

alternative for rehAilitating.offenders..
e

Olir review of these ten studies demonstrates that little progress has

apparently been maie over the past few yearn toward an adequete assessment

of'probation. The conclusions drawny the authors of these studies, however,

appear to>suggest that there ekists an unwrltten agreement or "rule of thumb"



:STUDIES'REPORTIN4 RECIDIVISM RATES FOi PROBATIONERS

MARTI
446 .

Study

.

Instant Offenses

-

Failure
. .

.

FoIlow-Up Failure Rate %

Caldwell
1951

-

.

In ernal Revenu Laws (722)

.

' Convictions

.

Post-probation:
5 1/2-11 1/2'
years

'

.

16.4

England
1955

.

Bootlegging (48%);
forgery and counterfeiting
(9%)

Convictions
.

.

,

Post-probation:
6-12 years .

-17.7

,

Davis
1955

.

Burglary; forgery and
checks

.

2 or more violations
and revocation
(technical and new
offenses)

To termination;
4-7 yeats

30.2
.

.

Freese
1964

Inactive letter,
. bench warrant, and

revocation

On-probatiori:
18-30 months

20.0

Landis
1969

Auto theft, forgery
and checks

Revocation (Technical
and ney Offenses)

To termination,
L

Irish

41972
Larceny and burglary Arrests or convictions

.

Post-probation:
Minimum of 4 yrs.

41.5

Mis ouri Divisipn
of Probation ad
Parole
1976

,

Burglary, larceny and
,

vehiCle theft

,
.

.

Arrests and convictions Post-probation:
6 mo.-7'years

,

30.0

Kusuda
1976

Property

,

Revocation

.

To termination:
1-2 years

18.3
.

Comptroller General
1976

.. .

.

, Revocation-tend post-

release conviction
Post-probation:
20 mo. average

55.0

Irish

Ali77
Property

.

Arrests Post-probation:
3-4 years

29.6

A A .



that a failure rate, however derived, of about 30 percent or below means

that probation can be co sidered to.be effective', and a failure rate above

30 percent indicates tbat probation' is not effective. This tendency. is

suggested by the following comments:

Failure
Year .Author . Rate_ _. Comment

1951 Caldwell 16.4% It... probation is an effective method
of dealing with federal offenders,"

1955 England 17.72 "A reconviction rate of less than one-
fifth or one-quarter.,..fia} an'acceptable
level of performance for a probation
service"

1976 , Missouri 30.0% "Probation is an effective and
efficient way.of handling the
majority'of offendera in the State
of Missouri,"

of

.1976 Comptroller ) 55.0% "..probation sYstems.we reviewed were
General achieving.limited'success'in protecting

,

society and tehabilitating:.offendera,"
..

1977 Irish 24.6% II

...supervision program is effectively
azcamplishing its objective."

In addition to measuring the effectiveness of probation, a number of
\,

studies have also attempted to isolate characteristics which could be 'related
A

-to offender rehabilitation. -Chart II below presents =Mary 6i the major

factora which were found-in each study to be statistically correlated with

failure'. Keeping in mind the methodoloVal differences among the J3tudies

in terms of definition of failure and specification of follpw-up period,

it appears that the one characteristic most commOnly fclund to be associated

with failure is the probationer's previous criminal history. Other factors

.frequ(intly -abbe are: the youthfulness of the probationer, marital status

other than ma ried, unemployment, and educational level below the eleventh

grade.
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STUDIES RERLATINO'FACTORS RELATED TO PROBATIONER RECIDIVISM.

CHART II

Stud);

Previous
Criminal
History

Signific nt
Corr.!, on

Youih

Significant
Correlation

...---.

-

Status
Other thin
Married

---

Not .

Begoyed

N

Low Income
Below $400

Education
Below Ilth
Grade .

Abuse of
Alcohol or
Drugs

Property
Offender

On-probation
Maladjustment

Imposition
of

,Conditions

Y
Caldwell
1951

. -
Significant

"Correlation
-SigAificant
Correlation

Significant
Correlation

gnificant
Correlation

.
.

.

'

,

.

Engiand
1955

9

.

. 9

0114/14

195'5

Sign ficsnt
Correlation

Significant
Correlation

treas.
1964

n ** n Significant
Correlation

;

Significant
Correlation

Landis
1964

n II

_

II

_

H II fl

Irish
1972

n 9 If 11 n II II II

.

Missouri
1976

II II II *** II II VI

Kusuds
1976

n Ii n ** n *

Compr
trol ler

General
1976

I.

Ir inb

1971_

*

*TO hes* studies, inatutt and post-probation offense
'offense arid recidivism was not investigated.

**correlation only with income betWeen $100 aptd $41;
***correlation only with income-between $100 'and $100;

committed by probationers wire predominsntly property ; however; a correlation between proporty

theme who made leas then $11)0 end those whp made shove $400 both had on quij1 probability of success.
those who *Ade loss than $100 or above $700 both had an equal probability of mUccese.
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1.

a What sources were used to collect the materifil forth-is study -

of the critical issues in adult probation, and what major
problems And deficiencieS with.the research were'encountered ,

in reviewing the availabfe material?

In.order
,

to complete themost comprehensive literature review

, possible, information about.adult probation was collected by a number

of individuals from a wide variety of.sources. Each sub-contractor for

this project collected background material for the Technical Issue

Paper(s) which that sub-contractor would prepare.
,

Don Gottfredson and

his staff at Rutgers collected material fOr the Technical Issue Paper

on client/caseload characteristrcs, recidivism/revocation, probEltion

prediction, and 'treatment modalities. john PalmerDavid Townsend and'

the'staff. of the.Center for LawEnfdrcement and Correctional. Justice

colleeted informatipn for.the Technical Issues Phper on pre-sentence

. investigation reports. The staff of the Institute for Advanced Studies

in Justice pf.the American University prepared the Technical. Issue Paper

which adalyzed and compared theA)robation statutes of the states.and the

federa.Igovernment. Paul Friday and hig staffat Western Michil:anUni-
,

versity prepared the Technical.Issue Papers on domestic,innovations in

adult probation and the international development of probation. The
-

Technical Issue Paper on. the management of probation was prepared by the

staff .eif the'Prograt for the Study of Crime and Delinquency.

In addition to the background material which was collected by the

individual sub-contractors, the stafVof the Programlor the Study of

Crime and Delinquency assumed the responsibility for locating the availtb,le

evaluation research which has been done-in. the past twenty-five years. This

research was then distributed to 'the appropriate sub-contractor(s).

4 S
7
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The raw material upon which these Tech4cal Issue Papers were

basea consists of a variety of documents treating the subject of probation,

which were published between 1950 and 1977. These documents ificluded

books, articles fram the-popular and scholarly press, reports of research

and evaluation studies, and canferenceeapers.: The material was gathered

through a mine-month review of literature based on the following sources:

1: We conducted detailed literature searches in the following
abstracting services:

4. Cri_mitiolsszIATE
b. Psychological Abstracts

.

c. Crtme and Delinquency Abstracts
d. International Bibliography on Crime and Delinquency
e. Abstracts on Criminology and'Penology
f. SociOlogical Abstracts.

2. We utilized the resourceS of the following Libraries: .

a. The Ohio State University
b. Rutgers University (Newark),
c. Western Michigan University
d. Capital University Law chool
a. American Univeltity Law,School
f. . Center for Know edge in Criminal Justice Planning
g. National Council on Crime and Delinquency.

3. We reyiewed abstracts.of all Vrobation-related publications'
listed with the National Criminal_Justice Reference Service.

4. We requested a print-out of all probation projects funded
by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, coVering.
.the period 1968 tq 1976,_listed with the .Grant Management .

Information Service. For all projects which 'appeared from
their abstraCts to be relevant to our dtudy, we wrote to the

- project directors requesting any evaluations which had been
completed.

5. We contacted, by telephone, all state'departments of correction,
state criminal justice planning agencies, and state departmenta
of probation (in,statea with centralized probation sYstems).

.6, Fox all states 4.th decentralized probation systems, we limote
directly to all County probation offices.
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Before addressing the subject of problems and

the avairable research, we weld like to emphasize

4

ef the material'which we revieeed, particularly the,

wis supplied
.

ia stateand

deticlencies ip

a few points. Much

evaluatiVe studiee,

to us, in response, to our reqUest, by 'a great maty individual&
.

w
local agenciea,-all of Whem-Wete extremely. eooperative and'

eager to help us with.our project. We are most grateful for their

cooperation and must acknowledge the significance of their contributions

to the success of our project. Although we will be offering criticism

40.
of the design and implementation of much of this evaluative research, we

A

do want to emphasize that we are not unaware pf the problems of conducting

research in the field and we do understand that it is quite .likely .that

:the authors of.ihe 'research recognizetheiie problems also.

We will addreds,tbe state of the research in adult probation in more

' detail in a later section af thi; teport. Out purpoSe here is ta briefly

oetline the major redearch deficiencies which were-foUnd in many of the

etudies whiclOhiere reviewed for this project. It would be well to keep
, .

these deficiencies,in mind, since they have imposed lititations on the.

conclusions which we have been abl to draw fram the available research.

The major deficiencies can be summariZed as follows:

1, Failure to carefully formulate the research design in
advance of implementation can lead to research which
,neVeiNeite gets off,the ground and contributes little'
to our understanding of the subject of inquiry. The
proposed research should be based on a causal'theory
and should attempt to anticipate'and provide for potential
impediments to data collection and analysis. Although valid
findings may result fram studies undertaken without carefully
formulated'designs, such findings should perhaps be appropriately
characterized as "serendipitous."

.2. Failure to select a representative sample for stedy can
-produce results that do' not provide adequate- estimateS'for
the general Population of interest. Thus, since the findings
of a study based on a potentially biased sample came:A be
generalized to the total population, they caenot be accepted
with, any confidence.
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'Failure to utilize's. control group,'comparison group, or
adequate statistical controls results in findings Which
cennot be used to determine whether any-observed changes
are actually:the reault'of the particular program under
study. The observed changes may in fact be a fUnction
of the partioular.characteristids of the simple, rather
-tban a.function of the treatmentprovided.

4.- Failure to adequately'define critical variables is a Major .

problem in,research in probation At' the Very-least, the
treatmen; under study Should be carefully described, For
many studies which are intendecrsolely as internal agency
documents,. this requirement .may appear to be irrelevant.
.14e would argue, howeVer, that the addition 'of a detailed
.descriptionlipf the treatment would allow generalizability
of the study findings torother similar prograda. Without

such descriptions, we simply cannot assume that two treat-'
ment programa at two different agencies are similar, even
though they may have-the same name.

5. Failure 6 establish the validity and reliability of out!''..
come.measures can produce inaccurate or misleading results,

. The validity of many outcome variables, such as self-
concept,.is open .to:question. The validity and,reliability
of self-reporting techniques may also be in doubt.

Failure toiuse appropriate statistical methods, or failure
to provide Sufficient information, about the techniques used,
can:reSult in spurious finding! Frequently, results are
characterized as "statisticallY-bignificant without expla-
nation of the significance tests used. i.gnificant -correlations
are Announced without exPlanation of their derivation. We are
not suggesting that'all research must utilize:highly sophisti-
cated statistical analysis teChniques; however, at the very
least, techniques should be appropriate to the data and should 4

be explained in sufficient detail to allow the reader to assess
their relevance.

.

. 1nappropriate conclusions drawn from the findings of tareless
studies using inappropriate methods can add misinformation
to our:presumed "body of knowledge.'

The conclusions which We have attempted to draw from the adtilable
t

research in probation are based on a large number of research studies, some

of whiCh suffer from one or more of these design deficiencies. Of course,
d

we did find some examples of well-cOnceived, properly conducted research-

The following discussions of management issues, iinvestigations,

treatment modalitie and program developm'ent are based on all, of the
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aVailable research; however, we hive assigned much more credibiliti

and weight.to thoge research studies which clearly demonstrate that

they were grounde&on carefully formulated designs, properly controllee

data collection, and lappropriate analytical techniques.

In summary, we would like to note that, althOugh be

absolutely cert4in that'all relevant literature has been included in our

study, we believe that the studies whichhave hid the'widest influence

have been ciinsidered. Research and eValuation studies were included

based on our ability to locate interpretable reports of the st9dies, on

the methodological soundness of the study, or, in areas where very little

information was available, their uniqueness. The value of all'of the

Technical Issue Papers and the accuracy of their conclusions are in part

a function of the quality of the material upon.whieh they were 'built.

We; as authors, however', have selected the material to be included-and

must therefore bear the onstbility for these:products.
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CHAPTER II.

ISSUES IN PROBATION MANAGEMENT

:In order tO understand the managemerit issues which arise in pro,-

ii is necessiry tO have a sense of thotscope cf contemtoorary'

probation activity. Recently, a.survey of probation andl)arole:agelicies'

was conducted by the'Bureau of the Census for thd Department ot Justice.

Although'the survey frequently Mixed probation\and parole data it con-

tains the only national probation data currently available.

The survey reports that .on September 1, 1976, ihere were 923,064.

4 adult probatioli.clients under state and local.supervision in'theAJnited

States. Approximately 50 percept (455 093) of these clients had.been

'Convicted of'felony Crimes and the balance had misdemeanor convict*ons.

Eighty-six.percent, or 795,231, were male. The rate atAwhich' the pro-

bation.dispositiot is used varies widdly fro; sitirto. state. Massachusetts'

. \

'retiorts 1 265 adult and juvenile probationers per.100,000 popUlation, while

Kentucky reports only 210.. The rate for the entire United States is 583 .

per,100 000.

The number of offenders,on probation; however, only tells part of

A
the stOry. In 1976, there were 1,929 agencies which listed adult probation

supervision-as one of their functions. Fifty-six p rcent of th-dse agencies

operated at the state level and 42 percent at the aunty, or municipal

level. Adult probation was listed as the only function by 340 agencies.

These 340 agencies served a total caseload of 267,276, with A full-time

counseling staff of 2,,504 fot an average client caseload of 107

(U.S. DIpartment of Justice, 1978
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The results'af this surveY euhasize the fact that the delivery:of .

adult probation services is a big business, even though the indIvidual.

'agencies are often-,quite small, in the aggregate, probation tonches

more lives than any:,other areaof correctiOns. -.The scope of ptobation

A
tictivtty alone warrants a :cOeful study of the methods used to manage and

deliver tts services..

,This chapter discusses the_issues of the organization and management
.

of the resources available for the provision and deltViii-of probation

services. We will concentrate our attention'on the Statutes and standards

which affect organization and management and on discovering what is known

about the efficiency and effectivene s of vatious,organizational an& .

management techniqueS.
.!

-.

Historically, little discussion has appeared in the

i
iterature*about

,sWJTTI:c organizational and management techniques wilièh sht affect the

proviaion Of Probatton.setvices. This maY have occurred because most

probation agenpieS were relatively small and the administrative world ok

,
A

probation Was fractionalized, resulting in a relianCe by adminiAtratora
,

, on tile traditional' management strategies and techniques borrowed from

business administration and,other disciplines. In the past'few years,

however, Itere has been a noticeable emphasis in the literature on the

treatment of management concerns and innovative strategies as an ie.a-1

part of the probation function..

The organizational and management issues which we will discuss in .

this report are i'll-niSetant td adtinistrators for several reasons. First,
4,
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f course, all,probation administrators want to..perform their jobs as'

efficiently and effectively as possible. l'AlthoUgh we,a.ssume,that moSt

NIL 4administrators are famdliar with fundamg4a1 MainaW.ownt concepts and

te iques,

Oelévant to

there are a number of management concerns which are-especially

the areas of corrections in general and probation in particular.

Sci, in order to carry oUt their tasks in an efficient and'effective manner,

administrators will want to be fully informed and knowledgeable about'
!!

organization and managementroblems, and their possible solutions, which

affect the smooth running of a pbation agency. Second, there may be

a number of areas in which flexibility is denied to the administrator by

law. These areas may include the selection of probation officers, the

decision to grant, deny, or revoke probation, the required performance

of presentence investigations, the length of the probation period, the

various rights of due process guaranteed to probationers, and the use of

certain treatment modalities: MOst of.the areas of mauagement, however/

allow the administrator sale maneuverability and the ability to make

choices based Upon the probable.contribution of a certain technique to

the efficient or 'effectiVe management of the Oróbation agency. Finally/

management con erns can be a fruitful area for innovation. The examples

of management techniques which we discuss may' be untried by many probation

agencies, and thus the experiences of other departments may be of.consider-

able value to the administrator who is contemplating changing or modifying

an existing technique or adopting a new one.

A significant amount of interest in the management and organizational'

problems of probation ystem3 was prompted by the Comptroller General's
Ack,

Report to the Congress, entitled State and County Probation: Syseems in

Crisis, which was published in May 1976. This report was critical of
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the performance of state and local probation agencies, and stressed the

"positive role which could be played by the federal governMent, through the

Law Enforcement A sistance Administration by providing leadership, funds,

.4110*ktechnical assistance to the States. The findings of thf study were' g.

generated by a review of the adult felon probation systems in Maricopa

County, Arizona; Multnomah County, Oregon; 'Philadelithia County, Pennsyl-

vania; and KiniCounty, WaShington. A nuMber of recon3mendationshhich

are relevant to our discussion of management concerns were made, dealing

particularly with the ptovisiOn of services to probationers. The findings

of the study indicated that'probationers whosreceived needed services

were more likely to complete their probation periods successfully than

those who did not receive needed services. Therefore/the'report

emphasized the need to adequately identify tbe prdbationere needs, t.ci

provide the required to satisfy those needsl and to ensure that

local community resOurces,become more resPonsive to probationers.

The importance of management concerns,again has been'aderscored by

another Comptroller General's Report to the Congress, entitled Pibation

and Parole Activities Need to Be Better'Managed, published in October

1977. This report provides.a detailed description of the shortcomings

4

in the operation and administration of the federal probation/parole system.

Information was .gathered by a review of opeiations in five probation dis-

tricts (CalifOrnia Central, Georgia NOrthern,- Illinois Northern, Washington,

D.C., and Washingtok Western), a questionnaire completed by a number of

chief judges, chief kobation officers, and probation officers, and a

randomly selected sample of open and closed probation and parole cases in

the five probation districts. Of pafticular interest to probation admini-

strators are the recommandations and suggestions directed toward supervision

.50
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and service provisiOn. One of the findings of the\study Was that probation

officers appear to be emphasizing their other duties (such as completion

(

.

of presenterice investigation reports and administrative activities) more

than their supervision responsibilities. The Comptroller General recommends

six management techniques which can be used to improve supervision:

Special Units dedicated solely to supervision and 'thereby
relieving probation offieers of other dut.ies such as makine.
PSIs.

-- Team concept of supervision which gives each probation'officer
a,backup officer, permitting.each tá know the other's,easeload.

-- Review of probatfon officer case files by supervisory probation
officers, which assures evaluation of rirobation officers' per-
formance.

Subqffices which are used to improve geographic coverage .of a
district.

-- Flexible work hours which a ow probation officers to contact
offenders after regular worki hours.

-- Selective PSI reports which re 1 ss comprehensive than regular.
PSI reports and xequire less time do

The report also contains recommendations concerning improvement of

rehabilitation programs by the delivery of needed services to proba-
,

tioners. The recommendations are:

-- preparing rehabilitation plans which tranalate identified
needs intoshort- and long-term treatMent goals. for each
offender.

-- referring offenders to neede4 services, and

-- following up to see that offenders receive needed services.
If

Finally, the report stresses the importance of routine evaluation of

probation offices for program implementation, effectiveness and short-

comings.

This 'interest in the organization and ni4agement of probation'has

+ prompted separa ion of t se issues from the bther areas of interest.
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It should ,not be assumed howeverthat the organizational,and management

.
concerns discussed here are without implication§ for the other areas,

such as the effectiveness of.probation or the demonstr4ted value of spe-

cific treatment modalities. We have:set these issues pait to emphasize

their importanCe, not to suggest that they should be separated from the

unity of the probatiOn process.

From our review of the literature, we identified eleven areas of

management interest which seemed to be prominent concerns. .In order to

present the available material in a structurbd fashion, we will discuss

each of these areas of interest separately. We cannot stress too strong-

ly, however, that these topic areas are not mutually exclusive. The

areas to be addressed are: the locus of probation administration, roles

of probation officers, easeload management strategies,' service provisio
1

strategies, the use of paraprofessionals, the use of volunteers, the edu-

cation and training of probation officers, time studies, information

systems, cost analyses and,standards;\for probation.. Several of these

topic areas extensive.topies, such as csseload management, roles'.

of:probation officers, and time studies, while other chapters concentrate

on relatively narrow topics. It is important, tfierefore, to keep in

mind the'broader concepts when considering the material presented in

the discussions of the-more limited topics.

Locus of Probation Administration

To what extent should the administration and'provision of

probation services be centralized/ de-centralized?

Generally, the organi,zatiCfnal structure of the probation service of

a given jurisdiction is outlined by statutei with detailed structure and
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procedures specified by administrative regulation or court rule. An

examinatian cif state and federal statutes reveals that the statutory pro-

yisions may be categorized into five classes, which differ an terms of

,the extent of centralization or dicentralization of the administration of--)

probation seri.jicea. These five classes are described briefly:

1. Five states (Alaska Delaware, Maine, Rhode Island, and Vermont)

haverunified corrections systems. All traditional major correc-

tions functions placed, by statute, under a .single administrk7

tive agenCy.

4

s approach, which represents the highest level

Centralization is recommended by_the Standardi of. the National

visory Commission on Criminal Justice Stapdards and Goalso

e statutes.of the Ma/ority Of states (approximately thirty)

and the federal statute provple for the administration of.proba-

tion in combination .lath parole .in the same agency, generally,
/ .

at the state level.

3.. ,The Connec,ticut.statute provides for the administration .of pro-

bation ;fay state agency, however, the probation and parole func=.

Lionel are separate.

4. .1'he statutes.provide fOr,local Administration of .probation by

the courts with overall supervision of probation officers and

services by either a state,agency (New Xork and Ohio), state

commissioners (Massachusetts), dr the,statei.Supreme court (New

Jersey).

5. The statutes of the remaining states (Arizona, Colorado, Hawaii,

Illinois, Indiana, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania,'and Texas) provide

for the local administration of Trobation by the courts or,

as in California, a local board. In a number of states it this
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clais and in class four above1 there ie statutory authorization

for * system of concurrent probation adainistration. Thos,

locally-administere4 probation offices may be eitablished-by

:county governments; and.a state probation agencyArectly

provides administration and personnel to counties which cannot

support' or choose not to.maintain, local probation ierVices.

The:Standards of the.National Advisory Cpmmission (1973) strongly

;

.

support a unified staterobation systea, which would be reeponsible for.

-r-

establiehini standards, 'goals, and priorittekt, program planning and'

development Of innovative service strategies, staff development and..
training, manpower planning, monitoring ind'evaAktion, consultation,

d coordination. The American Bar Association (1970) takes a more

eutral position, sUpporting the administration. of probation At-either

the state or the local leVel.

14ith respect to the centralization/decentralieation queseion, our

revfi<of the literature ppcovered many arguments supporting both posi-

tions. The mostlrequently-citedlirguments in favor of centralization are:
, .

a state-administfred system is free of local political consideration

(National Advisory Commission, 1973) .ft can develop unifortapolicies
a

and prodedures, leadinvto:i greater likelihood that the same level of

serviceslAll 'be provided, to all cliena in all areas (President's

Commission on LaW EnfOrcement and Anistration o Justice, 1967); it
1

contributee to greater efficiency in the disposition of resources

stilational.44visory Commission, 1973); and state administration histori,-

cally hasbeen in the forefront of developing innovative\programs,

demonstratida projects, and correctional research (President's Commisiiion

of Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice, 1967). On the other
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hand, numeroUs.argUments are cited by those who favor the de-centralized-

arrangements: local programs can generally develop better support froth

local citizens and agencies (President's COmmission.ot Law Enforcement

and Admidistration of justice,'1967); because local programs are.smaller,

..ehey cln be more flexible and less bound by bureaucratic rigidity and are

thus able to experiment with new methogs and procedures (Killinger,:

Kerper, and Cromwell, 1976)4 and staff members,'working for a local

agency, are more liicely to be thoroughly familiar with the,local community

(Killinier, Kerper, and Cromwell,.197-6).

Agencies which are highly decentralized are generally characterized
N .

by participation, accesa, and responsiveness;'agencies which are central-

ized' are characterized by efficiency, professionalism, and the use af

more advanced.technologies. Although the current trend in corrections

in general appears to be in the direction of centralization, several f'
states are attempting to LØke advantage of,the benefits of both-srrange

tants by the strategies of :standard-setting'at the state level, provision'

of and training forthe personnel by the state goVernment alld direct

financial subsidy payments by the 'state:to local agencies'who keep

offenders in the community on probation rather than sending them ,to

state-financed, correctional institutions (National Advisory Commission,

1976).

Research by the C?Unc4h. of State Governments (1977) also recognized

the trend toward centralization of probation administration. Administra-

'tors should-be aware, however, that their placement in a unified corree-

tions system will present both advantages and daadvantages. They may
1

benefit from,the overall increase in funding for corrections, from more

sophisticated information systems, and from greater.visibility to the
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'state legislature. The %price for these benefits, however, may be the

loss of'thelfIndependent status, a consequent limitation in polity-

Making discretion, escalating political pressure on controversial pro-

C-7

grams, ima,poSsible-loss of financial resources to institutional programs.

ShoiaiFPr'obation reside in
'the control of the courts,

, branch of government under
political officials?

the judicial branch of government under
or should it be.placed in the executive
the control of elected,or appointed

Statutd'ry tirovisions dealing with the.administrative placement of

probation also speak to the executive/judicial branch argument. Generally,*

those States Which tend toWard 'centralized adMinistration, in combination
*

wit.h dr separate.from other corrections functions, seem to favor.execu-

. .

tive branch placement. Where probation is priMarily locally-administered,

it tends to be located under the control of tlie courts. The federal

./4

probation system, although centralized,. is part ofthe Administrative

Office of-the United States Courts.

The 'literature reveals a number of arguments on both.sides 'of the

..,;question. A4umenta advanted in support of placement of_probafionadmini-

stration in the judicial branch include: probation can be more responsive

to codrt directiOn (National Advisory' Commission, 19,73); the court can

acquire Aiitomatic feedback on the eff ctiveness,of probation as a senten-

cing alternative (Notional Advisory COMmission, 1973); and probation

administration should re with the courts, since.the greatest flow of

Work for a probation agency comes from the courts (Wah/, 1966). On the

other-hand, proponents of placement in the executive branch advante

v these arguments: since all other sub-systems wtich carry out court

dispositions of offenders are in the executive branch, inclusion of

66
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probation could ensure clor coordination of'proerams, =ore rational

allocation 0 staff, and iftcreased access to the budget proceis and the

establishment of priorities (Niational Advisory Commission, 1973).

In 'summary, if we ask,what is the proper locatiOn for probation

. adminietration, we'find that there are strong argument for centralized

administration,lor de-centralized:administration. for lacement in the

executive, branch of.govern=ent,. and for placement'in the udicial branch

.of eoVernment. It gppears that this question is not amen e to a defini-

tivel$swer; what ilviiPorant is e thorough consideration o th trade-

-offs which characterize eaA alternative. Neither is the quesitio

amenable to-experimental research. But it is clear that comprehea ive,
%

descriptIVe studies ok the experiences of agencies placed ire ifferut

administratpe locations could assistlin accurately and Complettly
.

delineating,-!theAdvantages and.disadvantages'of each location. ."

Roles of -Probatioa Officers

e Which type of role Which proba'tion officers might adopt
would be-the most appropriate?

- This is the ty e of question whAch cannot b addressed by statute,

41(standard, or adm strative regulation. The answe will depend upon what

are belieVed to be the oyerall goals of probation and a subjective assess-

ment of the most effeCtive means of achieving those goals. It is most

.likely that every probation agency will develop, over time, a tendency

to emphasize One or more goals over other goals, and this tendency will

be a product of many diverse influences, not all of which can be controlled

.by the agency. Until we can agree on the proper goals of 'probation, their
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relative iFportance and the best,:means oi achieving them, we,wil.1 Sind

this to bef a troubling question;

.It has frequently been stiggested that techniques be develogd whAla

. will enable a probation administrator to match'each probationer with a

probation officer who typifies the role which would be best su4ed to tile

Probationer. .Whilethis Strategy:seems pramis ,141 adequate research has

not yet been done.

A review.of thg literature reveals that seVeral very similar typolo-

gies describing the Variátis roles of probation officers have been developed

(Ohlin,.1456; Glaser,'1964;.Jordan and Sasty, 1974; Klockars, 1972).

the roles generally included in these typologies are:

1. The Punitive/Law,EnforCement Officer, whose pritsry concern-
.-

is the protection of the:Community throUgh.control of the

probationer.

2. /he Welfare/Therapeutic Officer, whose primary Concern is-the

improved wellare of the probationer.-

The Protectile/Synthetic Officer, whil attempts to effeCt a

blendbf treatment and law enforcement.

4. .The Passive/Time Server Officer, who has little concern for the

welfare of the community or the probationeT, but sees his job

merely as a sinecure, requiring a minimum amount of effort.

In addition to these typologies, several other functional roles have

'Itteen gentified. One role concept, which is built upon the law enforcement

part of die probation officer'd-lob, considers-the quasi-judicial nature

of many of the prober officer's activities (Czajkoski, 1973). These

qua i-judicial actigities include legitimation of the plea bargaining

proceis, control over intake, setting.the cOnditions of probation,
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enforcement of proba ion'conditions, probation revocation, and administra-

-tion of punishment Anothen role which has been discussed in the litera-
',=,

ture is an integrative role which attempts to blend. the often-conflicting.

Concerns of societal Protection and offender rehabilitation .(Tomaino 1975).

Fin4, the literatureexplores. a counseling role, in which the Probation

office develops .a style of empathetic understanding to communicate withr-

his clients in the knowledge that the probationer can serve as,his.own

best advisor (Arcgrya, 1973)..

With respect to the self-image 'of probation officers, several research
Ye

studieti report similar findings. These studies found that most probation

officers identify with the general field of corrections,:and consider pro-

bation work to be an aUtonomous entityi not to, be confused with Other

justice agencies or functions, (Milesv 1965; Sigler and Bezanson,

1970): Another.study of the appropriateness of probation activities

:suggested that.probation.officers believe that referral, counseling,.and

guidailce functiona are the most appropriate activities,mhile detection

and-apprehension of probation violators and enforcing'coOmunity standards

Of behavior were considered generally inapkopriate (Vam Laningham, Taber,

and Dimante, 1966). 'Finally, one studlY tested the hypothesis..that prOba-

:tion officers who had differefit role perceptions (advocate, counselor,

or enforcer) would also ,have different levels of job satisfaction

ney, 1975); the results of the studY reflited the hypothesis and

also demonstrated that, even with a small sample of ptobation offfcers,..

4there was A lack of consonsus regarding which of-the three possible roles

was the most appropriate.

In summary, if we ask which probation officer role is most appropriate,

we pust answer that research has not yet been done in this area. Evidence. .

"h
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does suggest that probation officers consiggr some activities to t;e more

appropriate than others, but that role perception has nothing to do with

job satisfaction. Research is also needed to determine whether role

preference has any impct on client behavior and other in4lators of

outcome.

merit'

What are the important issues in caseload management, and
whicA caselOad management srategies have beien shown to be NI

more effective or etfint?

.Probation practice:in .the United States requites the Probation agency

to stand ready to assist the Court botb during and following the criminal

sZntencing proceea. Before sentencing the.agenCy may be requir4a to

provide a'pie-sentence investigation report, which is intended to make

available to the senteneing Judie the type of information about the

offender whiFh the judge can usehin the process of selecting the most

*appropriatg'sentence for. the offender. In order to avoid undue delays

in the sentencing process, most Courts require that pre-sentence investi-

gation reports.be completed and submitted withill a specified period of

time. To'comply with the orders of the Cdurt, the probation agency must

be organized in sucea way that sufficient personnel can be Made available

-

to complete the required number of presentence investigation reports in .

an acceptable and timely fashion.

:The.secofid, and perhaps largir, duty of the probaipion agency is to

assist the Court after the sentencing process. This daty requires the.

f
ilgebcy to accept for supervision all offenders who have been placed on
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probation by the Court. Depending upon the jurisdiction in which the

agency is located, the offenders placed on probation may have committed

almost any type of criminal offense, and may range from first offenders

to "cart' criminals. T1eriumer,s of offenders selected for probation

may vary considerably over time, depending upon the state of the law in

the juri:adiction, .the political climate in the jurisdiction, and the'

. prevailing philosophy'towara the use%f probation of the sentencing judge.

In.addition, the ihdithial offenderi placed on probation will vary consider

ably in the types of living problems (elrg., alcohol or drug abuse, -family

situation difficulties, lack of education or .emplOyment). whict. they face.
(Th

Fi here is likely.to be. :at least some variation:among probationers
41 ,

.'with respect to the type an8 extent-of-probation Conditions impoaed on

the% by ,the sentencing judges. As with the pre-sentence investigation

report requirement, this post-sentencing supervision duty of the probation

agency necessitates an organizational.structure whigh will enable rhe

agency to efficiently and effectively handle the amoUnt of 'work ,assignet

by the Court.

Considering the complexity involved in complying with these duties,

it is obvious that the probation administrator will be faced with a

number of critical management problems. How can the ageney be structured
#

,in.order to TsUre that both the investlgation and surrVision duti,es can

be met? Shonld all probation off cers be expected to perform botil the

investigation and supervision duties, c:r should offirrS be required to
2)

specialize?. How can the agency efficiently handle the volume of proba7

tioners assigned by theCotirt? What are the different ways in-which'

probationers can be assigned 'to indfvidual officer's caseloads? Can

the level or'intensity of supervisiot be differentiated for various
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classes of probationers? How can the different living prOlems of proba-!

tioners best be handled? Should'all prObation officers be.expected to

handle every kind of'probationer problem, or shobid-individual officers

develop areas of specialization? Should the agency adopt a casework

approach-to probation supervision, or would a brokerage approach be

more appropriate? Wbat advantages might there be for organizing the

probation officer force into teams, rather than utilizing the tradi0.0na3.

single officer caseload model?

The answers to these questiods for any specific probation agency\

will, of course, depend on.many factors, including the prevailing philc;

phical and structural orientation of the department, and the resources',

both financial and manpower, available to the department. The discussion

of these issues will focus on the organizational an& administrativeimpli-
,

cations of various caseload assignment and sup&rvision strategies. Our

emphasis on the advantages and disadvantages of-the teChniques as revealed

\

by the .exeriences. of other departments can serve as an aid to the adminis-

trator who is attelipting to select techniques appropriate for his'agency.

A number of issues in caseload managetent have been,identifi4 and
-- .

will be discussed,separately, although in reality they are closely -

related. These isaues were caseload assignment techniques, diffeie

tiated levels of supervision, generalized vs, specialized caseloads,

single officer caSeloads vs. team.caseloads, the casework vs. the broker-

age approach, functional spécialization,'and the concept of workload.

There are five major caseload assignment models: the conventional

model, the numbers-game model the conventional model with geographic

consideration, and single factor spCiaQ.zed model, and the vertical



.model (Carter and Wilkies. 1970).

Briefly, the conventiOnal model utilizes the random assignment of

,probationers,tO available prObation officérs The object of, the numbers

game Model is to numerically balance all of the .a_seloadia within the

department. The Conventional model with geographic consideration ob-
.

viously restricts-caseloads to probationers living,,in a specific geographic..

area. The singleTfactor specialized model assignS probationers to c'se-
\

loads on the basis of a single.shared characteristic The vertical model'

is based on classification by a combination ofcharacteristics. Each

model has implications.for the administratiori of the probation agency

with respect to,personnel, training, andselection of supervision strate-

gies.

Supervision strategies concern haw the individual caseloads are

handled after the probationer populafion has beet% assigned.' One strategy

*
inv6lVes varying the level of supervision of probationers. It-is believed

that while some probationers may actually need very minimal supervision,

others will require intensive supervision. Assignment to the different

levels of supervision is generally based Plitn an assessment of risk orl

classification by type of offense. The assumptioh behind intenS'ive super-

4ision is that decreased caseload size will lead,to increased contact
0.

between the probation officer and the probationers, resulting in improved

service delivery and more efficient-Ntvatment, which will effect a reduc-
\

tion in recidivism (Banks,et al., 1976). While research indicates that

intensive supervision does lead to increased contact between the probation

officer an& the 'probationers (Lohman et al., 1967; Nath et al., 1976;

Human Systems,Institute, 1975; Sheppard, 1976), thera has been no research

which attempts to assess the quality of thosiitcontacts. For those probationers



who require few or no specialLiervices and p se little threat tb community
'

safety, minimum supervision has 1,4bused. This type of supervision is

seen as 'crisis supervision," since the contact between the probation

officer and Ole probationer may be limited to a monthly written report

ymless a specific re.quest for services is made:. One of the majpr problems

attendant upon ihe development of a systilm of differentiated superyision

is the.determination of an adequate and accurate technique for risk' or

.need classification. There is also a need to isolate and identify the

.factors in the probation officer/probation'er relationship which define

the quality of dontact.

A second caseload management issue concerns-the use of generalized

'caseloads, where each probation officer supervises a, heterogeneous caspl-

lbad, or specialized caseloads, where caselo.ads are comprised of one

specific type of offender. Since most probation departments follow the

generalized caseload model, only the eeearch oh-specialized units or

-caseloads was examined. We looked at research directed at specialized

units dealing with drug abusers (Kaput and 'Santese, 1975; Center for'

%

Social Policy and Community Developmen 1974; Yonemutu and Estep; 1974)

ethnic group members (Thompson, n.d.), mentally deficient probationers
4.1?

(Pima County Adult Probation Department, 1975), alcoholjabusers, and

sex offenders and assaultive offinders (Olsson, 197'5). The general

conclusion-from this research, much of which is descriptive3, seem to b

that specialized units can.be relatively,effective with target probationers,
#

11---"Its long as the referrals-to the special unit are\appropriate, and that

these probationers can be offered special .services which they might not

otherwise receive. Several,stlies,'however, raised the point that
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Pre-planning is extremely important, along with ttie eatabliShment of

specific acceptance crieitia and better communications with referral

sources (Pima County Adult Probation Department, 1975; Olsson, 1.275;

Cepter for Social Policy and Community Development, 1975).,

Another tyPe of caseload Management strategy is the use of single

otficer oaseloads or team caseloads. The single.offiCer caseload has

been closely associated with the casework approach to supervision, in_

which the emphasis is on the development cif a.personalized oue-tci-one

relationship with the 4.ndividual'members Of the caseload. The Ei4m'

. model, 'which is frequently aSsociated with the brokerage approach,
,

emphasizes both the diVersity of needs'of.probationersand the diversity

ofprobation officer skills mtich can,be assembled in One team (Sullivan,

1972). Virtually

of single officer

Management Teams,

no reSearch comparing the effectiveness or efficiency

and team caseloads:was located; Commmunity Resource

which have emergea in the past few year% have been ,

widely publicized, but hlve not yet been evaluated.

Closely associated with the single officer vs. team caseload question
Air -

2 is the issue of the proper approach to probarOn supervision and service'\.

provision. .The two major approaches are casework and brokerage, which. '

were briefly discritied above in cofinection with single officer caselOads

and team kaseloads. Tt should be noted, however, that the casework,

approach can also be used with a team model and the brokerage approach

Can be used bY a single-Probation officer. As with the-single officer

and team models,,we found a wealth of descriptive,material covering the

assUmptions, rationales, and operations qof both caseZand brokerage,

however, no research.comparing the effectiveness, efficiency, or cost
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these approaches was available.

The fifth management issue is ticie queation of specialization by'

function. Functional specialiiation,refers to the.praetice of grouping

the tasks and activities cif probation into relatively discrete functiona.

,(such aa investigation or aupervision) and asaigniag each probition officer

to one or the other function. Arguments advanced in support of functional

specializatioh are: it allows the development Of'expertise;-it facilitates

supervisOry:cOntrol pf performance; and it eliminates neglect of one

function in favor of the'other (dzajkoski, 19,69).. To counter these irgu.'-

ments, opponents of functional specialization offer these points: an

operating knowledge of the techniques of both investigation and supervision

Y/
will enhance expertia--; functionalization may result5in unequal workloads

land thereby create morale problems; and the problem of neglecting one

function in favor of the other is more closely related to case overload

and inadequate number of staff than it is to specialization or nonspecia17-

ization of function-(Czajkoski, 1961?..

Unfortunately, little Information is available about the extant
.

.of use of thiS management technique. Gronewald (1964), however, in cated

thatp in The federal probation system, nonspecialization is the prefered

operating technicitte in ninety-five percellt of the offices. Since no

research stOies wett.evailable whiCh attempted- to.evaluate the'fficiency

or effectiveness of the functional specialization technique, our knowledge

Of this area remains subjective.
,

.

.

.

. .

'Finally, we examine the
(
concept t, workloach This concept is ased

J3-
on the idea that not all offenderscrequire the same-amount or type of_

supervision and that different propation functions, such as pre-sentence
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.investigations or supervision cannot be'equated on a one4to7one basisi..,

fhe workload concept, thus, a fts'the focus fr m the raw number of cases
4.4. .

in a caseloadoand tbe nUmber e-sentence 10eatigationa to lie performW

to the amount of rime needed to perform:each activity. All the aetivities

are then weighted and added together to derive the maximum workload for

an individual officer. We found six projects which.have opecationalized

the workload System, with particular emphasis on the allotment of time

to various activities and the derivation of the workload standards.(AdamS,

1967; Florida Department of Offender Rehabilitation, 1976; Wisconsin

Department of 'Hesth and Social Services, 1977i; Hughes, 1974). Unfor-

tunately, We do not yet know about the impact of the workload concept on

the probation agency, probation officers, or probation-clients.

In if we ask which caseload management strategies have bleen

shown to be more effective or efficient, we must answer that toe little

research bas been done in this area to come to auy definite concluSion.

We knoW that some studiga.have determined that the level of-supervision

intensity can be varied., resulting in More Or fewer cOntacts between.the

probation officer and the probationer, howeyer,.we:still imOW very little

abeut either an adequate procedure for classifying offenders by risk-dr-
,

need dr bout the natur4 and quality of the contacts.' Some research also

suggests that specialized caseloads can be effective, as long as the.criteria

6
for acceptance into the speciali ed caseloads.are explicit. Research is

clearly needed to evalate'the effectiveness', efficiency, and cost of

single officer vs. team,caseloads, the caseworkvs. the'brokerage approach

to 'supervision and service provisi6n, and functional specialiiation. We

have examined several examples'of workload derivation procedures, but

research on the impact of the implementation of' such a system has not

yet been done.
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Provisio Probat on Services

What are the itliajOr strategies used by probation agencies for
the assessment pf probationers' needs and the provision of
services clsigned to meet those needs?

The delivery of services to meet the various needs of the probitioner
\

involves an affirmative effort by the probation officer ,t,C1 ascertain the

.nature of such needs and to provide. expert assistance or:to-locate an

agen Y.outside of the probation department Which can proviat-the needed

services. Particular duties which address this objective "are not commonly

-specified by,a-takute. In California, however, the probaion statute

actually articUlates a duty of the probation officer to provide services

to the prob tioner in the community. Even so, no statutes presently enacted

require a comprehensive set of duties iMplementing the service deliyery

and referral functions.

The Standards of the' American Bar Association"(1970), National Advisory
4.

Commission (1973), and AMerican Correctional Assc;ciation (1977) emphasize

the importance of service provision and recommend the adoptj.on of comprehen-

sive and flexible proviSion strat-egies. There appearg to be a recognized
\

need to. bring tha statutes regarding probation. officers' duties up to date

with these recommended standard's. This is.suggested for three major,reasons.

First, present statutes as written may obstruCt the realization of Service

,provision as 'a modern, prdf1110 goal. .SeCond, a Statutory approach to

service delivery and,referral wpuld acknowledge thtir importance and

. strengthen their position in individual 4gencies. Third, statutes specify-.

di\duties relatg""to service delivery andreferral would regulate the

retion of peobatiol; officers in applying these techniques and would
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4t

establish guidelises for the effective performance of these duties.

The provision of needed services to its probationers is one Of

the most,important functions of any.probation agency. (Comptroller

Gsueral of.the United States, 1976). Our review of the Available lite

#

rature revealed two dominant service provision strategieS -- casework

and brokerage thrOugh community Sermice provision managemerit. iThe

casevork approach stresses.the role of the probatiaa officer ia service

q)rovision; it is asSumed that the-probation officer will be th primary

agent of treatment and,is capable of-hendling all tf,the multifaceted

1.

needs of a large number of offenders (Meeker, 19484 StOt 195!).. . The

brokerage approach, on the other'hand, emphasizes the assessmeat of client

needs and,the linkage. of Available Community services with ihose needs..

. The primary task_of the probation officer is to locate existing community
,0

resburces ihich can benefit his probationers and ta link the probationer.

with the community social service agency (Miscione, 1976; Rubin, 1977;

Dell'Apa, Adams, Jorgensen, and 5igur4son, 1976.).

-
Another emerging serstie provision strategy is contracting. Under

this arrangement, the probati* agenCy and.another social service grogram

enter into a legal contract which binds the.probation agency to pay the

social service agency for services provided to probationers (Kassebaum,

et al.,1976).. A wide variety of services, such as drug and alcohol

abuse treatment, employment, education, and meatal health services,
.\ A

can be providedlto probationers under these contracts.

Our review'of research reports revealed several operational exarpplee

of s rategies designed for the purpose.of service proVision. One program

which concelrateecia-securing employment, -education; and trainifig oppor-
.

ties far unemployed and underemtdwed, prObaioners by intensive use of
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'existing community resources reported achieviag modest gains in the

. employment status of-its experimental.group members., as opposed to a

control group of comparable probationers, however, it appeared that the

margin of iiprovement exhibited by the experimental group over the control

group diminished rapidly with time Otochester-lionroe Coun yspriminal

Justice Pilot City Program, 1974).

A state Health and Social Services Department prepared a comprehensive

. assessment of probationer needs and deVeleped guidelines for allclocal

4'. probation offices to use in providing services for those needs (Wisconsin

Department of Health and SoCial Servicer, 1977b). ,The aesessed neeac

were categorized as: academic/vocational skills, employment financial

management, marital/family relationships, companions emotional stability,

.alcohol usage, drug abuse, mental ability, And health. Within each cate-

gorY, the.departmentjicted all community resources which coulfl be utilized'

fore a4 particular need,.and where.appropriate presentelinforMatidn.con-

cerning the exact type,and range of servkés available, the name of the
*

contaet person in each community resource program,-and the_referral proce-

dure which must be followed.

Finally, several Community Resource Management Teams have been Opera-

tionalized. The CRMT's combine the team supervision-approach with a

brokerage strategy for service provision. Under this arrangement, each

probation officer in a team specializes in a,specific, area of probationer

needs and thoroughly familiarizes himself with all community resources

.7which address that specific need. It is the responsibility cif the-proba-

tion officer to link the probationer with the Commihnity resource-which,

can provide'needed services and to ensure that the services are actually

fl
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delivered. Aside from preliminary descriptive repor which discuss some

of the implementation and operational problems of the CRMT's (Miscione,

1976; Dell'Apa, Adams, Jorgensen, and Sigurd&on, 1976; West Texas Regional

Adult Probation Department, 1977 Obley, WOodson, and Miller, 1977),

evaluation of this service provisioh strategy has not yet become available.

La summary; if we ask whether needed services are beihg provided to

probationers, we must ansuier.that research indicates that they are not.

Studies suggest that probatiOners who do receive needed services have a

.14

greater chance of successfully completing probation, but that adequate

needs assessmeas arernot attemPled and, consequently, most probationers

do not receive the services they need. Several new and

13

romising serVice

piovision'strategies are emerging, but they have not yet been adequately

evaluated.

.The Use of Parlprofessionals in probation

What are the issues involved in the use of paraprofessiorials,
including'ex-atfenders, in probation?

Those statutes whidh might impede the recruitment and hiring.of

paraprofessionals and ex-offenders for work in probation tend to be

statutes which set forth minimum qualifications r uired of persons

providing probation servides.. The statutes which eatablish probation

0 officer.qualificationg can be grouped inthree categories: those which

provide that the state personnel board or merit system will specify

qualifications; those rhat empower the state corrections department or

probation agency to estai3lish qualificaiions; and those which provide

'that qualifications %All be specified by eieher the local courts or the

4.
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state supreme court. With respect fb Specific qualification, only Texas
-

and Oklahoma express these qualifications by statute; in other.jurisdic-

tIons, specific selection criteria ay established by administrative
/

regulation. In theseregulations we find the specific requirements for,

education, previous work experience and personal character. Thus, if

any legal barriers to hiring paraprofessionals or.ex-offenders exist,

they will likely be found in these administrative regulations.

A survey done. in 1974 attempted to discover the extent of use of

paraprofessiopils particularly' ex-offenders, in corrections (PrieStino

and Allen, 19 part of the survey findings indicated that in at:least

fifteen states, legal or administrative restrictions hindered.or barred

the use of ex-offenders. It is .also probable that in many other states,

civil service.and merit systemlob descriptions for the employment of

probation officers effectively bar the employment of parSprofessionals

.

who do not pOssess,the qualificationS enpmerated for prob4tion officer

potiitions.

..The Standards of the American Bar.Association:(1970) specify minimum

qualifications for.probation officers, but also stress the desiraUility

of eMploYing'ofher less qualified personS who have backgrounds similar

to those of the probationers themselves. This flexibility in qualifies-,

tions iS echoed by the National Advisory COMMiSsion Standarie (1973), which.
*

alsO recomnend the use'of ex-offenders'. The American Correctional ANO-

ciation (1977) also supports the use of paraprofessionals and partidularly

stresses the potential value of the employment of ex-offenders.

The use Of paraprofessionals, including ex-offenders, in probation

#
has developed in response to the perceived need to. establish more effective

relatLnships and communication with probation clients. It is berieved,
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that'individuals'who tre similar to probationers in:terms.:of.'social .ci`ass,

ethnic group.membership area of residence, and other characteristics

would be better able to communidate with and understand the problems of
.

tion.,clierita than professional probation officers (Grosser, 1976)4.

\The use of ex-offenders as paraprofessionals is justified on the grounds

that a auddessful ex-offender can seive as a positive role model for

the offender on .prObatfon.

- Although thp expePsiom'of the role of pargprofesSionals in probatioudi

may be perceived as a threat by.the system's professionals, this'may be

a Yealistic alternative'to meet the manpower,needs of'correctipns. .kme

eiother common rationales advanced for.the use of paraprofessionals

-

ate; there is a large pool of untrained, unemployed nonprofessicinals
.

froml;hich lia.recruit; it is poSsible to train:nonprofessianals todper.

foxin significant reform-raes, and it would be economicsaly,efficient

te
po-usesnopprofessionali; in'the'reformation procesS.

,

,

*sraprefessionalS.at generally usedas a Supplement

a substitute'for,. Mgular professional:probation OffiCers.
, -

theY are'ordiparily'limited to the-performance of'surveillance-related

o, rather. than

*".

fiisks% a's they become Mbre faiAliar with,their roles, however, they widen
,

the 'Scope of their tasks to incluft assisting the -client in meeting con-

crete and emotional peeda, participating in couhseling acavities, and

i'performitg inveatigations... ,

,..-

The tilree research
%.

of Raraprofessionals in

INF

_s9id4.es.11Ch attempted to ass s e effectiVeness.

probat*On presented quite.siMilar findis (Beless

and Ryan, p.d.; Lanibbh11, Pase1a, and Venezia, 1974; Buffus, 1974).,,
f

inglin mind the fa&t. ihat pdraprofissl.onalilgeperally

smaller Caseloads thhn regtr prObation officers. , the studieS reported..



that the i apr fessionala were at,east as eftletive.as regular probation

officers and ended to be somewhat More effectiye than regular probation

officers wit high risk probationers.
A

gne t dy noted that, since paraprofesaionals were used to supplemegt

regular probatio ficers, it was more expensive'to provide supervision

by a probation officer supplemented.by a paraprofessional than simply tO

use probation.Officers alone (Ward, Curran, and Viedman, 1.974); no cost

analyses dealing with paraprofessionals used as substitutes for probation

officers were found.

In summary, if we ask'whether paraprofessionals can be effeCtively

- used in probation, the research suggestalcat'they can be at.least

effeCtive

tive with

46,

as professional probation officers and-perhaps y'e.n more effec-
.

"high risk" probat4oners.) This suggestAoli must be considered

tentative, however, becausesof the small number of research.efforts in

this area.

The Use of.Volunteers Probatioft

in. , . .

. .

What are the issue invo.Wed in the use "of uo1unteers in probation?
,

Only eight jurisdictions specifical1 S7,author ize, bx.4 statute, volunteer

eyvices-in addlt probation. Ihese.jurisdictionsare: Arkansas, Maryland,

achusetts, 'Nebraska, New Hampshire, New, York,oming, and the United

Ttes government. The use of volunteers in probation in many other'.

jprisdictions may be authorized)py administraiiVelgulations, local

courts or

enactment

community organizationa. These programs tend to precede the.

of state legiglavion, and some 'thirty states' Are currently
,

considering legislation on this Subject.
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Of the seven states which provide by'statute for the appointment of .

volunteer probation off4.cerv five place thie authority with the agency

responsible for the appdintment-of selarieclofficera. In-the federal
44,:r

. ..4
.

.
. .

System, volunteers are appointed by the court. The qualifications for
' '. .

.vcilunteers ate not specified-by statute beYond general requirements such
, .

as."good moral character.." .Qualificationtare more likely to*.be pdolited

by agency iegulation or by .court rule. The specific &id:es-also are noi

evmerated-by statute but are sfated i* terms of activities which are,

: allowed and which the supervising officer may request.. The duties generally

o .

appear td'be more completely,set out by the officer who supervise4 the

volunteers. In some seatei, tha 'volunteer is directly accountable to 'ghi

professional officer, who may in turn. be required to provide training anCi

gui,dance to the. volunteer. There is a general absence in the statutes

of provisions fOr the financing of Trograms for the.selection -and training

of volunteer officers; the Wyoming statute, however, allows the reimburse

ment Of volunteers for expenses incurred in the performance of their,

duties.

The Standards of the American Bar Aisociation (1970) and the National
.

4 Advisory Commission (1973) support the Use of volunteers. The American,

Correctional Associati;on (197 recommends that every probatfon depart-
.

ment should develop and stay its.specific policy and procedures regard-
.'

ing tHe selection, 'term of servite and training definitipn of tasks,

responsibilities and authority of volunteer officers.

There has been a great resurgence in recent years-in'the-use of

vollteers in probation

superviiion, to broaderi

an'd'to assist probatio

(Scheier, 1970).

Volunteers-have been Used to amplify probation.

the- scope'Of serviC06offered to probationers

officers w1tb routine administrative duties,



-

The effectiveness of volunteers -ift probation l*Rjects has been

measured in.several ways. Keeping in mind the fact that data collection.

methods and outcome definitions Varied considerably, the, research,yesults'.

which assessed r4Cidivism rates.or social -adjuStment app'ear to be mixed.

We found eight experimental or quasi-eXperimental studies which indicated

that the volunteer projects were successful in reducing recidivism or

had'a positiVe impact on-the success indicanars (AMboyer, 19751 Trexler,

19761 Hume vt. Ku,11.976; Leenhouts, 1970; California Yonth

Authority, 19761 Pirs',.1975; Deriver County Ciprt 1968). _Seven pa-.

Aol" \
mental or quasi-experimental 'studies found neutral or negative effeCts

(Sternback, 1975; AmbOyer, 1975; Santa Barba.ra.Countt Probation Depart-.

ment. 973; Se ter, Howarel, and'Allen, 1974; Hume -1976; Califahia

Youth Authority 1976). There is, therefore ell-cut/evidence that

Volunteer programs are any more sucCessful than any other programc,in
\

reduCing recidivism or in having a positive effect OA soCial-adjustment.
1

.14 found three studies which attempted to compute the Cost/effective-
,

ness of.volunteer projects (National qpuncil on Crime-and Delinquency,

1976; Amboyer, 1975; Macomb County Probation DepartMent,- 1975). Although

nwe of\the analyses considered all ofAhe pOtvntial indirect costs of

the.pljects, all three reioorted that.large gross in4irect savingS were
9 A.

indicated.. There were very few studies which attempted to demonstrSte

that.the use qf va1uneeers-7effected a reduction in probation officer
. .

-caseload. Of these studieS, three indieigted,marked reductions (Amboyer,

19. 75; Sternback 1975a; City of Southfietd, 1975), one tieicated no
. /

, .

effect Oft 051oad,size (California Youth Authority, 1976),,and 'one in----
.

:dicated that 'the volunteer project increased the probation officer's
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A

wOrkload sinae the probatiOn'o ficerhad to 'supervise volunteers as Well

as his own caseload of probationers (Metz, 1975).

In summary, if we ask whether volunteers can be effectively used in
a

probation, the re eardh oduces mixed results.. Some research finds

volunteers having a posili e effect op outcome, indicators, while other

1'research finds neutra1:0r even negative effects.

Education and Training of Probation Pfficers

What are the; issues invo2ved inethe educatiOlial baCkgrounds of
probation eitficers and in pre-service and in-service traindng?

.

There are two major dimensions to the issue of education and training'

of probation officers. These dimensions are-the educational backgrounds

pf the individuals,who will ecome probation officers, and the appropriate

nature of in-servicetraining provided to probation officers.

AThe pre ervice ed6cational requirements for irrobatpn cifficers set
A

by statute or Administrative regUlation vary considerably amOng juriadic-
. 4

tions; educational slindards can range from_high'sdhooI or less- to graduate

degrees plus.prior experience. In approximately.fifteen stateS, qhere is

an educational tequiremeht calling for ,a bachelor s degtee from an Sccredited

college. In only two States (Vermont,and Delaware). is a- masterls degree
c,

required. The statutes of several states require, in addition to educatio61

'requirements,'one re years of work experience in the-area of probation

or 4 related field.

Both the Ameri

Commission (19

Association (1970) and the National Advisory

s .

tandard4 tatl fdi. a Minimum'eclucatiOnal requirement of

a bhchelor' ee for probatVn officers. The Americ/n'Bar Association
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be"

expands the requirement, suggesting thetheed for poat-gradnate rk related

dieciplines, or a year's work:experience in a'related fieA4.- The Amerj.can
ly ,

(tar Association standards also.recommend.uniformState tandards for all

probation. Officera...The American Correctional Associati (1977 nliards

3
also stress die value of undergraduate.and graduate degreei.but-tetains

flexibility in its standarda to include the recrpitment of ex-offenders

- ancLparaprofessionals. All the standards .cilj far continuing in-service

training and education for employees.
, \-

,

Very little research has been done in the area of the prpper educational

baCkground _for f)rospective probation officers. Not only do standards and

state statutes vary considerably ori this question', but there. is also a lack

of consensus iegarding a definition of "probation off ier competency," Wt.;;h

is necessary,beforeattempting to ascertain what type of educational back-
.,

.1*ground would have the most positive impact on ,competency (Sch%1959;

Cohn, n.d.; Newmam, 1970; Edwards, 1973). There has Veen some exploratory

work in this area, however, the. results.have been mixed. While some rffl-

search indicates that the typt,lf educational backgrdund or area of study
. .

has noeffect on probation officer attitudes' and performances (Cohn
a

Heath_1977), other,;.epearch contradicts: this poSititn (Leeds: 1951;

Miles, 1965). Whatever the valueiof college or.graduate level educatiOn,

e '

regar
- \lit.

leas of area of stadY, some researcil does uggest titat the attitudes

and p actices of officers with different educational backgrounds tend to
,.. / .

.

,

becomj quite similar within a relatively short perirO of time (Miles, 1965).

ere is more reaeitrch conderning the two major types of in-service

tilling which probafion agencies, offer_their,officers. Almost' all proba-

tion departments.require their new Officers td'attend orientation etaining

.78
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but, at least in one instance, thq orientation ,training was provided :

long.after the newofficers had

Crime and Delinquency, 1975a).

begun their duties (National Council.on

/
In-service developmetta1 training is offer-

ed less frequently than orientation training and tends to concentrate.on

specialized treatmgnt modalities or on management skills. Several studies

of.orientation:and development.training echoed a finding concerninti educa-

tional background that the effects of veil .tra*ning tended to wear off as .

time on the job increased 1Sternback; 1975by.

Two' different approaches to the4 organizational location of probation

1

training have emergedOm xhe past few years., The.first approach advocates
./

centralized training On a state level (National COuncil aA Crime and Delin.-

quency,, 1975a; California Youth Authority, 1974 Connecticut Department

of Adult Probation,1974).or on:a national level (Taylor and McEachern,

1966): The tefind appcoach, suggests decentralized training on the local
i

.level (Bertinot and Taylor, 1974; efional Council op Crime and Delinquency,
, A .

1971p).

%

--In summary, if we ask how effective the aucation and training of
:-2
Ji. 4
probation officers is, we must answer that, in order iTgauge effective-40

\ k IP
!

itess, we must firot'agree on a definitizon of probation oyicer competncy.

. .

The little
,

-research available concerning education and: training suggeats
.AI. ,

.

that whatever value.different educational backgrounds and in-service train-

(

ing eVeriences.may.nave, that value tends to diminiah relatively rapidly .

, ovet time. A revAw-of the literature. and researchibn education and train-
.

ing highlights ale pfoblem that we must first
.4

if is that probWon officers are expected to

definitively.agree on what

be able to do before we can

'decide what kind of educational, background is required and what types of
4 .

t li
AV

.

t in-service training will.be offered.
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What do we know about how and where probation officers
actually spend their time

Before reViewing the results of_aome time studies Of probation officers

and other staff, it is interesting to review briefly what the itatutes,and

standards definias the'dutiesich probation officers must perform. Ap-

.'proximately half .of the states set out a number of. speCific irobation offic r.
.

iduties by statute. The most widely used statutorproVision:specifies ter-
:

. . .

.

.

tain presentente and caaeload management duties. In Other'..jurisdictions
-:

duties are specified by the'state corrections department Aate probatiOn

agency, or by the court.

Regardleas of the legal sourt&of duties, mOst.juriedictions specify.

4
certain important tasks of the preOntence investigation aRd caseload '

management fUnctions. Duties rglative "to presentence investigationi_are:,

to pr vide a presentence investigation of.all defendants when requested.-
4

r
,

by the monrt, andtorspareA wri,tten. repOrt for ttie.court .of the fattual
. c;',

information resulting from suchlr'investiation. The duties comMonly''
w

.

enumera ed under pis ,,aseload management function ire those_revirding,the

supervision of probationer conduCt, And social egvicp delivery and referral.'

The sUpervihionAdutie's are: to'supervise pensons placed on probation 'by,
,

,

.

keeppig informed of their activities; to provide probationers with
...

,

4

wrn stateient .Of, and an aciequateAxplmriati.on of,' tbe.,conditOils,of .

.-

4 * /

probation impoSed on them by ihe

4
* apriodically to, the'bfficer;'and

0 ,

officer doe's in the field and at

court; co requirevrobationers to r4o

to maintain reccmdi of teh woek which th

the office. Duties wt;i7chprelate to thes

caseload management functiona of sodial'Aervice delivery and riferrs1 V'ary
0

6
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widely among.jurisdictions and 'consequeptly cannot be adequately summarized;

'Those statutory provisions and administrative regulations tell us what

duties probation offieqrs are iequired to perform, but do not indicate the

-relative emphasis which shpuid be placed on each duty. In order to gauge

he relarivedmportande of the duties-as revealed by actual probation officer,

' practice wecan examine the time studies which have been done in probation

Time studies of probation off'icers' attivities have een conducted in

order to determine just.how probation of4Cers spend their time, In a roUgh

t/
compariso(of the results of seven time studies "(which covered the activities

of federal, state, and county probation offiCers),-the evidence suggests

that mbation officers devoteapproximately one-third "Of their working

Ltine to piebsentence investigatiOns, from ewo-fifths to 4me-half of theiy

working time to supervision ang the remainder of afar time to activities

ctassified as "other*,"-which includeit' tong Aber thtngs, adMinistprative

duties (Wahl and Glase, 1963; FederaLJtMiLal Centert 1973; Administra-

tive Office of the United States Courts, 1976; Carter,. n.d.; Virginia

Diviai.4. of Probatioil andZarole Services, 1976; COntra Costa CountY PrOba0
0

A .

tion Department, 19 6; Contr4 Costa County Probation Deparment, 1960).
.

Several'studies ViscOvered that probation'ciffieeri spend from one-half

to two-thirds of their tige in the offideVahls ani Glas.er,-1963; 'Federal

Judicial- Center, 1973; Carter,-n.d.). Significant portions of working
,

.

time were classified as.either "paperwork" or "non-cnse related" *activities

I.

(Carter', n.d.; ederal'Iudicial Center, 19734 Virginia Division of Probe-
.

'ticM Services, 1.976).

-

It ap'pears from a review of the wvailable literature that very little

:use has been made of _time studies (Hughes, 1974).7 SOMQ agencies report

r
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r,

that oiher approaches whicil attempt to halyze the futictionà1 characteris-

tics of an individual's lob would be more productive.

In summary4 if we a how probation officers actually spend their time,

we find that they are t.frequently in their own officea, alone, occupied

With paperwork. .Since we have.a fairly Clear picpre of the:allotment-of'

probation officer time -tospecific activities, we (ruziw need to link the

'achieyement of those activ-ities to the objectives of probation work. Research'
-

could 'also investigate the necessity of spending's significant amount .of
, fth.

time on such activities as paperwork,. travel,- And administrative dlities.

Information Systems.

h.

What do we know about inforMation systems currently in use, and
what are the prospects for..the developmeDt of more sophisticated

Although the statutes are, generally silent on the .question of infor-

.Mati.011 4ystems in7probation, a large'number of standards address thia
,

issue. Th6'American'Bar.Assoc4ation (1970) simply recommends the main-
;

a

tenance of accurate An'd uniform records and-statistics and the implemen7

tation of entinuous research and evaluation. The Sandards oflikhe

:National Advisory Commission (1973) and the America4 Correctional Asso-

ciat on (1977), however, are considerably more detailed._

-.Roth the;National.kpisory Commission andthe Ameridan CorreCtional
4.

.

Assbciation strOngly emphasize AdminIstrative control Of the information'
4

. .

WhichTis-asseMbled, the necessity of keeping the infotmation in a logical

and coherent system, the promotion of research effdtts, and fhe agreement
moot

uporiAefinition of terms such,as recidiyism. In addition, the NationaL
-....

Adyisofy CommiSsion strongiy recomMends the creation of comprehensive,
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statewide and multi-state information systems.

An additional recommendation of the National Advisory Commission is

a national rIkearch strategy which coulPbe made pdtsible,if 4itte and IOCal

probation-agencies were to implement their otheT;informaton system recoM-,

mendations. This research strategy would cOnsist of four Ireas Of emphasia:

compiling. national Correctien statistics, 'monitoring the implepentation of.

national performance standard studYing trends in correct,ional program
\

change, and facilitating innova ve correctional prograMs,
\

. In our review 'of the litera ure, two models for information_systems
A

were identified: ,administrativ management information systems and case-,

load imanagement information syste inistrative management information

systems serve three functions: to control and coordinate employee behayi.or,
A

to provide information for long-term planning, and to provideinformation

-to external groups. These sYstems have the capability of generting vOint

in time reports, period in time reports, and notification-reports talich.a

,%''

.. -7.-N.

\

Automatically initiated .-by conditions which.vary from previously-established

standards (Hirl, 1972). The attempts to institute administratiVe man ement,

information systems hayt been sporadic and incomplete;.one prototype s

/was found which exhibited most of the featu es of the AMISjitiOdel, no*eve

it had not yet been adopted on a statewide basis (New Jersey Administrat

Office of t;he Courts, 1973)!

Caseload managegirnt information systems utilize inforMation for lin

.level decision-maid-1-4N The functions of this type of informatIon sys

are: to,Control clientele behavior, to provide information for indivi

line worker planning, and to provide information for management use.

CMIS model is designed to provide information

participqx4rin which program, to what extent

83-
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are available, and outcome measures. The adoption of a statewide or

national CMIS is hindered by thelack of uniformity and standardization

of data collection formats anikstatiStiCs.. Several projects-baye examined

the feasibility o Statewide, multi-statei.and nationwide pniform data

' Collection systems (Shutts, 1974; Venezia and Cohn, 1968; National Council ,
,

on.crime and De1iquency,'I973). Thetesults of'these projects clearlY

indicate.that impfementation of these'-standarLzed CMIS systems could be

achieved.

, Several research reports indicated that the infotmati9n currentay

being collected by probation agencies is hot sufficient'for the development

.p

Nof an in a7agency information system and is not compatible with information
4 .

collected other probation agencies or other criminal justice agencies

(Rector, 1967; Nuebner, FUrthermoreL the prototype information

systems which havbeen develóped for'statewide and nationwide use have

not been implemented. One of the most, significant.results of the inade-

quacy 'of currently-used information syStems is the total lack of probation

statistics for-"the nation.as a whole and frequently on a statewide level

as wel . Consequently, we,have no way of knowing such impoitant.things as'
r

how ma y individuals'a?ecuently on probation'in the 1nited Statea (or, :

for t at matter, how many individuals are.ot probation/in some states or

counties).,what the differences are ,(on a national, state, or local basis)

between offenders sentenced to probation and offenders sentenced.to prison.,

'or how successful probation supervision is with respect to reducing cripinal

hOlavior when compared to alternative sentencing disposit*

In summary, if we ask whae kinds of probation information are currently

available, we.find that.local and state j3robation depattments keep a great

deal of information, but it is not keptein systematicor comparable form.
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There is no national compilation of probati9sn statistics. -Research does
't

'indicate, however, that unifprm data collection and statistics on a state-

wide, multistate or national level are feagible.

What do w know about the cost of probation
. 'of incarceration, anq the cost of different on pregrams?

alp A

Cost Analysi&

to the cost

Both statutes and standards ate _silent on the subject-of. cost analyses

of probation programs. Only the American Correctional Association Stanaards

(1977) address any aspect of the cost analysis issue. They recommend that

.the probation agency,'or the parent agency of wbich it is a pdrt employ a
/

budgetary sy emvhlch links program functions and .adtivities to the cost

.necessi y f/or their sUpport, sc.-that funding can be deleted 'for unsuccess-

ful programs and mointainedfor pbtentially successfel programs.

Cost/benefit'analYses are one method of evaluating an existing program

and providing information which can-assist in asdessing its net worth. This

typerof analysis allows us to examine the economic implications of a program
A

but doe§ not consider the sodiological meaautesH (sUch 4rrecidivism or,

social adjustment) which are more commonly used (Nelso 4975). ,One moael

for cost-benefit analysis of alternative correctional dispositions stress'es

the pertinence of these analyses, since they permit 'the combination of costs

and benefits from three different points of view: the governmental point

of Aiew, the societal point of view, and the individual offender's.point ota-

view (Nelson,1975). Cost/benefit analysels, however, must be rigorous and-

comprehensive in order to generate useful information (Levin, 1975).
.

Two studies compared the use of probation or field services .to

caration. One 'study, which looked at bath the codts and benefits o

85 .
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,

as opposed to incarceration; concluded that the use of probation rather
)r

than incarceration followed by parole, would result:in a statewide/yearly..

saving of almoit $5.75 million (Frazier, Friel, Weisenhorn, and COcOrOS,_

1973). The'second study compared onlythe cost-of incarceration with the

cost of field services: The findings'indicated that the use of probation.

and parole alternatives over incaiceratioh would stilt in a staitwidf

-yearly saving-of $871,060. This study (lid not temp &sa calculate benefits

(Tennessee Department of Corrections, n.d.);

Two other studies ...looked at ledific.p.rograms offeredsby county,and

.
municipal probation departMents. One study evaluated a pr4ram /0eation-

. .

al upgrading by comparing the net costs and benefits-accruing to p obation-
u, .

ers. The reiults indicated that the program appeared to be cost/effective.

if the program eftkcts lasted longer than one year (Chitren and ReYnolds,

1973).- The.Other study compared only the costs of three types Of.i)roba...

tion supervision. The findit0 showed, tliat team superm,ision coses almost

three times a h as volunteer.supervision 'sid that traditional si,iper-

vfsion cos

pal Court, n.d.).

twice as'much as-team rviSion (Albuquerque Munici-
..

In summary

of alternatiVe. spositions, we find that probation,is nsiderabl)? Oleaper

.than incarceration, particularly whenAhe benefits .of allowing'-the offender
.

' . .

to,remain.in the coMmunity are added in. There are:probleta with thelavail-
,

able cost/benefi :research, however, because cost/benefit enalyses a )'

1

, et
e ask how the cost of probation compares to the coat

4

tite-consumin and methodologically demanding. In addition,-we might bear

4

in,ind that ii is unlikely in the near future.that co t/benefit analyses
. ,

. . .

will be able to teasure the risk or threat which may be po ed to the commusli y-
,

by the presende of an offender placed On probati,pn.
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Standards for Probation

J,11eV what .isliects of probation are
recent sets of standards, and
of ihe standards cogOare?

addressed by the raps
'how do the co

The getting of standards fotprobation is an outgrowth .Of earlier
-4

.
standgtd -setting actfvity for 'correctibnil institutions. Thi's move has

,

been fulled by the concerns of corrections professionals, the courts, ,

funding agencies; politicians, ana citizens who expect corrections to
, .

serve the'public efficiently and effectively. These persons believe;

correctly Qr incorrectly, that standards which Set minimum levels of pet-
. .

fdrmance cbt-lead 0 the wgrading of correcttons and the entire triminal

-

justice system. Standards for specialized services such as probation ahd.

parole can serve as substitutes for output-oriented objectives: We have

already seen tha difficulty related to the lack of clear, agreed-UpOn

objectives (particulakly in the areag offthe."proper" roles.ot probation

officers, education and training of probation offgicers, and the proviSion-

of pribbatioti services). Standards sudh asCtlie. ekamples presented here can

ssrve as proxies for objectives and thus offer solie direction to the,kad-..

ministratively fractured world, of probation.

There is some danger that standards which are not related to perfor-
'4

mance will becto4e,so Widely accepted that they harm rather than help thp.

'development of an effective probation service. This may well have oacurred

with the'issue of c4.iseload sire, where "magicfnumbers" sUch ai thirty-
,

five-or fthy probationers'per caseload were accepted largely on faith.

However, we choose to adopt the rather optimistic position that.the

unquestioning acceptance of,unsUpported standards has been an artifact

Of an administratively and professionally immature probation sytiitem.

87
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Thiincreased visibility of probation, the profedsiona lization-of its

personnel, and the increasing positive attitude toward, resiareh in the

field indicate, that naive and unreasonable staftdards are tiot likely.to

survive.

Research on the application and effectiveness of standards fo,pro-

batiOn is. non-existent. It will come, we believe, as an outgrowth'of

research into the Other criti.cal issues highlighted in this study. Indeed,

it may be that standards,which are deelilped froM future. research will-be

the key to. implementing an effectiveind efficient probation service.

' The three most"recent collections of standards for probation -- the

American Bar AsSociation (1970), the National Advisory 'Commission on

Criminal Justice Standards and Goals (1973), and the American Correctional

Association (1977) -- cover 'a wide range of.topics. he standards are re-
.

markably similar in many respect's, alt,hough there axe differences among

-/
them particularly in terms of scope, detail:, and comprehensiveness.

I Some of the mAjor.points of agreement and disagreement among the sgts

of-standards are highlighted.below.

I. Both the ABA and the NAC:recognize the trend toward defining

Alb

probation is a senten e in itself,.not involving suspension.

of imposition br execution'Of any othZr sentence.

2. ;There ia sone disagreement on the.proper placement of probation

. .

within-tl e. criminal justice System.\ The NAC argiles fgr,organi-

zational placement within the execut-ive branch' of statebgevern-
.

. . .

ment. 'The ABA either state or local admdnistration but
,

places probation-irk. the judicial branch. All three sets laf

'standards stress the importance of unity of administration and

clear statutory authority for probation.

88
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The 'NAC and the ARA consider probation to be the sentence of

choice, particularly-for non-dangerous offenders. The ACA.

joins the NAC and ABA in urging that full prol?ation seryices

be extended to misdemeanants as well as'felons.

4. Although both the NAC and ARA.recommend that the length *the.

problitien Sentence for felons ihould be specific and not eXceed
ao.

the maximum incarcerat,ion sentence prescribed by law, the NAC

recommends a-one-year probation lieriod for misdemeanants, while

!the ARA suggest6 a tWo-yeat 'period'?

5. 'AIL three sets of standards Propose systems of Pre-revocation
4

procedures to protect the probationer s riiht to dueprocess..

Both the NAC and ABA recommend that a revoCatiOn.decision which

is to be based upon the commission o? a new"crime should'not be

ia,ade before the probationer has,been adjudged guilty of the new.
11,

crime. The NAC also reCommends that reyocation-decisions be

subject to appellate rev ew.

-

Early termination fromprobation supervision iS suggested by both

the ABA and the ACA. The ARA believes that.the decision to termi-

/

nate probation supervision should rest with the sentencing court;

however, the ACA'emphasizes that the responsibility for recomuend-

.

ing early termination should rest with-the probation agencY

,7 The NAC and.ABA -recommend that the conditions of probation be set
A

by the sentencing court, and that thp conditions be reasonable

ind realistic.

8. A minimut educational requirement co aNpachelor's degree" for-
-

probation oftdcers is recomMende by I ABA, NAC, and ApA.
*

;

The ABA also suggests the need fo either post-graduate study of
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e.

or work experience in a related field. The., ACA includes .a

recommendation Supporting.the recruitment of paraprofessionals
/

ahd-ex-offehders. /'

9. All three sots of/atandards,stress the,importance of providing
/

for the delpery of needed services to probationers. The don-

ceptAof the probation officer as a 6:Immunity-resource manager_

andiap4n-adv0 ate for the needs of probationer* is

all-the' stand rda.

. .
%

.

10. All Of the stiandirds agree on the importance-of accurate and

cOmplete preaenience investigation report* in all felOny cases
r

and in all Cases which the defendant is under twenty-one or

is a-minor.! "Similarly, all preCludelhe initiation of a pre.r.,

!

Awentence investigatdon prior to adjudication of guilt, except

tinde7r specific Circumstances. The ABA and NAC support dis7

closure off the contents of the presentence.report to the defend-

(

. ;taut, defe0e.couhse1, ahd prosecutor.

11., The ImPor an0e of research in probation agencies stressed by

,all threel sets-of standards. Ihe NAC and ABA also redbmsend

the development of agency and state level infOrmation systems.

12. 'The NAC recommends a 'national research strategy with four major

areas of emphasis: compiling national corrections.statistids,

monitoring the implementation of national performance' standards,

studyilg trends in correctional -program change, -.and facilitaIng5.

. innovative correctional'programs.

'

In Summaryt. if we ask what effect _the-Various sets of,standardi have

had 9fl the Management of probation, we Muat answer that we do not know.
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gesearch looking'av attets to upgrade probation administration to meet

- standards would be 1:71roducti've1 as well as research assessing the impact

,of meeting or'exceeding standards on client 'outcome inclitators.
.
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CHAPTER I;I .

,

itSPBS IN PRESENTENCE. INVESTIGATION REPORTS

14:e productiorOpf preSentence inv)estigation repdrts for %ISA by a'
. .

sentencing co4rt haio.betome ah important function for most p o ation.
P

departments Preseatence ihvestigations.have been a part.of pr ation,
.4

at least in'a rudiMentirylorm, sinCe John AuguistuS 'inquired into the.
-

baCkground-of.hiS"probationers".in 1841. Yor the next century,. the

,
scope,and detail or the presentence report was broadened, particularly

%

with respect to juvenile 4 fendaat s. Rte early repocts were heavily

oriented toward "diagnosis" of the defendant and prescription of ippro-

.

,f

priate treatment. In the 1 40's -th adequacy of presoatence reports

came into-question, resultin in some f the earliest attempt6 to stand.l

ardize the contents of.the r rts. Af r a quarter,-century ofexperience

with t e improvement and prof& sionaliz tion of the reports, ke are again

witnessing controversy over.the contents e reTt and the allocation

of significant amount of probation officer time to the PreparAtion of the
, . .

reports.

In the following discussion of presentence investigation reports,

we will highlight the Aspects Of presentence reports which are being

debated today. In order to appreciate the implicationg of these dis-

1,

cussions', it would 134 helpful to keep in mind the' functions which the

report may serve. Carter (157.8),hasNaummarized these functions:.

Initially, the report aidS theecourt in determining the
appropriate%sentence. It may also a:161.st Correctional
institu ion persohnel in their classification and program

. 104,

to
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activities in th\event the offender is sentenced to an
institution,.and similarly assist.the parolin4 ,authority
when parole is undei consideration. In addition, the .

report is the'initial source of information utilized by.
-the prCibation officer in 111.- supervision of offenders
iplaced on probation. It further,may 13,e used byiother

treatment asencis and by appellate courts-i4 their re-
l....

.view of senteirei ig.l practice. Finally, *th maqvreport y
_ '..1

ser,ve.as a source of relevant imformation,fdt. systematic
rgsearch about convicted Venders.

_

..

Although the presenteuce investigation a *report constitute only
.

Qng of the major functions of probation, the 4n be quite demanding,

both in terms of probation officer diligenc n providiaR. a horough
,r--

.,

and.accurate re t and in-terms of the a mo f time npcessary to per-

/ i

.form the inve4tigation. Thee is demands are f rth r heightened by the
) r

)

cburt-imposed requirement that presentence estigations must be complet-
e

ed,withip a relatively short perio&of ti

The importance of presentence investi1gions to a proba ion agency

can be.seen in the datacollected by a Ceris 4 Bureau suvey (U.S., 'Department
,

*

of Justice,1978). The data, reflecting-eh !situation in 1075,-showed

.that 3,303 responding agencies reported pefr Orming.probation fuk.ctions.

Of these 3,303 agenties, 2,540 agencies.inA Cated that they conducted .
t

presentente inVestigstions; almost one mi4 on (997,514) presentence

. ,

investigations were performed by these ageftc es in 1975. In terms pf

\

the.agency workload, almost one-half.(45 Per ent) of the agencies which con7

,

duct presentence investigations reported tha moreithan 25 ercent of
. . '

their workloads Were'devoted to presentenc i vestigations.

V
In recent years, a great deal of space\i the probation literature

has been devoted to the subject of presenteneinvestigation reports.
.

.

The Subject matter can be roughly diAded int ,two,target areis: the

production of the presentence investigation repolct,\.and the impact of

\ \
\ \

:I .7. (5
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t7h presentence investigation report. We have identified several narrower

iss4es within each target area.. 'We will 'present each:of:these issues in-

que tion form and aiscuss the statutes, standards, ana research which

contribute to a. greater understanding...0X 0eAsugs,

T e Product on of the;Presentence Re ort

In what cases shou d a presenteqce investigatiOn report be
iprOvided, and at w t point in ihe judicial proce2 ss should
a report be initiated?

11 lik .

The first question on this issue-is whether a presentence investiga-

tion and report are required by statute or whether the decision to order a
.

%presenteneeirmestigatian is discretionary with the sentencingcourt.

The answer to th4 ciuestion, is governed by statp.And federal statutes,

wh ch can be divided into three broad:classes, reflecting the differences

in the provisions which regulate the use of the presentence investigation
.1

and report. Briefly, these classes are:

I. The preparation of a presentence report is mahdacory for all

or most felony'Cases'. 'the4Surisdictiona having statutes 'of

this type are: Colorado Connecticut, Delaware, Florida Hawaii,

illinois, Indiana Iowa, ,Kentucky, Maryland, Masachusetts,
414,

Michigan, Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey, New York,., North Carolina,

Oklahoma, Oregon Pennsylvania, Rhode Island Vermont, and ihe

United States goyernMent. Under this type of stistute,,a

sentence'inveaigation report is required in all felony-cases,
,

or is required when certain other conditions exist. Examples

of othet conditions which would trigger tq'requirement of.a
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p.

presentence report are when incarceration for one year or mote_

is a_possible disposition, when the defendant is under twenty-
.-

one years of age,(or under eighteen in,norida)c when the de-

fen ant is a first affender,Im When. circumstances indtcate the°

need for presentence psychiatric information.

The presentencet investigation and report aremandatory in felony

cases in which probatiam is being considered as a dispositioni

In cases.in which .probation is not being considered, the re-.

qukrement of a presenteace investigation,is left to the discre-

tion of the court...Jurisdictions having this type of statute arel

Californi Georgia, Idaho, New Hampshire, Ohio, South Carolina,

Tennessee, West Virgipia, and Wyoming.

3. The pre
k
ntence investigation and report are discretionary with

i -\ -

thd court. Juris4ctions with this type of, statute are: Arkansas,

District of Columbia,'Kansas, LouisianaN MaineMinnesota,

Mississippi, Montana, New Mexicol North Dakota, South Dakota,
1

Texas Utah, Virginia, Washington, arid Wisconsin._

In the remaining jurisdictions, the,statutes are, 4iènt on the ques-

,-

tion of when presentence investigation reports are man atory or discretionl-

ary. The case law with respect to all presentence investigation statutes

7 .

'allows the trial court troad discretion.where the statute does not specifi-
.

calf)? state.that thdreports ate mandatoty, where the statutes ate 0.1ent,

or where the statute expressly allaws court discretion.

,%.

, The American Bar Association's Standards (1970) (*port mandatory

presentence investigation reports as described above under the first class

of statutes. The National Advisory Commission's Standards (1973) also

e.



support mandatory reports in all caSes ilivolvingfelonies, minors or

'where iftearceratilml'is a.potential d.i.eposition. theryset of stabdards
- 201

sUpportW statutes allowing,complete:court-dipseretio -althou h botti, would

Allo* the=4urtto, order presentence investigatio it cases where such

iirvestiiations were not mandator..

Thesecond questiOn.on thisissue-`concerns the stage of the judicial

process at which the,presentence inyestigation and -reyort will be prepared.

The federal statute iequires thepresentence report to be completed before

the.impoaition of .6entence oT the granting of probation. In:contrast,

many state sxatutes leave timing of

discretion
,

of the sentencing court.

f .

Whether the investigation should. be

th presentence investigation to the.

At issue here is the question of
3

initiated before or after adjudica-

tion of guilt., Generally, the presentence report is submitted to the

trial court onfafter a guilty plea or finding of guilt. In same juris-
,"

dictions, however, the practice.Of commencilig the investigation before .the

adjudication of guilt has been used, while in others, the judge.has had

.access to the presentence report during the plea bargaining process.

This latter practice,was supported by the President's ComMission on:Law

Enfor.cemenand the Administration of Justice (1967), Using the aTgument

that the early preparation- of the npsentence report could help.ensure

that a more informed decision in line with the needs of the defendant,

.could be made by,the prdsecutor and the.judge.'

The ABA Standards, NAC Standards, and the, American Correctional.

Associatioys Manual (1977), howeve recotamend that presentence reports

eshould not be prepared until after ift finding.of guilt, unless the clef*

dant has consented and adequate safeeards are instituted against the' '
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Tossibility-of ?rejud,itIing the court. The argumentS.generallN advanced
.

asainst pre-adjudication prep-aratioft axe:. it might constitute an inva

sion of the.defendant's iight to privacy; it might violate the defendaWs
\

right against self44ncimination; it 'Might preludice thb court before

4

guilt is determined% and it yould be econa,Mically disadvantageous to com-
.e #

pile # report whidh might never be used..

Only one research study which touched on'the question of-the timing

of the presentence investigation vas

Harvard Cnter for Criminal Justice,

found. Shapiro and Clement, of the

studied presentence information in

felony' cases in the Massachusetts Stiperiar Cout01975). ,TheY in'terviewed

4
Superior Court judges, chief probation officers, and probatiOn officetsr

and reviewed copies of presentence reports. Massachusetts is unusdal''

in that presentence investigations are begun as soon as the probation

.01
office is.notified of a f'elony indictment prior to both trial and ad-

judication.of guilt. 111-study found that probation officers, particular-
\

.ly, did not favor the pre-verdict system. Some 'of their objections to

pre-verdict investigations ,urere: the information collected is frequently

out_of date by the time the verdict is reached; defendants may be less

cooperative before the verdict is reached; employers, family, and friends

may be less willing, to provide .information about the defendant; and pre-

vetdict investigations are a waste of efforte since some defendants will

be acquitted and, for"those..found guilty, the report must still be updated.'



What should the contents of the report be, and how extensive
should the report be?

There are five areas of interest which.contribut, to our knowledge

of this issue. These areas cover the contents of the presentence inves-

tigation report, the use Of the long ,form or the short form of-the report,

defense-oriented reports, .the appropriateness of diagnostic reports and

the factors which influence the' probation officer s recommendations.

We will addreSs'each of these issues in turn, drawing upon Statutes,

standards, and available research.

With respect-to the contents of the-presentance reports, the statutes

. of at least forty jurisdictions specifY,to some extent the information

areas which the report must address. Five jurisdictions (Hawaii, Indiana,

Iowa, Nebraska, and South Dakota) have statutes which specify die contents

of the report in conside able detail. The remaining jurisdictions have

much less detailed statutes; the provisions of these statutes generally

utilize a standard formula which requires the report to include informi-

tion regarding the.defendant's prior criminal recordr'emPloyment,.age,

and the circuMstances of the offense for which the defendant is to be

sentenced. It should be kept in mind that these/jurisdictions, as Well

as the,se with no statute regUlating the contents gf the presentence re-

port, may have court rules and agency regulations which proyide 'more

V..ghly detailed instructions. ,

4

The three sets of standards which we reviewad contained specific

*

recommendations for report contents. The American Bar Association (1970)

recommends the following contents: the circuaptances surrounding the

offense in queStion; the defendant'S criminal retord, educational
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background, employment background, social history, and medical and

psychological'history; a description of,the environment to which the

offender would return; the rpsourCes which.lpuld be available.to assist
,

the offender; and specific recommendations as to.sentence, if requested

by the coureor required.,bY statute.. To this list, the National AdVisory

Commdssion (1973) adds the probation officer ' 5 opinion about the motive-

tion and ambitions.of the,defendant and an assessment of the defendant's

explanation of 14s criminal activities. The American Correctional Asso-

ciation' (1977) recOMmends.the inclusion of a potential supervisiOn pilan

which has been developed with the offender.

TWo documents dealing with the contents of presentence investj.ga-
,

tion reports were reviewed. The first was published by the Division

of Probatio'n'of the Administrative. Office of tile United States Cour

(1974) and,concerned the contents of federal presentence investigati n

reports. ,The.second was the report o a1,47-Ugency.nationwide. surve;

conducted in 1976 by Carter (1978)7 Both.docum 'illustrate the

similarity of information contained in presentence reports. The Admini-'

strative Office of the United States Courts document deals with federal'

probation offices only; Carter's survey deals with agencies at the

federal, state,and local levels. Below is a comparison of the types

of information contained both on presentence repor cover sheets, and

in the narrative portions of the reports.

1

4



Cover Sheet Information:

Admanistrative Office

Dte
;

Repors Typtd
Name of Defendant
Addres of Defendant'
LegaliResidence-

. Age/Date of Birth
Sex
,Race
Ctizebship
Education
Marital Status
Dependents
Social AFcurity Number
FBI Num8er
Docket, Naliber

Offense
Penalty
Plea
Verdict Date
Custody,
U.S. Attorney's Name
Defense Counsel's Name
DetainerqiCharges Pending
Codefunditts' Name,,a

Disposition ;.

Date of Se4tehcé
Sentencin Judge

$

V

Carter Suivey

Name of Defendant.
Name' of Jurisdictiod

- Offense,:
:Name of Defgle Counsea
Docket Number
Date of Birth
Defendant's. Address

,

Name of Sentencing Judg
-Defendant's Age
Plea

Narrative Headings;

Administrative Office

Offense'
Defendant's Version o -Offense
Prior Record
FamilyHiStory
Marital:History
Home and NeighbOrhood
Education
ReligiOn
Interests/Leisure Activities

,

H alth
EM oyment
Mi1fbry Service
Financ al Condition
Evaluative.Suimary
Recommendation

Date of Report
Sex
Custody or Detention
Verdict
Date of Disposition
Marital Status
Identification Numbers

(other than FBI or SSN)

ir

Carter Survey

Offense: Official Version
Social and Family History
Prior Record
Evaluative Summary
Employment -
Education r

Offehse Defendant's Version.
Marital History
Military'Service
Financial ,Conditien
Health: Mental and Emotional
Health: Physical
RecoMmendation-



.We can see from these examples that the type of information which is

ordinarily containAd in the presentence report does not differ sigdificantly

t

regardless of 1ocatioll or whether federal, state, or local guidelines.
,

apply.

.The second area of Interest 'concerns the e of the long form of the -
*

.

presentence report or the short.form. Although the long form of the report

1/11k7 hasctraditionally been used, the shore form has 'appeared as a methodoof

furnishing the sentencing court with useful information but avoiding both,

the large volute'of material whi.c4 is .contained in the.long form and Xhe.

investment of effort required to assemble that:material,

While statutes are generally silent in this area, the standards which

we reviewed recommend gradations of'report length. Because shorter forms

reduce the.amount of time required by the probation officer in reporl

preparation and also May sOrre as screening device to determine when

. .

a longer report. migh,rbe necessary, it'is suggestedAhat'the shorter

form may provide all the infOrmation-necessary for sentencing particular

offenders and result in more reports being prepared, by the Same size

-
probation staff, for sentencing judges. The American Bar Association

Standards (1970) recommend the pile .of short form reports but do mut

specify contents. The Standards of the National Advisory Commission

,S

(1973) suggest the following contents for the phort form: the offcial

vex.O.on and the.defendant's Nersion of his criminal activity; the defen-

tpnt!s employment backgrot.i'nd, social history, and. residential history;

information about resources available to assist the defendant; the views

of the prObation. Officer about the defendant's motivations and ambitions.,

and an asseSsiMent of the defendant's explanatiofi of his criminal activity;
A

4.
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and the probation officeils recommendation as to disposition-. The
)

American CorrectionalUsociation (1977) suggests flexibility of tformat,
,

ilthough it ts stressed, that'hfficientinformati,on shou/d be collected
-7a

`,....

itid analyzed 'en that the moa.t Appropriate sentencing alternative may be
i

.
.

selected to protect the comMunity apd serve the needs of the offender....

-The Administrative Office of the 'United States Courts (1974) also
41P

.uses a shortened forM for itie preientence report. Although the ilifor-

enmation 'contained on the cover sheets ip the same fof both'tHe Ion& and
4

short forMs, the narrative portion of the short form contains only the,

.following: the official version dnd the defendant:s version of the'

. , .

offense; the defendant's prior Teco4d, and personal'history; the evaluative

Summary;.. and the probation officer's recommendation. The format also

provides "that additiOnal.information may be included whellit appears to

be pertinent to the sentencing decision.

Research indicates that, among the states, several uses of the-short

'form 4of the re have emerged. Smile states make use of phe short form

in, lower and milniclipaf courts for miSdeMeanoreentencing, and these

r 0
reports involve very, limited and generallY unverified information abOut

tr"

the offense and the offender. Others use the short form to assist the

sentenCing court where special offenSes or offenders are involved (Carter,

1978).
1

The Bronx Sentencing Project, sponsored by-the Vera Institute of

Justice, investigated the use of short form reports andfound that they

could, Under appropriate circUmstances, be U.sed:ef.feCtively (Lieberman,

,Schaffer 41Martin, 1971)4 It should be toted that the Vera Institute
.

short form reports were testedronly on, persons pmvicted of misdemeanors,
. e

,.



a population which differed considerably from the population receiving

the traditional long form report.

,

Another'area of-interest concerainethe presentence,report is the

issue of defense-oriented reports. Although it has often been encour'aged,

the. active particip'ation of defense counsel at the sentencing stage of the

j4dicial process does not appear to be the general rule. .The President's

Commission on Law Enforcement ana the Admdnistration of Justice (1967)

sug*ested a strong role for defense counse1, P articularly with respect

to gethering pertinent information and formulating a possible treatment

plan (Dash 1968). However, Higgins' survey in 1964 of federalAudgeS

founeLthat three-fourths of the responding jilciges k75 percena Indicated

that it was not the practice of defense cbunsel to submit their own re-

pOrt at the" sentencing stage

Whileit appears that contributing presentence information to the

coart.is not widely accepted by defense counsel at this time, Some research

on defense-oriented presentence reports.haa been done. Medalie (1967)

reported on the Offender Rehabilitation,Project which provided to defense

tounsel both sOcial rgforts on the defendant and proposed rehabilitative
"Ime

plans. Other studies have noted differences between defense-oriented

reports and reports prepared,by probation officers. These differences

suggest that the defense-oriented report'S,offer more lenient recommenda-

tions than probation officers.' reports, but they also appear to provide

more extensive background information on the defendant (Thibaut, Walker,

arid Lind, 1972; Coffee, 1975).

One problem associated wh elefense oriented reports Arises When the

defense couns I either uncoVers,intormation whicil would adversely affect

his client.or wben defense counse17ou1d recommend a more restrictive



of-

4

#

treatment prOgr4m than the court. In either of these situations, defense

counsel must evaluate the beat interests 'of his client so that. he Can

. decide what to do with that infqrmation or recommendation.

n_support.of the defense.attorney's role at the sentencing stagd is

the proposition that defense-oriented presentehce information and recommen-

dations are an extension of the adversary relationship which has characterUed
AO-

the judiEial process up tO sentencing. .1t is argued that thisradversary pre*

sentation can help to counteract possibly extreme or biased judgements.in

'legal decision-making, (Thibaut,:. Walker, and Lind, 1972).

The fouilth area of Interest with respect to the contents of the.presen7

tencerepOrt eoncerns'whether the repOrt will contain Only infórmaticin ábout

the defendant gathered by thd prObation officer or'4hether it will also in-

elude specialized, diagnostic information'which-must be generated tiy a pay-

chiatric or'mental examination of the defendant. T purely informational -

. A.
report represents the type of report.which is required by the statutes and

#

standards discUssed àbove% In at least fifteen jurisdictiOns, however,

the sentencing court may, at .its discretion order,the. preparation of a

diagnostic report. In addition, the Standards of both the American Bar

Association (1970) and the National Advisory COmmission.(1973) recommend

that psychological psythiatric, and medical diagnostic reports should be

included in thd presentence rePort if theY'sre considered desirable in a

given case-. r

Information reporting has generally been a wide-ranging and all-

7
inchisive process of as mbling as, much information as possible about

the defendant in order aid the judge in making his sentencing decision.

The type of information. required varies somewhat frOm one jurisd ction to
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Another, although some items of information are almost universally included.

In eachjurisdittion, the guidelines for the type of information which ts

to be included in the report are derived from statutory provisions, rules
# ,

of the court administrative regulations of the probation agency, and

specific 'requests from sentencing judges.

The desire to present a total pictUre of'the defendant in order to

individualize the Sentencing decision has resulted in an increa ing amount

of information being included in the presentence investigation report.

A major concern about this large volume of information is whether it is

"accurate and reliable. , In order to ensure.accurate information for
\

'sentencing, the probation officer must, wtenever possible, verify the

information. Research has indicated, however, that much of tl.;_e informa-

N-
.

tion in ptesentence reports.is taken from statements by the offender 4d,.

:becadse of lack of time, is,neVer verified (Comptroller General of the r

United States,'1976).

'Shapiro and''ClealZnt (1975) found.that, in a'great many cases, the

defendant's prior record was characterited simply-by supplying arrest.

.information, with no indication of the disposition of prior arrests.

Furthermore, in some cases, the information about the curret offense was

not included at all or was merely a recitation of the.police report of

the incident. The Shapiro and Clement study also fodhd that educational

information about the defendant was frequently not verified. Wald's

tty (1:972) found that even defense-oriented presentence reports con-

tained-inaccdrate information. It 'is suggested that another way to

verify the accuracy of the information in the report is to disclose tiie

contents of the report to the defendant, or at least defenSe counsel,

so .there might be an opportunity-to refute Any erroneous information.

4
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The question of disclosure is discussed in ddtail in a later section.

Another concern is that muCh of the large Mass of inforMation pre-

Sented to the sentencing judge may not rdally be of much)value in making

the sentencing deci ioa.' There'is a considerable alount of aisagreement

about what kinds of inSormation -are pertinent and deserve to be brought
41,

to the attention of the court. Those who advocate the,inclusion of a

broad range of information tend also to-approve of the incluaion of-aub-

ject4ve information relating 'to the defendant, such as his attitudes,

feelings, and emotional reactiond.The advocates of a more-narrow icope

to the presentenee report arguathat a great deal of the material which

is 1cted is irrilevant to the-sententing decision'and shoUI(rbe-

eliminated in order to provide'a shorter and more efficient tool for the

judge's' use.

Diaionostic reporting-most often appeara in the farm of.a psychiatric

or mental examinatión of the defendant. Some objections.have been raised

concerning the use of disgnostic'reports. First, given'the same clinical

data, it is quiteposaible for- two_psychiatrists or psylpalogists to reach

different conclusiona,(Robert,- 1965; Campbell, A-972).- Therefore, the,

#. granting, or denial of probation cap be directly affeCted by which parti-

cular individual analyzes the clinical data. Second1 although the Inclu-

sion of 'these clinical reports is the-exCeption,rathei than the rule,

whet' they are included' they appear to be giVen ,strong consideratioa-bY

judies, who tend to accept the recommendations made in the. reports

(Eden and Allen, 1974; Carter and Wilkins,-1970)4 Some commentators .

have gone as far as to,observe that psychAattic rerommendations are treated

- -

as corwlusive,by jUdges during the sentenc$ng4tocess (Dawsen, 1966). A

third objection la the opinion.of some anthors that psychiatrists and.
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psychologista tend to over-predic anti-social or potentially dangero4s

behavior (Dershowitz, 1968; Mdehl, 1970;,Nietzel, 1974). Fourth, the.-

type of information which.is suPplied by a psychiatrist or paychologist

in a presenteice retort or mental status repert cannot be Ofectively

controverted by anyone except another psychiatrist or Psychologist

(Campbell, 1972). Thus, even when the presentence reportAs disclosed

to the defendant or defense counael, the only effective means of counter-

acting the iMpact 'of an adverse recommendation is to secure a second'

professional examination with'a different

to the use of diagnostic reports include:

cowclusion. Other objections

the diagnosis is based on an
_

examination which maY Of necessity be Superficial or incomplete because

of lack of time (Meyers, 1963;Roberts, 1965); the judge may have failed

to specify the purpose for examination, Tesulting in a iepórt which does

not address the'particular conCerns of the senencing court (Carlson,

1977); and, tha psychiatrist or psychologist who evaluated.the defendant

is- uSually not required to attend the seutencIng hearing to defend or

explain his recommendation, making it difficult for the.defetidant to

contradict the repOrt.

The last area of interest dealing with the content of the report

identification of the factors which influence the probation

officer in his recommendation to the court. We should note at the outset

that the inclusion of the probation officer's recommendation is not-

required, or even necessarily wanted, in all juriidiptions. However,

the recommendation is required by statutin at least ten jurisdictions

(California, Delaware, District of'Columbia, Florida, Geogia, Nevada,

New Hampshire, New Jersey Piclahoma, and West Virginia) and may also be



required by court rules or ,adminIstrative regulations in other jurisdic-

..

tions% The Ans4can. Bar Association Standards (1970) Suggest the inclu-

sion of a specific recommendation as to disposition if recideste4 by the

sentencing court. The Standards of the National Advis9tj Commission
1

(1973) recommend the inclusionof a recommendation in all reports.

Researchl.ndicates that the type of information which probation

officers themselves consider to be.important in making. their recommenda-

tions appears to be rather uniform, although it is:interesting to note

that similar data do not always result in similar recommendations (Carter .

and Wilkins 1970; Eden and Allen, 1974). Two items consistently appear

to he important influences on the probation Officer*s recommendation:

the offense committed by the defendant and the dei6dant's prior criminal

hi tory '(Hagan, 1975'; Shapiro and .Clement, 1915; Carter and Wilkins, 1970;

Eden and Allen, 1974 N;rris, 1969; Bartoo, 1963). Other iteis which

most probation officers consider to be important ard: prnbation officer's

perception o4 the Offender; the probation officer'e perception of the case;

the offender's edudation; the severity of the legal-penalty for the offense

and best interests of the community; psychiatric or Mental examination
_ #

resulti; the defendant's statement, attitude, employment history, social

history, age, military history,'and sex. One problem which has been

associated witk this type of information, particularly with,prior

criminal act ducation, and emp1a7ent is that the accuracy of

the information is frequently.not verified by the probation officer before

acCepting the information for representation to the court.

The organizational structure within wtich the probation officer works

may alsO effect his recommendations... Influencing factor of this type
4

,
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would include: whether the probation officer is the only person respell-

?sible for the final report or whether it is subject to approval,by a super-
4

vi pr; the impact of a "case review" board which subjects the report to

scrutiny; variations in internal policy and stPucture 'of the'various

_ prObation organizations; and the "informal" input of the probation agencY

to the sentencing judge.

what are the arguMhts for.and against disclosure of the
contents of the presentence report, and what have been the
effects df mandatory disclosure on the qua4ity and compre-s
hensiveness of the'report?

ft

The disclosure of presentence reportOs largely ccyatrolled by the

case law of the various.jurisdictions and, to a lesser e!ytent -by statute.

.State and federal statutes on this subject may be divided into tp clasaes,

,.'depending on,whether disclosure .is mandatory or discretionary With. the

Court and tO what extent disclosOre o.f the report is required.

The statutes of the following jurisdictions require.full disclosure

of the report; to at least the defendant or defense counsel,' either as

a matter of routine or upon a request by:te defendant: Arkansais,

California, Colorado, Connecticut Hawaii, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky,

Mafyland, Minnesota NeW Jersey, New York, Oklahoma, Texas, Virginia,

and Wisconsin. This approach to disclosure is also supported by ihe

American Bar Association (1970) and the. National.Advisory Commission (1973).

Other jurisdiclions 'which can.be considered part of this class recognize

tha right to day a limited form of disclosure, such 4% requiring only

disclosure of that part of the report relative to the defendant's' prior

'criminal.rocoid or.raquiring_the defendant to make a showing of actual

need for.the information in the report.,

4



In a majority of jurisdictions, disclosure of presentence reports

is within the discretion of the trial judge. This is largely hased on

principles of confidentiality of reports established .by case law and,

to a lesser extent by statute. The rule stated expressly in statutes

of thi class is that,the presentence report is confidential unless

ordered to be discicised by the court. In states.bSlonging to this class,

appellate courts have held that the defendant has no right to disclosure,
.

I.

both as a matter of statute and as,a.question of Constitutional due

process.

.Closely related to presentence ttport disclosure are the statutory

provisions of a number f jurisdittions which allow the .defendant to

present informatiOn to the court in order to controvert the information

contained'i the report and tomitigate the sentence. These statutes,

however, nerally represent the deve1tipme4 of the common ltw right .of

,the defendant tO'address the court (the right known s allocution).

The disclosure debate halcentered around variop arguments. Those

in favor of disclosure argue that ssfitencing is a critical stage in the

N- criminal process,.during which the defendant'must be accorded procedural

Zue process, Their position is that fun4amental fairness requires that

'all derogatory material considered by .11e court in the sentencing decision

should be disclosed'to the defense and an-Opportunity should be granted_

to correct or comment upon that material.

The advocates of non-disclosure base their position on several argu-

merits. One argument is that, if the material which the report contains

(
is revealed to the defendant, the sources of-information exploited by

the probation department will evaporate. Probation officers believe that

this would detra_ct from the effectiveness of their work, and that close
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cooperation with other social services agencies mightebe impaired. The

probation department also.feele that release of information obtained

from the'defendanes employer tight alienate file probation department

from those employers when it is seeking job placemants'for.its other"

'pkrobationers. A second .concern of the proponents Of non-disclOsure is

that allowAng the defense to inspect the'reportigOuld entail fact-finding

problems which might undUly protract-the sentencing prOcess. The delay

in the sentencing process would further contribnte to court congestion.

. _

A third argument is that since the sentencing court often.considera

informatiln which is not coniained.in the teport, revealing only infor-

nation which is in the report would be an empty gesture, for it would

not ensure that the defendant would be sentenced olt. the basis of erronepus
6,

information. The real question here may not be the disclosure of the

presentence repOrt, but rather whether fhe court should have to state

4ebon e record all of the facts it is taking into consideration in arriving

.at its decision.'-

The advocates of disclosure respond to these poSitions with the argu-

vents that jurisdictions -which have adopted some form of disclosure have

not experienced the pr.oblems anticipated by its critics, particularly
.

the loss of confidential solirces.Any inconvenience resulting from

permitting the defense to screen the report is balanced by the decrease

in instances of misinformed senten ing which often.go undetected when

a policy of n n-disclosure is followed, bepause the person who has access

to the truth, the defendant, has no knowledge of what material waS considirfed

by the court. Disclosing the report to the defense does not necessarily

impede the gwift administration of criminal justice. Defense counsel

/

7>
will be unlikely. to risk antagonizing sen ncing judges with dilatory
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tactics because it is not ta'his.cifent' 'best ihterest. By placing all

of the report's contents before the parties, scope of argument can

be confined to the issues at hand. Finally, it has been suggested that

a policy of granting the defehdant access to his presentence report,
0

rather than being psychologically harmful, may actually facilitate re-

habilitation. This is beca disclosure allows the defendant to partici-
.

pate in the judicial process of entencing and enables him to understand

the reasons for the court's disposition of his case.

A. 1963 survey of district court judges in the federal system indicated

hat 56.8 percent of the judges never divulged any of the information

contained in the presentence investigation report to the attorney for the

defendant; 35 percent always divulged information, and 8.2 percent did

bccasionally (Higgins, 1964). Wide variance in practice was found t

within the same. federalcircnit 'and; in many instances, between judges

sitting on the same bench. go judge who responded.to the questionnaire

from a jurisdiction which practiced disclosure complained that the senten-

rig prOcess had become unduly protracted by allowing the defendant an

opportunity to take exception to and controvert data contained in the

w 4

reports: The conclusion of the survey was that the practice of disclosure

did not operate to emasculate the reports. The poll showed that the re-

ports did not suffer appreciable deterioration in qualitY-in those juris-

dictions where the practice of disclosure prevailed.

The Impact,of the Presentence Aport

The_issues.diacussed.above represent the major.areas of concern

dealing with the piiiduction of the .presentence report. This section explores
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the,second dimension of the presentence report literature: the impact of
6

the presentenee report on the sentencing judge. In considering this'

literature, we have idegtified'two major issues. 'The first issue deals

with the factors which are important influenCea in judicial-decision-

taking including judges' opinions 'regarding prot;ation.officers, pre-

sentence investigations in general, and specific'sections Of the reports

in particular.'The 'second.issue concerns the extent of.'concurrene between

probation..officers' recommendations And judges' sentencingdeeisions.

What factors appear.to be important to judges in making
their sentencing deóisions?

The presentenceinveStigation repeirt is the primary-coMprehensive

source of , formation.available to, the sentencing judge about the defen-,

41dant. The Port is important because often the information contained

in the report constitutes the major contact the sentencing judge may

have with the defendant other than at the sentencing hearing. Judicidi

attitudes about the presentence report seem to vary. Although most

judges agree that the presentence investigatibn and report are valuable

aids in formulating senkncing decisions, there appears to be some

difference of opinion.about the Value or use offthe recommendation set-
, .

tion which.is included in most presentence reports. This difference

//of opinion is interesting in.light of judges' strong positive' attitudes

toward probation officers and the degree of concurrence between probation

A officers' recommendations and judicial sentencing' decisions, which is

discussed below.

In,spite of the fae,t that judge8.tend to vieWth6 presentence report'

as a valuable sentencing aid and despite the fact that the discretionary
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power-available to the-judge permits him to request the inclusion of

factors in'addition to thOseregularly.provided in ifie report, it seems

to be an unusual case where a pent'ending judge actually details the type -
;

4.

of.in ormation which he 'watts presented in the report (Carter, 1976).

This, of course, may result frOm the bxbad range of infoMation which

38 routinely'included in the report.

tOwar, the presentende report seems

sententing .jUdge a total piCture of.

In general, the judiCial.atfitude

to be that it should present to the

the defendant. Further, a study of

judges of the MassachuSetts Superior Courts found-that judges:prefer

presentence reports to include all available information on the :defen-

dant from all available sources; they do.not support the use of 'selective

reports which are limited to $r strongly emphasize only specific factors

'(Shapiro and clement, 1975).

Several studies'have attempted to identify those factors which appear.

to be of most importance to sentencing judge's Carter's 1976 survey found
,

that the two most significant factors were the defendant's priOr crimdnal
.. , . ..

record, and the current offense AnOther study by Carter and Wilkins (1967),

"art of the San:Francisco Project, a decade earlier, determined..that the ---1

most important factors forjudges in arriving at a decision to grant pro-
. 1

bation included the defendant's edutational level average monthly income,

occupational level, reSidence, Stability, participation-in church activities,

andimilitary record. But again when factors were ranked aLording to their

importance in the sentencing decision, the current offense and the. defenT

dant's confinements statps, prior record, and nuather of arrests were

ranked most important. A study 'conducted in the state of Washington

.(Comment 1973) found that the most influential factors included the de-

fendant's prior felony record. the defendant's attitude and Motive as

1 36
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perceived by the

In summarli

judge, and the defendant s race.

it appears tthe defendant's prior criminal record

to a slightly leaser extent, his current offense.are uniformly

iMPortant to fedges in making their,sentencing decisions. Of somew)aat..., . .

lesser importance ,are the defendant's personal achievement and stability
,.

factors.

What is the exteht of cOncurrence between probation officers'.
recommendations and judges' sentencing decisions?

In our.previous discussion concerning the.prOduction of the presen-
,

tence report,'We noted that two items-consistently appear to be iMportanc

influences on the probation officer0 recommendation. These two factors

:were the current offense.committed by the defendant and the defendant's

Orlor criminal-record. Dther items which were at least considered by the

probation officer included the defendant's A;ptitude, and. personal-achiNeve-

merit. and stability fattors. As we have seen, these same factors appear

to be equally important, in roughly the same order, to judges in making
,

their sentenCiag decisions.

.Given this extent of agreement regarding.the criminal and personal

hiitory of the defendant, it would not be surprising, to fipd2a high de-:

gree pf Eoncurrence between'the.dispositional recommendations

probation officers in the presentence repOrt:and the actual sentence

decided upon by the sentencing judge. A 1971 study by -Lieberman,,

Schaffer, and.Martin of the Vera Institute of-Justide, found that when

probation was recoMmende'd by the probation officer, the sentence followed
40 .

that recommendation.in 83 percent of Che ceseS; when a prison.sentence



was: recommended, that recoMmendation was -.followed in 87 percent ofthe

cases. A study doneiin the 'state of WashIngton ii 190849 found a high

'level of agreement between the courts'and probaiion-officers when proba
)

was recommended but a low level of agreement when fMprisOnment

was recomnended.(Carter, 1969). A'study in Baltimore noted hat when:
-/

probition, or-Other fQmmunity7-based treatmenCwas)recomM.ended to the

court, the recommendation was followed 72 percent of the time (Baltimdire,-

carter found an even stronger agreement probatimi waS granted

when recommended in 96 percent of the cases (1960.

..These.studies do point. out that there is no uniform relationship,

between relommt.ndation and final disposition; in: some jurisdictions, the

incareeration reCommendaticin.iplollowed more Often than,the probation

recomniendation, while in-btlier jurisdictions,.the reverse is true.

spite of the lack of a uniform relationship, however, the levO of

agreement between recommendation and.disposition is still quite high.
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CHAPTER IV

ISSUES IN CASELOAD PREDICTION

AND TREATMENT

a

a chapter, which addresses the provision of probation:treatment,

views treatment as a process. In this sense, probation treatment consists-
/ At

of three phases "The first phase is the prediction of an offeM4

expected'future behavior; Prediction may occur both during the presen-

tence investigation stage before the'offender is placed on probation :or

immediately, liter the,offender US4 been placed on. probation. A great deal .

of probation prediqqpn is intuitiVe; it consists of the investigating

officer's- best subjective assessment of the likelihood that a particular
k

offender Will continue to engage in criminal behavior: La this chapter;

'boweVer, we.Will focus-on the development,of reliable and,valid prediction

instruments, which May- have the potential for remaving much of .the guefis-
/

.
work from probation predUction

The'second phase of the treatment 'process is the dlassificatj.on of

probationers. .There are, of course a number of ways of classifying
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probatiOners; hoWever, the most Common'are classafication by risk level

and classification by level. 9,f need'for services. We will excalne several

operational- exameles of classification schemes.

The third phase of the proceds is the trestment modality whiCh is

actually.used for. Orobatigneri. Our revieW of the available literature

suggests that most treatment modalities'currently in use can'be cleasified

nto three broad groups: vocational counseling and employment, group and

individual counseling, and drug'treatment. 'We will discuss the r;search

which has been conducted. in-order to evaluate theeffectiveness of these .

different.treatment modalities.

What is the current.state of knowledge in the area of
the development of probation prediction instruments and
techniques?

In criminology, prediction most commonly refers to forecasting

a person's expected future behavior based on an assessmeit of-present

or past charactgristics known to be associated with the behavior tO be

predicted. These characterlstits,(or "predictors") may be any attribute

or quality ascribed to the individual. The fUture behavior (or 'CtiteTion

. categories") is the particular type of performance we wish to predict.

PrediC\tion, therefore, can be expressed as,an estimation of the criterion

categories from the.predictors, determdned through. previous studies Of

the relationship. between the mot The issues surrounding the subject

of prediction can be classified as either methodological or management.

We will discuss these areas separately and then examine the empirical

studiee which are available.
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Methodology

4,0

Reliability and validity isides are critieal to any'prediction

instrument. ReliabilitY refers to the consistency of repeated observa-

tions and measurements in producing similar results. Reliability applies

both to the data upon which the prediction instrument is based acid the

results which it produces. The'reliebility Of predictor data comes into

question when offender self report data are used and when predictor

variables.are subjective and subject to interpretation of thei)erson

gathering the data.

(

Validity refers to the extant to which the variables in-a prediction

instrument actually measure ehe attribute or quality they pdrport to

measure. Validity is also closely issbciated with the conceps of

reliabflity. For example, reconviction.i a common criterion for adcgesa*

or failure on probation.. The validity"(A reconviction as acriterion is

reduced to the extent that t e exist innocent- probationers among the

reconvicted, or there exist unconvicted probationers who have, in fadt,,

engaged in criminal behavior.

Am important reliability issue for prediction of criminal behaVior-

is that:criminality isbased not solely pTI the state of,a person, but also

on the behavior of others. 'The fact that a probationer has his probation

revoke& may depend more on the policies of the.department:and the proc-

lilties.of.hid supervising officer than on'anrnegaiive behavior.

Closely relitea'to the'issuei 6f rellaiAlity and Validity is the

queation of the relative efficiency of clinical and statistical approaches

to making predictions. Although Mannheim and Wilitins. (1955) have observed

that "people seem to be more inclined to accept the judgment of othirpeople
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than to trust numerical procedyies which AppearAbstract and impersonal,"

a revIew of the evidence suggests that in:most cases,, actuarial predictions
. 4

are either about the same or imperior-to those made by clinicians. In

review of studies involVing A ComparisOn 9f clinical and actuarial methods
%

'Meehl (1954) found that In almost all caSes, "... predictions, made agtUar-.

ially were either approximately equal to' or superliorto thOie made by a

clinician!" Meehl's .evidenceA4 'supported by Freese' (1965) and .Mannheim
,. -

and .Wilkins (1955). An advantage ascribed to statistical predictOns j4p
.

.
.

. .
.

.

, .
, ,..

.
. .

_
.

.

.

that they
.

are generally.tore reliable, due.to ihe objective nature of the

y
'. information used and the disagreement 'often found among even highly queli-

.

fled clinicians in evaluating the same case (Mannheimand Wilkins, 1955;.

Gottiredson,.1967). Since it is recognized that subjective judgments by
:

probatio officers and judges will continue to be made, Olaser and Hangren
It

(1958) have suggested that an'actuarial prediction based on objective

items could servekas a pOint of reference fdr.sentencing recommendations

and decisitkiLmaking. in this way,: subjective impressions bf the data

could be used to supplement tile actuarial prediCtion and thereby-enhance
.

predictive efficiency.

Sampling methods are also 'of extreme importance to the development

.of predictive devices. Samples must be representative of the population

to which generalizations are:to be made; otherwiSe, the validity of-the

yredictibn model will be reduced when it is actually applied. Another

requireMent is that samples be of sufficient size to draw reliable con-

clusions. Small samples increase the probability of exploiting chance

fluctuations which can produce a considerable margin of error in developing

predictive model.
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Another area of methodological cencern is,the base rate problem.

The base rate refers to the proportion of individuals in a population

who fall into.the category to be predicted (Gottfredson, 1967). If we'

wish.to'predict probaqon success, the.base rate is the nuMber of'proba-,

tioners who succeed relative to the total number of probationers under

study. .This becomes a problem, for example, when there are relatively

few 'succeSses" in the Topulation (i.e. when there is a low base fate),
4

because it then becomes more difficult to find variables which discrimi-

hate between the successes and the failures. If 4 prediction instrument

cannot improve on the base.rate, it is of no usej, but one of the biggest:

prOblems associated with base rates is that.they are virtually never

reported (Mtehl and-Rosen, 1955). This omission m4kes the evaluation of

the usefulriess of the prediction method difficult.

A related issue is the'selecion, ratio, which refers to the pro,-

portion of the dumber of persons chosen for probation, placement to the

total number available (Becbtoldt, 1951)., The.utility of a predictiop-
,

, :device for probation selection is a function of the selection ratio as

\Fell 4s the predictive validity-of. the instrument (Gottfredson, 1967).

Administrators.who wish to use prediction instruments in selecting good
_

risks for. probation will find that, when zonfrented With a low selection

ratio .(i.e., when only a relatively small number of offenders. are selected

fbr probation), 4-relatively weak prediction device may prove utpful.

Similarly, if4o largenumAer of offenders are selected for probation and

only a few are rejected, a much more effici.ent prediction device is re7

quirtd to achieve the same'degree of effectivenessN

,Prediction.instruments usually involve the, combinatien of a.number

of predictor variables to estimate an expected outcome
nh as completion
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of probatioo without any new convictions, or probation vioIation.!" There

are three types of methods for cambining predictors: those which use all

thepredictors equally (Bruce,Aclarna, Burgess, and Landesco, 1928); those -

which employ some sort of differential weighting system (Glueck and Glueck,

1930);:and configural methods such as Predictive Attribute Analysip and

Association Analysis (MacNaughtOp-S4th; 1963; Williams, and Lambert, 1959)..

AlthOughfempirical.comparisons of these various methods of combinia$
/

predictord are not cOmmon,'several such'Comparisons support the view that

the earliesi, most simple methods of:equal. weighting'for allapredictors

may.provide prediction-instruMents. equal or.superior to those which require

considerably more complex methods Mold, 1931;'Monyhesi, 1932; Mannheim

and Wilkins, 1955; Simon, 1971; Gottfredson; Gottfredson.and Wilkins, 1977)..

eross-rvalidation is a ical 'consideration in utilizing prediction

instruments. tn.tru ts developed for a Specific .purpose. and population

are often assumed to betylid elsewhere. Such assumptions are extremely

tenupus, since it has been shown that the validity of prediction models

can vary greatly by geographic area, Hwith.chansing sociarconditions,

by probation department pOlicy, and over_time. There can, therefore, b

no Confidence in the utility of a predidtion'device unless it'is validaied:

on new Samples ancirevalidated Periodically.

Management

It) addit* to the methcidological'issues discussed aboVe, there are

also a number of management considerations in the use of prediction devices.

One coMmon objection to the 'use of prediction instruments.is that prediCtion

of behavior is impossible because all individuals-are unique. As early as
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1932, however, Monachesi observed that predictability of human behavior

is not only possible but feasible." While absolute prediction of human

behavior is not expected, behavior Is far from random. Prediction is not

based on the uniqueness of individuals, but rat,her on their similarities.

The use of prediction methods in probation carries with it the assump-

tion that there iS a strong.enough relationship between factors in.the.

baCkground of the offender and his present behavior that a predictioncan

be made of his-performance on probaA!tion. While. many instruments develoftd

for the prediction of future criminal behavior-have thus far only demon-

strated relatively low predictive poWer, no conclusions can be.reached-

regarding their utility for adult probation. Only a predictioR instrument

whicimeets -the methodological requirements described above Can hope to he

useful in practice. The available studies. which attempted to construct
=ft

prediction devices for use innprobation suffer from these methodological

problems and, as a result,cannot be endorsed without reservation.

lb Most research on the use of prediction in crimdnal justice'has.

focused cm parole, whiCh suggests the possibility of Inalogous appliCa-

tions in probation. Ohlin's work (1951). emphasized the ways in which
/

prediction tabled could be useful to parole.!admin;iitrators. -Gottfredson

(1967) described a situation in which prediction tables Were used as an aid

to reduce confinement costs by securing early release for parolees, with

no subsequent increase in parole violations. The potential application o

OOttfredson's findings to probatiton was noted by Frease (1965). A number

of.authors have also discussed the used of prediction tables-as an aid in

supervision practices. Suggestions have inclUded their possible use: ,

H
as an administrative tool to equalize high-,riSk offenders among various

caseload*" (Freese, 1965); "to focus services eind attentiOn on the 'probationers



who teed the most help" (Comptroller Gener4976); and to-!'asaisi ease

managezs in making decisions,about how much.time and effort to devote-to

working-with certain'groups of persons" (Hemple, Webb, and Reynolds, 1976).

Unfortunately, there have been veryjew empirical attempts to explore

the feasibility of these proposed: applications of prediction methods in

practice. A pilot study4by'Nicholson (1968) fou d prediction tab* to

be extremely useful in classifying "high " "medium," and "low" risk cage-

loads; the prediction instrument used was a version of a device originally

developed for parolees. The Comptroller General's report (1976) also found

prediction tables to be useful in establishing variable supervision case-
/

loads, as did pilot studies by Frease (1965) and Fiore (1976).

In summery, perhaps the most evident finding of this review of

prediction as it relates to adult probation,is that-most of the questions

which we can raise remain unanswereao We have seen that little work has

been done in'this area, and that which has been accomplished Is-not con-.

elusive. The MOst pressing need in adult probation prediction seems to

be for more emphasis to be placed on larger-Scale studies which meet

stringent methodological requirements. On the basis of this futire re-

.search, we. may be able to validate and expand upon the results suggested
4

by the exploratory and pilot efforts which h ve already been done. Much

of the groundwork for any suCh large-scale Ofort can loe found in ihe

pilot stndies'and from the extensiVe work don in the field of parole

prediction.

Aooew
An expectation of Widespread use of probation Prediction models in

future, is not unrealistic;.one only has to look at the.progress made

parole to support such-a prospect; The best example, perhaps,i

rvided by the UnitedStates Parole Commission whi:eh, as a result of a
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sUbstantial'research effort (Gottfredson, Wilkins, Hoffman, and.Sinier,

1974), now utilizes.e4tience tables as.gUidelines for making parole
,

degiaions. A research unit ha, been set up to periodicAlly re7validate

/The tables and,. au A result,.the,grancAng of parole has beeome_a less

arbitrary process: The federal parole commission now uses these tables

4. todetermine bqw imilar offenders (similar to .those-whO are being'cen-

Odered for,parole) have performeden paroe in the past. Using this

information, together with mitigating VT aggravating circUmstances'known.6.

- to the parole commission members the decision to grant or deny parole'

, is now more consistent and fair, benefiting bdth ihe'parole cobmission

i
and the inmate., as well as.serving the-intrests df.the community.

Analogous applications of prediction methods in probationlmay lie well

within reach and Awaitnly testing and implementation
t.,

What 4o we know about operational methods used for the°
classification ok probationers?

:We have Seen thatthe development Of reliable and valid prediction .

instrumenti can be.of value to a. probation department in classifyirig 'pro-

bitioners,on the basis.df risk.' In this way, we can-more accurately a4i

AVach-probationer to the level--of.tu-pervision which will be of the most

be e it both to 4e probationer and 'tO the comnunity. Another method

'7-,used to classify prObatiofters is by need.. Vnder.this method, the'proha-

tioner iS assigned to a caseload bated upon his apphrent level of need fot

aervices'which can be provided by a probation4officer or by referral to

a coMmunity.resource agency. A third'classification method is to coMbine

isk ane'need levels yielding A classification system which.wuld
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for emample:' high risk-high need probationers, high risk-1cieed probe-
,

tioners, low risk,high need Ig.nbationets, and low risk-low need ftobationers.

Although classification of .probationers is not addressed in-slutes,
t\

the three sets of standards which we 'reviewgd discuss this silbjecr.. The'.

tiational Advisory Commission (1973) s4ggests dist prob4ioners should be
,

aseighed, to differentiated programs based ovprfender typqlogies. The

American Correctional Association (19771,urges each probation, agency to

develOpwritten policy concerning classiffication to ensure that probationers

receive-dfily the- level,of surveillance and services which they need, The

American Bar Associaei1n.(1970) also encourages Trobation agencies

-develop.the capacity te,employ differential treatment based -on the

characteristiCs'.of the probatione&offenders but it is noted.that more

attention myqt p4id.to'the identification'of those, offenders most like-

ly to restIond to caNype ofgarogramHaa opposed to another.,

The Taiik Force oft Cortections of the PresidenCs CaMmission on Law

EnfOrcement and'Administration of Justice (1967) summarized the situation

with resi5ect to classification efforts:

A major requirement for using a differential treatmeht system
is an adequate case analysis and, planning procedure. Probably
no deficiency is more universally apparent.in current programs
than the nearly complete lack of Careful planning by probafion
officera,their supervisors, and clinical program consultants,
including the active participation of offehders themselves.

411

Several classification effortS, Conducted Auite recently, were:lOcated

and .are examined below.
A

The Diffvential Classification for the Supervision of Adult Probe-

tioners design (Golbin,..1976T described the development of a classifich-

tion model for assigning clients to intensive or active probation super-

vision. IntensiVe cases were those offenders posing a serious threat



to themkelves and/or the communi'ty, requiring multiple eervices, and having

a high probability of recidivism.- Active superviaion cases were those who

generally adjusted to prob4ion, although services were Still required,

and poied no serious threat tO themselves or the community.,

A random sample of 720 irobationers was selectedfrom a total popnla-
.

tion 3,250. Under this system, probationers were assigned to intensive

or active supervisiOn, basedon.the number and degree of involVement%on

four variablesr current offense psychological instability, prior record,

and social instability. Age was also used 'in assigning marginal cases._

The techniques used to analyze data were not described, nor were the

results giVen.

Several considerations were deemed essen ial to the-Operation of the.

differential Glaassification system. Accurate information and clear opera-

tional definitions must be available to ensure reliability, and the user%)

of the system should be trained in the use of the classificatiofi fbrm,

which must periodically be re-validated and m&dified to reflect changes
.

ON,
in clients and/or community.

The Adult Probationer Needs Survey-(PearSon and Taylor, 1973) was

conducted to develop a data base to address three concerns of the Santa

Clara-County (California) Probation Department: to determine what per-
,

centage of the departmenlls caseload was 'at different levels of risk;

to determine the need for treatment and services of persons-on probation;

,apd to determine who should deliver the needed services --

department, other public agencies, or community programs.

A random sample was selected for' both Male And female

the probation

probationers.

Demographic data and probation officer ratings were collected for each

probationer,in the sample. Ratings of personality-behavior characteristics,
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esiimates of the extent to which needs existed, and ratings of the extent

to which each need was being met Were recorded. A number of descriptive

'analyses _were undertaken to develop a profile of the probationers and

their needs. Specialized caseloads were developed from the.taiings of

probationers by their, supervising officers.

Results were inconclusive 4.11 terms of clearly delineating a number

,of caseload types based on need iatings. Employment emerged as the'

greatest single need.. Survey 'results suggested that probation', as current-

,/
ly defined,- may be -unnecessary for.almost half Of the offenders of the

current Caseload. The authorq concluded that "treatment engineering"'

is needed, whereby'someone acts as an agvocate for bOth the offender and

the, courts tdo 'establish the best fit or mix of resources for the indivi-
f

dual, and to mold this into a treatMent/control plan.

The Probation Caseload Classification study (Weil n.d.) was

initiated in order to obtain information about the offender population

under sapervision in the probation office of the Distiict of Columbia.
-

It was hoped that this information could' be applied to the development

of i more effective case management approach based on the needs of the

offenders as well as 'on the resources aVailable to the probation office.

Thiltthree major objectives of the study St-: to classify the entire.

-population under sapervision, using.a multi-factor instrument designed to

predict the outcome of supervision with resPect to sucCess or failure;

to attempt to validate the predictiVe ability of the instrument on the

population of offenders by-comparing all cases which closed successfully
410

with those which closed unsuccessfully; and to use the data obtained to

devise a "vertical" model of caseload'management, which would set up
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differential ca eload sizes based won higb or loW'success Potential,.

Phase I of the study included a classification of the entite popula-

tion under supervision., The Base Expectancy was used_as the primary data

ection instrument. Phase II included an.analysis

of all cases Closed duringan eighteen month period.'

and Clasaification

This was.done to

validate the predictive ability of the instrument on the.populatign.

Phase III of the'study.grew out of information obtained in Phase I, in-

volving caseload classification. It was discovered that only a very

small percentage of the total eases under supervision-were rated as

high-risk (C). Ix was hypothesized that-the.probation offiee'staff,

as a consequence.of their experience, screened Out individuall who wOuld

normally be rated hi h risk offenders if rated by the predictiVe instru-

ment. In order to test this hypothesis, it was decided to compare two

groups, one which had been recommended for probation and another group

.not recommended for probation on the Base Expectancy.scores Obtained

in Phase I. The groups were compared in termS of-their raw BE Scores to

see if there were statistically significant'differences between the groups.

The results of Phase II indicate that, Of the caseS classified,

43.percent were rated "A" (suggesting high potential 'for favorable ad-
-,

.justment); 44 percent Were rated"B" (or medium potential); and 13 per-

cent were rated "C (or low, potential for favorable adjustment). The

data indicated the tendency.for "A" rated individuals to be terminated

early from probation rather than "B" itidividuals. There was a greater,

likelihood for the "B" group to close through expiration of the probation

period or through violation Sf probatioar. In conttast, there was little

4
probability for group "A" to violate probation (7 pereent) pd:less

probability for group "C" to have theit cases closed through expiration



-(5.pertent) and almost,no probability to have them closed through early

termination .(2 perdent).

hese III resultsisupport the hYpothesis that officers tend .to screen

out- Digh-risk offenders. Of those- persons recdmmended probation,

-52 percent mere rated "A",.40 percent Ir-, and:only 8 percent "C".

When' the group not recomm'ended for Atbation, waa examined, it was found

that only 6 percent were rated'"A": 32 percent "B". and 62 percent "C".
I -

More than half recommended.for probation were rated low-risk on the BE

scale, while two-thirds not, recoMmended for probation were rated as sigh-

'tisk.

The following recommendations were Made: the BE tl A (Base Expectancy

storing instrument should b an for ptedidtive purposes; a "vertidal

model of daseload assignment should be employed, 14ther 'than a numerical
r

model, that is, different units Should'be establiatedto-handle.different

risk caseloads; and officers should attem* to develop a network of, affilia.,

.tions with local community groups,

The purpose of the Client-Management Classification program (Wisdon-

-sin Division of Probation, 1970 was to develop a case classification sys-
,

tem which could be utilized by,probation and paiole agents to deal more

effectively With ihe divergent needs of their clients: An interview and

classification system was devised to focus on.the differences among clients

which agents.could Uae in planning with a particular client. An interview

utifizing a forced-choice rating instrument was developed to obtain.the

information needed for classification. The iteMs on the instrument were

reviewed, and only those which proved reliable were retained.

The data indicated that four4grOups could be discriminated fpom the

structured interview. The groups were identified on the basis of the
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charaCteri tic supervision function utilized in working with each group.

:The,four groups uere: selective intervention group (35 percent) -- required

minimal supervisionN:seworkicontrol group (30 percent) -- required a great

deal of time, ditection, and sdpport; environment structure group (20 er-

cent) -- required structure, support, and guidance; and limit setting group

(15 percent) ---for whom strtpt rules and reg4ations were recommended.

The Differential Treatment and Classification project (Golbin, 1975

was implemented.bacause it was belie ed that classification systems arp

useful for assessingdrisk and for reali g the e'fficient mAnagement of

offenders. Under such i system, no offender recei.4es more treatment or

Surveillance then he requires, and each offender is afforded the optimal

'prOgremof serViceS possible for growth. and Adjustment in .the community.
.

The main goal of the study was to determine the-number,and concentration

of probationers who require intensive supervision, Ss oppased.to normal

- supervision.

-The report classified adult probationers into two major categories:

those requiring iritensive superyision and those requiring normal super-

vision. These categories were developed according fo two considerations:

the appraisal of.. serviCe neels for social reintegration into the commupity

end the amount of accountability require4 for the protection of the community.

The. criteria used for Classification were based upon four variables:

current offense,'.prior record, age, and psychological stability. Of the.

270 cases, 49 percent were categorized as requiring tntensive Supervision,

and 51 percent as requiring normal supervision. About one out.of six

offenders placed on adult probation needed'treatment and requi460 close

accountability for serious alcohol abuse. Three outigf.ten nog-narcotic
,
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Cases 'needed some kind of slcotIol treatment, three out of ten on the

narcotics caseload were tither enrolled in a"program and addicted to '

Methadonefor had been addicted tO op4ates during th lastfive years, and
1 ,

2 Percent duqng the last,five years had been depen)ent on otherhard drugs

Unfortunately, the conclusions of the study cannot be accepted,as

final, becauSe the study shifted its focus frot all prObatiOners and be-.

came directed primarily toward alcoholic offenders; and also because the-

data were obtained from, case materials,e'which wouyi be Subject to .indiVi--

'dual nterpretation and, as a result,,potentia biased.

As we have Seen,-empirical studies dealing-with classification of

caseloads are limited; therefore, conclusions can be.based only on this

narrow evidence. In Additiontsa number of deficiencie8 id the Studies

were noted. Often the techniques used to'analyze classification.data

were not doscribed, n'or were the results given. The reader was.informed

that claSsifiCation of offenders occurred, but not upon what criteria,

nor were the implicationd which could ba drawn from the operation ex-

plained. Atings for class ication, when done by probation officers,

wore weakened by the subjectiVity of.their reporting. As a result, it

was not clear whether the findings were base,d on ithe...sbjective percep-

tions of the probatign.pfficer ox upon the actual data.

Although_a portion of tWresearch to'date has suffered from pOor

.design and implementation, it may 511 be argued that a well-designed,

well-administered classification system, with both the needs of the

offender and the limitations and resources ofthe agency in mifid, will

lielp eliminate wasted time and effort on th,p part of the officer and the

offender.
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What are the most frequently used tieatment modalities in
probation, and what do we knoW about their effeotiveiless?

The common ingredient in prabation treatment modaliqes seems to

be an attempt to foster the development of a positive self-concept for

the probationer. This concentration on the fehabilitative aspects of

probation is intenaed to counteract he negative "programmed for failure"

- self-concept which man robationers share. The treatment techniques

we reviewed attempted crease feelings of self-esteem and self-con-

fidence the belief that this would.result in reducing the probationer's

tendenc toward criminal behavior.

roximately twenty studies Of various treatment modalities were

locat d, and their results are ,categorized inta: vocational counseling

an employment, grotip and individual, counseling, and.drug treatment.

In addition, we 1411 consider the effectiveness of involuntary vs.

voluntary treatment,

2-Vocational Odunseling and .E.Mployment

6 . ,

The aiSumption that vocational counseling reduces the likelihood-of-----7,

recidivism is based On Ole belief that employment has 4 stabtitzing

effect'on an individual: A job enattles ihe probationer to develop

financial secu ity and rely on his own reSources. Counseling assists

offenders in locating emPloyment and training.resources within the

community.

The lionrowCounty (New York) Probation EmploYment and Guidance

Program (PEG).-was designed to.MaXimize e4ploymentsopportunities for un-

employed and underemployed probationers. The program was supportive it

tfrovided no educational or vocational training, bur , instead, Ated ea

14.9



a sCreening and guidance Mechanism. 1t offered diagnostic sex:vides,

I

vocational evaluation, referral services job coaching and a stipend.

.Phillips (1975) reported fhat nine months afteAntering the program,

59.perCent of the experimental grouP.had found jobs, versus 43 percent of

the control stoup-, who did not participate in the program. More drastic

ally, 40 percent of the experimental group had raised their employment

status compared'to only eight percent of the Control group.
47.

But, for this same program, Chitren and Reynolds (1973) .compilea

recidivitm data on 202 probationers who had-experienced the program and

46 Controls who had not. After controlling fo group.differinces op drug

and alcohol problems, they concluded that reci vism was not:reduced by.
. _

participation in the program.:

These:results' certainly suggest that.it ia'pciasible to improve both

the rate and status of probationers' employment. HoWeirer, the assume-

tion that this upgradingwill. reault in detreased recidivism is seriously

qu'tioned. A number ot studies report that ellaP loyment and sucCessful

compl tion of probation are related <Rest and Ryan, 1970; ylockaiem

and 4cGiPnis-i-4976), and that is not really questioned here. We are

instead auggesting that relying Solely on.employment to coUnteract

recidiVism is insufficient:.

Group apd Individual Counseling.

Treatment in probation is not confined to employment and vocational

upgrading. Experiments-designed to work with offender populations have

utilized both the dynamic of group counseling and the effect of the

one-to-ong relationship of individual counaeling. Group and individual

counseling ahould "create a comfortable milteu wherein the client is able,
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to freely vocalize his,problems and fears, and with the aid of his pro-
.

bation Officer begin to c txplat,,,thewfattel9 seek. soiterionew.-40-1,---:,*

la group/counselingl the PV.0bOtionei is able to see and communicate

with indiyid4als who have similarablema and histories; hP learns that

his prObleis are not unique and derives common support and assiStance from

the groulli4 establishing realistic goals and expectations (Vogt 1971Ar #

fr A

and 1961)./.

TheA)asic guidelines for group counseling are: participation is

mandatopl, fewer than twenty individuals hold memberships,in the group;
f'N. / -.

. ,.
,,,,

the4roup lieet4 At:regular intervals and specified times; and membership

\

remaina unaltered. Adhering to the guidelines is crucial to the( establish-

ment\ of tru

for Structu

t and support among,the members, and to' their responsibility

ing and maintaining tonchict (Bassin, Berlin, and Smith, 1960).

Utilizing this techinque the Special Offenders Clinic (Olsson, 197-55, an

outpatienttreatment facilitylor'Sexna1 offenderS and assaultive.offenders,.

sought to tesolve the relationship between emotional problems and anti-

social behavior throngh,group therapy. During the three7year period of

operation, fifty probatP,Oners were Selected: 29 sexual and 21 assaultive

offenders; No control group'was established.

Exhibited behavior in each group therapy. session was divided.into

thirty-five measurable categories that were rated by the therapist during

the initial phase of the treatment and at the termination level. Proba-
,

tion 'Officers measured each probationer in six areas indicative-of social
ik

adjustment according to the Same timeframe. The Special Offenders Clinic

was mOre successful in treating sexual offenders than assaultive offenders-

\\ withirespect to behavior during group. therapy sessions, recidivism, and

)0c4131 adjustment.



Active participation in group counseling was part of the treatment

plan in the Muftiphasic Diagnostic and Treatment Program (Nath, 1975).

Offenders were required to jointly.formulate a contract with the staff

Wherein a-treatment plan waS devisq. The.purpose'oNhe program was

two:-foldi to decrease the probability of recidiviSm and to allow the

community to betf.er understand the offender and its own role in the re-

'socia1i4ation of the offender. Seventy-five percent of the individuals

who graduated from the program remained crite-free during the follow-up

period.

The .grotip, process encouraged each member to confront his problem's in

an environment thatwas both critical and supportive:. The Vocational-

Rehabilitation Ageacy (Rest and Ryan, 1970) foun&that, "Discussions

about offenses and similar difficulties with employment seemed to.have
?

a very pronounced effect in helplig them to function as a group." But,

functioning as a cohesive unit does not occur in the preliminary' tageS
,

of the group. By the end of the four-week session, however, much concern

wag demonStrated among the group Members and M6tual assistance,was ekhibited.-

The groUp members were able to help each other develop a vocational plan

with realistic expectations and to support members who had' experienced

rejections, with A reVised plan and encofragement to begin again.

A report from the National Council on CriMe and Delinquency lics

coUnseling aS one.of the three major\elements of prebation supervision

and treatment. Based 41111is report., the University of Maryland, assuming-

thst counseling techniques already known td probation arq effective,

utilized group and ihdividual counseling as their differential treatment.

modalities (Marx Giblette, and Stockdale, 1969). Counseling was.done

-152.
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in small.groups or in ttradi ional or'individual'relationship as part

of the.treatment for the experimental group, but not administered to the

control group. The criteria .f6r client change incltidech emploment,

-absence of arrests., stable family life, and gen6rai adjustment to.society.

,Data did not reveal any,significant differencea,b tween the experiMental and
,

control groups as a result of the treatment mode.

The Santa.Clara County (California) ProbatiOn Dartiuent (103)'tested

P%the effect of two high-impact, short-term motivational treatment programs
\

%signed to reduce adult felony probationer recidivism aint what is

cerrently attribUted to traditional counseling in their regu r Probatiqn:

division. Two experimental groups and two control groups con tituted the

four comparison sections. The basic requirements for selectibn into each

of The,fout programs were: felonx, probation cases sentenced and released

within-4.particular timeframe, and serving jail sentences of at least'

four mouths ab A condition of probation.
- ,

,

A quasi-experimental design was used to-compare the four groups.
. k

' The experimental groups', each comprised of 33 probationers, participated
4

in the Zzoommm p ogram and the Beimler Method prngram. Two units in the,

Probation Department were used in the control .(comparison) groups. The

Special SupOfe sion Unit, in existence before the profct begAontained
,

33 probationers who met the selection requirepent for participation. The

regular supervision group contained 43 probationers who were eligible for

the Zzoommm and Heimler Method programs but were assigned to the .contror

group.

The cdntrol groups received traditional client treatment methods.

The experimental groups tested different methods: the Zzoommm program was

designed to change self-understanding, the Heimler Scale measured an
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individual's perception 'of frustration and satisfaction, and was 'followed
I.

by a three-month treatment phase called "the Slice of"Life."

The results do.not conclusively support the superiority of eieer
,

treatmant program over the control or one treatment program oVer-the other

in the following areas: recidivism, employment, and self-concept. The

differential success of treatment on therhaeis of client s personality'

traitsdemonstrates no greater improvement in one treatment mode as contrasted
Ilk

; with the other. 'No .significant correlation betw6en treatment modalitiei and

behavioral change was exhibited.

Poor research methodolOgy inhibits a clear assessment of any of the
.

.

. .

. .

r .

counseling treatment modalities. Adequati definitions,of the experimental-
.

treatment are not provided;even the traditiOnal.tteattent,methodi are not
.-

defined, operationally or n the context' whereidthey appear. Exadtly.

what constitutes tradit onal probation is not defined in the studies;

however, it is Measured, criticrzed, and utilized as?:a'universally eccepted

'and coMprehensible entity.'

%I

Drug Treatment'

At least three models to treat .drug addiction among,offenders appear to be:

4

available to' correctional steiff. treating it as a metabolic disease that

requires methadone maintdimace; utilizing casework techniques with EL

comprehensive referral systei,:with appropriate soCial.services and

medical agencies, and behavior modification techniques. Adequate case

analysis.to determine the kip4 and intensity of Supervision netded by the' ..

probationer should a part of each treatment modaltty (President's'

Commission on Law forcement and Administration of Justice, 1967).

Treating heroin. addicts on 'probation and parole with methadone was:.



the subj4ct of a study tfiat.sought to accomplish two goals: to stop

'-criminal behavioi and to asaist tile addict in functioning as a normal,

productive..citizen in society. The Methadone Maintenance Program (Dole
.

hand Joseph, 1970) established comparison and experimental groups that were

mat44E4 in the following areas: arrest frequencies, age, ethnic background,,

and month,of admission to.ethe program. The comparison group consisted of

participants in a heroin detoxification program..

For the thirty-six month pe ad prigx to enrollment in the Program,

the experimental group experienCed 120 arrests per 100 man years and

- 58.indarceratiOns., .For Ole thirty-six *months following treatment; the

eiperimental group experienced 55 arrests and 1 incarceration per 100

man' years versus 134 arrests and 63 incarcerations for 100 man _years for
4

'the comparison group. The difference is startling and signi'ficant.

Seventy-two percent of-the program participants who were on probation

or parole made good adjustments, were retained in treatment, and eventually

were d4scharged from probation or. parole... ApProximately seventy percent

of:the probation/parole patients remaining in the treatment were employed,

.in school, or functioned as homemakers; thirty percent were supported by

'others,looked for eMployment or recelved public assistarice.. The autbors

4of the study concluded that methadone treatment is not a cure-all for the

addict; however, they have documented success in the areas of voluntary

tion in programs decrease in criminal activity,.and ab iiicreaskil

productive behavior.

The Drug Unit in Nladelphia County DepartMent of Probation (Rosenthal,

1974) experimented with two types of supervision to aSsisi the probationer

addict to develop drug-free periods, to reduce' crime and recidivism among

the probationer addict population, and to enhance judicial dispositions by,

A

,\
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providing pre-sentence evaluations and rilated services. Randoi samples

of probationers in the following types of supervision were comparatively

examined: Drug Unit and General Supervision, both of which contained

addicts; and General Supervision containing non-druvusers.

The latter two groups received "traditional" probation treatMent.
1

'The Drug Unit received intensive superVision., counseling, education

referrals, and rehabilitative treatment,' (rhe tTeatment reduced 'overall '

criminal recidivism of the.drug group,when compared.to the.general super-,

vision &-ug group.and.general'upervision non-drug group. Thet-overall

evailuation of the Drug Unit waa'positive for the ar4as of treatment,

soci service, and administration.

Both of the aforementioned ProgrOISaciiieved sticc sa using,an adap-

tation-of the-.casework model to treat drug offenders. The methadone

maintenance program also athieved success; however, it was designed on

the basis of applying a synthetic drug whiCh itself creates a.chemical

dependency,, treating the symptom and not the cause of drug addiction, ,

A third method administered' a behavior modification program to adultT

drug offenders inail atterPt toalter their propensity.fOr criminal be-

havior (Polekow and Doctox,1974). The prograth Was divided into three

phases, each One representing a higher level of.achievement,'wherein credit

and verbal supporf were given to the probationers if they successfully

performed particular graduated behavioral tasks. Each acquisition of

positive feedback and credit by the probationer ultimately resulted in a

predetermined reduction of his ptal time spent on probation. The con-

sequence for failure consisted of non-Payment of credit or demotion to

Phase I.

4.



The pilot study designed two formats: an "own controlled" group and

a contingency management program that was tested against a regular case-

load using "counseling" techniques. The subjeCts for the experiMental

testi5kwere randomly chosen from 4 transfer pool of probationers who

were arrested.for crimes involving drug abuse and.classified by their

probatiOn officers as third level, or "most difficult" cases.

The probationeis in the cantitency management group successfully

deereasd the ntimbe f arrests and violations while on Probation, as

opposed to the control group, and depqpstrated positive behavior by

maintaining a higher rate of employment and attendance at scheduled
,r rm

meetings as compared to the, control group.

,
.

There is some evidence in this behavior modification program to
0

support ehe positive effects of A one-toone counseling relationship

where clients receive attention and verbal support frcim probation officers.

Undoubtedly, the credit and verbal suPport given to the probationers in

the behavior modification program contributed to the achieveMeht in the

. program, -but how much, in a quantitative sense,'and in whae proportion,

in light of the ultimate goal of a reduction inprobation time, is not

known. The study does not indicate that the researchers jisidered how

influential the probability cw a shortened probationary termyould be on

the clients; motivati8n and behavior In the experiment. .The environment

was conducive to the classic con game, where the offender would-participate

in the program because the end resultsiwould bringiprecisely.what he wants.

It may be-naive to think that a drug offender's primary concern is the

acquisition of treatmtnt and its long-term benefits at the time of. an

impending incarceration.
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is

summary of the available evildence on these varions,Creatment mo-

dalities indicates that rates of employment and employment status of pro-

bationers can be raised by providing and intengively applying diagnostic

services, vocational evaluation, referral services, and job coaching. It

cannot, however, be demonstrated,that employment in itself is a vaccina-

tion against recidivism.

Sexual offenders respond to group counseling more.positively tban

assaultive offenders in terms of in-grouvbehavior, social adjustment, and.

recidivism. Group counseling cin lead to mutual goal settlng and assis-

tance among probationers: particularly where employmentis conerned.

However, for the general popufation of probationers; neither group hor

individual counseling can be demonstrate&as superior.to minimum contact.
. . ,

-Short-term motivational programs do not seem tolpe effective in terms Of

employment, self-concept,.and retidivism. ,Additionally, asSigtment to

these programs On the basis of personality traits is ineffective.

Hethadone.programs for probationers can be highly effective and,

even if volunt will probably experience high retention rates. Inter-

eatingly, combinations of ,counseling, education, and referral Atpear

. succesSful whewcompared to regular probation.. Behavior modificatio

programs appear more successful than traditional counseling.

Voluntary vs. Inval,untary Treatment

The question of the relative effectiveness of voluntary and invol-
-

untary treatment has been largely ignored in the literature. This

question is confounded by the fact that success has been demonstrated in

programs where es.ch type of treathenvoluntary and involuntary, has

been used.
1`.
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Pary.cipatian in the Special Offenders Clinic lor sexual and.assaul-

tive offenders (Olsson, 1975) was mandated as'a direct court order. Close

probation supervision was administered to maintain regular attendance.

The results of this type of treatment positively.affected recidivim,

measured in the number of convictions and arrests for crimes that were

related and unrelated to the offender during and.after treatment, and the

number of incaraerations that occurred at both times.

The Goals for Girls project (Webb and Riley, 1969) actually tested0 -

whether voluntary or mandated treatment affected the results of their

experiment in casework with female probationers.

pants were randomly assigned to an experimental

Probationers in the experimental group mgt with

Sixty-eight partici-

and a.control'group.

a Deputy Probation Officer

who discus d referral to a private volunteer counseling serVice. If the

probationer resisted, she was encouraged to attend through supportive

counseling. A flat refusal made participation mandatory. Probationers
Mk

in the-control group were not directly referred to Family Service, nor

encouraged to participate.

Significant changes in Conduct with r
V
espect to improvement were

noted in the experimental group, but not in the control group. The retults

..1.-challenge the assumption thc!,t treatment must be voluntary in order to be

successful, since Improvenient in the experimental group occurred among

those who -were encouraged to participate in the project and among thOse

who were told it was a requirement of probation.
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CHAPTER V '

'PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT IN PROBATION

The use of probation ap an aliernative to incarceration evolved ai

:an innovative meipS of avoiding or mitigating the harsh and lengthy

:

sentences common in Britain-and th# United States in the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries. Since the mid-nineteenth century,' wheni ohn

Augustui began his experiment with probationers in Boston p

-
proven itself to he a fruitful field tor program innovations.

obation'has

It is
,

safe to say that the primary.purposes of most Innovations in robation

have been to maximize the efficiency with which probation.ser ices are

delivered and to improve the'rate of success', for individuals n proba-

epion. To meet these ends, enovations can involve changes in he struc-

ture o robation, the emphasis on various probation activities; or' in

.the d ivery of probation services and treatment.

4

A wide viriety of innova onP-have been tried in. probation', soMe

.of which. were highly succssful and widely adopted and others which were
r (

implemented and quiet1r abandoned. The types of innovations .which are

encountere'd in any given period of 'probation history tend to'be heavily

influenced by dissatisfaction with the then-prevailing practices and

philosoPhy-of corrections an by the emerging shifts in philosophical

and practical orientations. e emphasis on the changing purposes and

goals of corrections cannot-be too highly stressed, since innovattns,

by definition, rAlect new ideas and new ways of achieving new. goills.

ThiaL.review of innovations in probation is pot limited only to new

pro rams and technicitieyeloped in the United States. We have also

oked at a:number of innovations uitd.in Other countries which usesome_

form of probation-or conditional sentence in order-,to widen the range of

ts



new approaches which might be of interest to American probation adminis7

trators.

Our teview of the literature .64gests 'that innovations in prObation

over the past quarter-century have tended-t

ty

be of two fairly distinct

broad, policy-level innovations and program-level*innovations.

Anovations at the policy level are those changes 'N./MO-affect the char-

atter or process of,probation itself. Ordinarily, policy.innovations.

tend to be.implemented at the highest appropriate. level, Which may be

the state.or federal level. OccasiOnally, hOwever, a policy innovation

may also be made at the local level., Innovations at the program level

are changes which introduce a new management or treatment technique

aimed primarily at effecting an improvement in a local agency's capabil-

qty for providing needed services to its clients.'

literature reveals five influential 'Policy-level innovations in

prOation. Three of these were developed in the United States: "shock

probation," which combinea the increalti use of probati n with a short

. ,

period of incarceration-; p obation subsidy, Which combines a,reduction

in commitments to state correctional institutions with a.new waY'of

.1funding local probation activities;.and restitution, both financial and

symbolic, which is becoming a widelY-uSed conaition of probation.. The

remaining policy-level innovations'are used internationally: rehabili-

tatiun councils, which are used in the Netherlandsrand Sweden to coor-

dinate the activities of a number of social service agencies; and

volunteers who are used extensively in apaii and Sweden.

Four programllevel innovations were identified. Three of 'these pro-

-gram innovations (residential treatment centers ind.hostels, day train-

ing tenters; And outreach centers), can be seen as representing varyia
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degrees of control exercised by the loCal probation agency over the pro-

*
bationers. The Probation Employment and Guidance (PEG) program tepre

sents a concerted attempt to alleviate.the.serious.unemployment, under:-_

employment,.and vocational guidance problems which are common among

probation clients.

Finally, this,chapter concludes with an overview of the use of Pro-

bation and conditionalIsentences on an international scale.. This dis

cussion will identify the'mature and extent of use of probation and

conditional sentence's in a number of countries and will attempt to ,so-

late any discernable trends in the international development Of probation

which might forecast changes which may be expected in tHe use of prolia-

tin in .the' United States,

.
Policy-Level Innovations

§hock ProbAttion

In July 1965, the Ohio General Assembly passed a law providingfor the
,

early release from prison of convicted felOn by placing them on proba-

tion. This law (Ohio Revised Code, Sec. 2947.06.3) was the first in the

country which made any.felon eligible for early t4ease, provided he had
. .

I

not committed an act for which Ohio law precludes probation. The law

_ ihas become known as "shock probation" and was-intended both as a treat-

\ment.tool And as a c c, mpromise between theadvantages of incarceration

Ia

$6d f probation.,

Unlike split sentencing, 6hock,probatiop is not part of the original



sentence. According te the law, the offender is sentenced to an insti-.

tutión for his crime And muat file a petition to the court to.suSPeAd

fUrther execution of his sentence nig earlier than thirty days nor more

than sixty days after.the original sentence date). Until the court acts

upon the petition,'which must.be within ninety days the defendant does

not know whether his institutional stay will be two months,'until he is

eligible for parole, or until the and of his sentence. In addition to

(

the 'shock" value, Ohio has added theelement of uncertainty.

There has he n some debate about the possible advantages of combining

a short peiriod of incarceration with,probation. One argument for Such a

practice is that the short period of incarceration may actually be to

the.offendees advantage. It is argued thatincarceration may allow
.

the institution's professionalpersonnel to analyze and evaluate the

Noneeds of,the offender in depth, while at.the pate time allowing the
*

offender to take advantage of training and.ather educatimal Services
.

.

which may be provided at the. Institution. In addition, the greater:con-
,

trol over the incarcerated' offender can provide greater protection er

,saciety. (Master., 1948).. Anather advantage of a nixed or split sentence-

is to "shock" or "jolt" the individual into a recognition ofthe real-
,

jties'of prison life thraugh the experience of imprisonment (Jayne, 1956;

*
Kaufman 1962; Hartshorne, 1959).

ThoSe opposed to tixed.sentences arguethat a person is either eligi-

ble for Probation or .he is Apt; p ison and probation represent mutally

exclusive alternatives (Campbell, 1960; Chandler, 1950; Report of the

Committee on Probation 1948). One SpokeSman for this positilthas

pointed out:

...that once hav ng determined that a perspn can be trusted to
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retain in the'.camtnity-and oan.benefitlmobt undercoMmuni,ty
,supervision,ino appreciable benefits can,be.derivea from
committing tO a short period of incarceration... (Barkin, 1962).

In addition, the argument is made that mixed sentences "cantaminate"

ndividUal and'diminish any chance he may.have of rehabilitation.

\ This argUment suggests that any time spent in an inatitution is,aisrup-

tive ofnoermal therapegtic efforts wilich Might-be made 111 a. More open

.setting (Chandler, 1950; Kaufman, 1962). .Short-term stays may even hard-

en attitudes, elcpose fie itidividual to more,confirmed criminal life-
!.

0

styles', and make him resentfuL'and cynical (Chappel., 1947; Scudder, 1959;
0

0;andler, 1950).
.

Aihird,argument against mixed sentences is more abstract than the

4
- kirat .cwo, but along the same lines. -It is held that to tix.sentences

. is-to act contrary to the stated purOose and objectives of.;probati6n;

-.jail'time is .inconsistent with

,Commiasion on LaW.Enforcement

"1.-

the phi;osophy of probati64.1 (Piesident's

and Administration Of instice,'196N
. .

Frobak-15n is viewed-6S n punitive, and any use pf prlson makes the work

of probation officCrs more' cotplex and-, in .the long run, may, defeat the

purpose of community'supervision (*Scudder, 1959; Chappel 1947). The
.

-
purp ose of prohtion is to av

,

it.
id incarc

r

tion, not-be a supplement to-

Most.of the dobAte bn mixed sentenc g has

States, but accOrding to Friday pt al, (1970,- there is no empirical rd-
. a

rrpd in-the United

-*
search ip this Country%toisupport OT reject the practidExperimental

- programa have:bgen'set, up to t t sPlit sentence effectiveness .j.zweden

-Exance, Nsrway, anti ehe- Netherlands (European Committee on-Crime Problems,

7),. but' Statisticai'Oxf eMpirical re'sulsts ar41 incoMplete,'." . ,

. , .

Tour sets pf studies'ha\\e been ccInducted ondthe characteristiCs of .
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those g shock probation. Thew include Bol4an4er 's Ohio Study (1973)

and his Ken ky study with Faine (Paine and 1!1,.oh1ander 1976); Angelino

et-al. (19 ; and Petersen and Friday (1975).

Petefs d Friday (197) and Bohlander (1973),Iihow consistent re-._

sults when the mpare those granted shock probation with those who re-
c

main irLcustody. Shock probationers Were:

(1) disproportionately whi te; (2) generally young -- 22 to 26 years
old -- but ranged upward to 69 irears of age03) of slightly higher
socio-economic status, generally-from middle and upper-middle class
families; (4) usually high school graduates, while many attended .

college; (5) rarely 1lEd parents'ar siblings with criminal records;.
(6) as likely to be maTirried,as single, but more were.divorced than .

in the other sample populations; (7) more likely.to have been con-
victed for.fraud or narcotic vio1atia_4a thanjor property or per-
sonal offenses; (8) usually represented by privately retained t.
attorneys;. (9) generally received e recommenAation for incarceration
from the probation department; (10 usually-entered E\plea df guilty;

'and ,(11)s generally had prior criminal records, but the-inajority had
not previously been confined in .an adult colTectional institution.

Angelino ev1. (1975),disagreedwith these findings in-terms of

age, education, and offense type. Looking at shack prabatiorr the Year

. A .

prior to the studies by Bphlander andPetersen and Friday, their

findings suggested that Ohio shock pr tioners wire-older, more

PooDly, edUCaeed, and found guilty of- more'violent offenses than the

other .s4Udies' populations. ;Both the, Bohlander (1973) add Petersen and

. \

FridaY-(1975p studies cotpared the diffe'reAtes between shock probationers'
, . .1 :
,

and p conprQf groupl Angelinb et all look only, at withinrgreup differ-

ences.

4, .

In assessing the significance of variables which distinguish between /

incarcerated and probation samples, Petersen an Friday (1975) utilized

Predictive Attribute AnalYsis The sampledesign inCluded all persona

granted shock probatia dnring 1970 (11202) This group was compared

Nolfh a Control group of,pertions who were eli ible for release on shoCk .



,-

, under Ohio law during the sikme period but were (not released (114,373),.
. s-.a-

The,following were ford to be.signifitantly associated-with early.
/
t .

relaae from prison: (lnon-legal variables: race, education, father s
tel

_

, .

.

.

education,, and legal residente;.and (2) legal variables: prointion depart-
)

mint reCommehdation, offense, prior record, number of bills of indictment,
1

and plea. Variables which did not produ Statistically signifigant

relationships include: age, marital statds, numbet: of dependents, out-

aLoinding detainers, and father'a occupation. The signifiCance levels of

the chi-square statisties for each variable show that the non7;egal yenta-

blea of 'Ace end%education. were first and second in rank order of their

ability to discriminate beiween ihose who receive shock and those denied'it.

The legal.variablea of offense type and prior record ranked fourth.and:

fifth.
a

Predictive Attribute Analysia is based on the sociological assumption

that in any heterogeneous samRle, relationships among the possible pre-
\

dictors and the criteria may vary from one subsample to another. In other

words,t the0 methods'suggest,that relationships betWeen predictive attributes

and criteria are not always constant. lh this researchi where race wa

..1*

. found to be a significant factor,''each of the other signif.aant variable&

mai ha e a different.effect in predicting tkle outcome fox either the black
. .1

subsample or the white subs6;;le..

I. P

'Predictive Attribute alUialybis indicated that, for Ipe black felon, his

race was the major variable affecting.early release from prison. Tile next

moat impOrtant variables,were educatiOn and probation department reCommen-

dat7on. The significant point ,of this analysis was that Tither offenkie
N

nor pribr arrest emer6d,aa stroni discrimiors.

a

1Si



z

4
lipalysis of white felons shoWeil a differentypattern. Petereen and

Friday (1975) found that-for whites the legal variable of Offense was

important in graiating shock proiliation. The next important variOle was

education.. As with black felons, prior record did not emerge as a dotal.
9

nalat variable. They therefore state: "...the conclbsion le inesCapable:

When other factOrs are Considered equal,.blacks.have less 6hance of

reeeiving ahock probation than whitep."

- mit ..

There have'been no new studiei on shock probation in Ohio, but in

Keitucky, Paine and Bohlander (1976) used iltiple discriminant aftiysis

, \ -
to determine significant dilferences between'shock probationers and those

who remained

and Friday (

incarcerated. They supported-most otf.the findings Of Petersen
.

975) especielly the racial factor, but did not iind education .

'. InIn probation department recommendatiot to signific tly discriminate bet 'Bent.

.the two groups and fanad Only a slight, relationship with offense. type'.
\

They didtfind residential stability .to be a factor;
1

Paine and Bohlander -(1976) went beyond, the analysis of Petersen and
\

Friday by comparing Shock probationers with regulaf Probationers.. Here,

using multiple discriminant analysis,. hey fouiad.race to'be less signifi-

ant Mut'marital statuS did play a vole as, did peer criminality, probation

amMendatiOn, residential stability, plea,.prior recorde and offense.

riousness. Unfortunately, the study dtd not assess the relative importance

o -eaChAtaria-ble

Ultimately, the question of majec concern is effectiveness; in this

case, what is the rate of recidivism fOr shock.probatiers? Friday,..

PetersetOind glen (1973) report:a 15 percent ratd of failure; their
.

definition df.succeSs inclUdes only those who complete the term of pro7

bation. Sinde probation terms varied and no follow-up after completing
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the probation term was made, par icularly for possible out-of-state con-

victions, the figure i not complete. Bohlander (1973), using the cri-

teria of re-arrest re carceration, or probation violation, reported a
a

26.7 percent fail rate. This figure, however, was only for the single

county studied and is.mik generalizable.-,

leP
Angelino et al, t011owed up their group of 1969 shock probationers

through FBI files. They found that nearly half (47.7 percent) weL arreseed

'at least once after serving shock; 33.3 percent were convicted of a fe1on5,

and 24 percent served at least one piiison senten after release. Paine

and Bohlander (1976) conducted g comprehensive follow-up of their sampleS

in Kentucky% using a minimum period Of eight mc;4hs and. a maximum period of .

28 mainAs after-release from prison. Using what they call "every available

data source " they found a failure rate of 19:24gercent. Employing multiple

..di criminant analysis, they found that the Kentucky shock grobation successes

had characteristics similar)Ito regular piohrioners, while failures were

similar in_Lacteristics-to the,incArcerated gloup.whtich had more exten-.

sive previous felony histories, greater criminal associations, and poorer

community stability ilkid integration.

Perhaps the most significant.contribution of the Faine and .phlander

study is the attemPt made.to determine the impact of inCarceration: Inter-

viewing the first 502 new admissions.to the Kentucky State Beformatory.at

La Grange, excluding parole violators and institutional transfers, they

attempt to measure change on nine scales: identification with crime, self-
,

esteem, self-derogation, radicalism, rejection of taff, legitimacy of values,

inmate solidarity and peer isolation, and perception of danger. The results
*

0
are important not only for shock probation but for sentenping policy in

p.

general. Their conClusion thi effects of incarceratidh axe negative, and
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.changes occur in attitude which.are lbarly contradictory to he objectivea

ind goals of incarceration. As they'cogently state in/rheir conclusion:

Me findings reported here seem to indicate that even the'short
minimum period of 30 days 'allowable under the Is ock probation] -

program is sufficient to enhancetthe anti-social and ëvnmtid
cally.hostile 'attitudes of'offenaers.

There.are some'important conclusions to be drawn fram the research on

shock probation. Firkt, shock probation Is in part based on the notion that
A

the criminal juStice system can equitably appr9 a sentencing alternative

which combines both puh shment and leniency. In practice, there isevidence
1

that shock probation mk;y e applied in-a discriminatory.manner. Sedond,

Faine and Bohlander' ing that persons who were successfill on shock were

very slmilk toijersons given regular:probation raises queistionak,a6up

whether the shock 'probationers mighe have done'just as well without-the'.

short-term incarceration. 'Thirdi Angelina et ak. found that the variables

. r

assoCiated with failure on shock were'also asaociated wi1 failure on regular

probation. Fourth; in theory, the value of shocks-probation lips in the

"shock" impact of fMprisonment fOr ashort peripd which avoids,the negative

effects of Icinger-terieprInMent..: Howe).=er Elaine and Rohl-ander indicaxell7

that imprisonment of only thirty days, the minimuliequired by law,
.4*-q

sufficient for the negative effects 51 imprisonment to be felt. Their

:finding is, incidently, consistent'With inte tional research data on the
1

same,issue. (Rudnik, 1970).

In sum, the-research 6) date has filed to clearly edtAblIsh the outcome

effectiveness of shock prObation as compared to altetnative sancti as. The,

1

research, hoWever has-documented 'the difficulties. of equitablyapPlying-

shock to offenders, the possible negative efiects'of the prison sepction,

and the- pogsibility.that shock may be an unnecessary sanction.

a
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Probation Subsidy ,

Probation subsidy is a program whidk has been employed in the states

of califórnia, Michigan, and Washington. Its intent is to reduce the

over-crowded conditions in stampenal:institutitins on the assumption that

manY offenders currently incarcerated'could functifn within thet,co.unity

under,intensive or speciaized probation supervision,

\The subsidy program In Washington is for jgveniles only. The intim

of the subsidy act was to (1) increao tha protection afforded th citizens

of the state; (2) permit a more even ainjtraIon of justice in. the juvenile

-

cotirts 'thrbughout the state;. (3)-rihabilitate jivexi1e offenderilin the com-
.

munity; and (4) reduce the'necessity for commitment of juvenileS to State

correttional facilities by improVing the supervision of juveniles placed'

on probatiOn by the jurnile courts of the state. .Probation subsidy evolved

under the guidance of state and county juvenile court directors who emphasized 4

'the need to reduce"commitments' to state rehabilitaiion facilities whiri making

tun a;ailabie for improved community probation services and unikorm\

44pervision.

,Corwit and banstra (1975) reviesied,the tiles maintained by,the.Statrof

Washingto%QffiCe'of Information'Services for the years147C1-1974;.' They

found that the number of 'juvenile cammitmas t. state inttitutions had been
-

reduced rePresenting a cost saving ,of $18,980 ./Lr commitment. No assessment

was-mtrde., however, of the impact of the'program. Corwin and Lanatra (1975)
a

indicated that the lajor assistance given subsidy probationers was indivi-

dual counseling:';Theyalso indicated that of the 2,976 clients on subsidy,
%

45.1 percent hacFconmiitted another offense while in the program. They made

no bnterpreiation of this suggesting that outcome evalestion wits be54)nd

the scope of their repoit.
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Michigan haS no fal atibsidy program; initead, an exPer4renti1 diver-
!t-

Sialn program-was implemented in August 1975 in selected dircuitswi4h

,

four-circipits'designated as A control unit::(Pat.ten and Johns.,-1970'.- The

experimental proiram was the Probation Incentive Program QM:, The assump;-

-tiOntirunderlying the program were: 'j1)''many Offenders are imprisoned who

could. 'be maintained in the cotmunixy al010bationarY programs were improVed,
1, s .

.

and.,,(2) enrichment of probation services wodid bring .about"eXpanded use,

of probation in the.courts.
0.

The.Probation IncentfVe Program is4Subsidy program dedignedt6 redkuee

4.

prison commitments by oviaing a financial ineentive.to-the "ctunty pro-
., . .

. .
., . .. .

bation department,. o every offeAder diverted pmmonth over, a prior base,-
, .- 0...

ratelcf. Commitments, tbe,county,teceives $3,00 to,enrish probation servibes.
, . .

,...

a

. ,

Couiities have.almosttatal diseretiorkin-h4w the money Is to be'Spent.
0 .... `,- ,, ' -- .

.
. . . . .

Preliminary data showed only that:.ciminties)participating 1;n the.I'robation
,, .

.
.

'2.

centive Program Showed the largest in diversion rates. go'otfier
, A .

increase

data Were. available.

GalifornftkprobatIOn subsidy program ,was

of a'state Board'of CorrettioA dtudy Which-found.t;robaifOn suvices.within

the state to be inadequate. Probation-caselo ads4ere high and Were was a

- .

idoped., in:1965 as.-a -reStilt

continuing increase in co,.dtments
41,

ments wete seen as exce sively cos

I

tO c0 tion acillties. Such coit-
g , asttic need tor new.ly,- .. .

. .

,

:.,.f ,

institutions increased. The bait idea, of the. isubsAdY program was ,to reduce
,

in theprison and_luveni1e cOm4tments While eoving-Imore effective" tral
ft-

,- . , - - 0.f. 0 ..

-commUnity tIlrough intgnsive.SuperyisiOn in smali, cfiseAoads. 'Ideally
. ,

. .. 4 , 4 . 6.

:-program would redudg state. costs, wh410 at the Sarake time provide

the'-

a gtedier

'de'gree pf iehapilitatiOn and.'7Se'rvices for theflendefis involved.' ,

1

'- , NI



The program was d signed to achieve these objectives by reimburaing'a

coui4y on the ,basis Of its reduction of cerrectionil commitments. ,15,ased

.on its PrevionS rate of comMitment each redection- would generate a subsidy,

vayment of approximately $4,000 to be'appli4d tO the creation of intensive

supervision prOgraMs. Since the fundavere.based on reduced imstitutional

'commitments, it meant that more serious offenderS would be in.the community.

Theref4re subsidy money was to ,be used for special supervision involving

1.
small caseloads (Barrett and Musolf,1.077). Participation by the counties

vas voluntary, yet thefinancial rewar4 fpr reducing ccimmitments were high.

In addition, the theoretical asSumptions that'probation.would be moT:e effec-

tive if' financial resources were available to provide,intensive treatment

and (1.ow caseloads made the program :attractive. It stiould be kept in mind,

however-, that although specArsuperVision was intended to-handle more

serious offenders, 'the.dicision as to placement.was made by probation de-.

partMents.rather than judges. As.,a jpsult,lcriteria fer deciSiou's were
_

diverse, and special caseloads Ilecaine dor'g like routtne caseloads in terms

of age, ethnicity, and type-of offense (Barrett and liusolf, 1977)'.
..,

Initial reports prepared for the state legislature centered on their141.
4 ;

0

utility of intensive piobation supervision and the levels'of.probAtion services.

In t? 1975 progress report to the legislature on the' subsidy program,. the

researchers at the California Youth AUtliority (1975),demonstrafed an increase

iu the-levek-ofprobation service's under subsidy but could not find evidence

of redUced recidivism. The report concludes, how0er,'that intensive pro-

batiOn supervision as provided by subsidy is at-least as effeetive as state-
,.

.

incarceration when measured by recidivism rates; -Subsidy probation does not

.appear; therefpre, to be more effective thamL4mstifutionalization. Accep,

tance or rejection Of the program t this poinf appears to be contingent
4

4" lb
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upon one's predisposition toward probation in general.

The objective of reducing commitments was tested by.Kuehn (1973) in 4(

alvelaborate and me h logically sophisticated study. Kuehn wanted to test
r

*the extent to-which probation s4sidy was responsible for the commitment

\reduction. He concluded -that reductions in cotaipitments to adult institutions

.\

were a result of subsidy, but the actual effect is obscured by increases in

the .state's population. -He:could not find subsidy to be a "cause" in the

reduction of juvenile commitments.
A

Hirschi and Rudisill-(1977) have Pompleted the most compreltensive yet

least complicated asse9e1ent of the'subsidy program. The objectives of the .

study-were to determi e the extent to which the reduction in state-commit-

ments could be 'attributed to the probation subsidy program itself. The

1.ssues addressed-wereii proponents of subsidy vieW commitment reduction ds

Outficient reason- for the continuaticin of the program; opponents, on the

.
other hand, see subsidy'as a payment to keep high risk offenders in. the

community. Since crime rates:have increased, subsidy was Viewed as the

Major cause.

. Data presented by,Hirschi andandisill (1977) show the differences'

40! 9

between'expected.commitments'(Base Expectancy Rate) and actuAcommitments.

. Their.conclusions are ihe same as Kuehn's (1973) Asubsidy did' have an effect.

The major findings and conclusions.on' a stare-wide bssis as stated within

the StUdy,incityle (Hi.x:chi and Rudisill, 1977):

'1. Commitment rates have declined since the start
4
of the subsidy

program for both juveniles and .adults.

2. Estimatbs of commitmett reduction-through 197071971 range from
12,000 to 47,000 cases.

The sUbsidy program is iesponsible for a reduction of from

12-16,000 cases.

In other words. commitments to state institutions have.been reduced by
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ihysubsidy program. However, these reductions have been accamPanied by

,a concurrent rise' in crime.

By far the most comprehensiVe assessment oPprobation :subsidy has

. been iiirried out by the research team at the 'iversity' pf California at

covets a1 1.of the major 4sues involv'pd in
,

impact, ihe major findings fr6m ehese

Davis. Their six volume report

subsidy, its effecti,veness

reports are:

.--The.program, has been
to.state institutions.
committent.reductions
anything coAservative.

-

ghly successful in'reducing commitments
The. state estimate o 5,00 Or
r year since the earl 19701a is.if

.-Due to inflation the p chasing power of the $4,000 state
payment to counties for ac duction in commitments had by
1975 declined to.4,230, a drop of nearly 50 percent. This
reduction in value has resulted in increased caseloads and
'decreasing innovativeness.tn,special supervision programs at

'

the county level. .t

--BY reducing-institutional and,other costs the program\lhas ,

,saved the state sizeable amounts of marley, averaging,at 1275' \,
prices over $14 million per year.

\\

--The program ha's, on the other hand, cost the counties money,
primarily due to increased jail costs. At 1975 prices theSe
coses amount to nearly $5 million per year.

--Overall.there'has been a net savings to California.taXpayers
at 1975 priCes of about $10 million per year.

--Thesehsavings-do not include any s4vings clue to any newic6d,-
struction made not necessary because of the reduction'in',
commitments.

--Intensive probation supervision is 'at best only partigtly
responsib1e4for the reduction in comtitments. Many.of the
More difficult local Cases are handled either in local iqsti
tutions such as jails or camps or in regular probation

\'
supervision:

\s!',
"

--The concept of intensive probation superviiion has not prove4
to 'be either very innovative or very effective at reducing

. recidivism.

--The program, while creating some management problems, has ha
Ndermajor adverse effect on the state correctional agencies.
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Ot primary importance.is the total impact Of the:program- on crime'in . .

the coMmunity.. Smith (1972) dptimistically concluded!' without statistical.'
,

analysis, that "....the data easo suggeat that it is reaeonable,to conclude

that the general crime situation in California has.not deteriorated since

probation ubsl.dy.".: Feeney and Hirschi (1975) refute this, although .not

totally. They tracked adult, and juvenile offenders tor an average of three

3
years, looking at a p65 pre-subsidy sample and a 1970 sample which consisted '

of subsidy probationers. The focus of the study was directed toward the

issues Of whether prObation subsidy was actuallz responsiblelor increases,

in crime.

basic strategy of the Feeney,and Hirschi study (1975) was to

compare e criMinal*activity of offenders given local sentences prior to the.

subaidy period with the behavior-df offenders given local sentenCes after

the program had teen in:effect. The authors asSert that the maximum effect

of subsidy was estimated to be 18 percent of The increase in arrests betWeeti,

1965 and 197Q, or about 8 percent of-the total number of arrests made in the

three-year follow-up period. The low estimate of impact was 3 percent.

Looking at violent crimes, the program was.estimated to be responsible for.

a maximum of 2.1 percent-dhd- a minimum of 0.1 Percent of all arrests for

violent crimes in t14 state. .

Each of these estimates indicates that the probation subsidy program

? -
_was not the major factor in the. increase of recidivism of.offenders. It

is only 'one factor; other factors include changes in the types of cases

rand changes in the oriminaI justice system from factor *her than subsidy
..

such as regulations regarding narcotic offenders and plea bargaining, In'

addition, the- re-arrest tate is up among all offenders and ehia cannot

necessarily be attributed to a reduktion in institutional commitments.



There. iS no reason to believe crime would_not continue te r se regardless

.of whether subsidy exists.;'

Perhaps the best attemPt at a conci4sion about probation sUbsiay was'
4.

provided by °#the directors of the, University of California project (Barretx

-and )fusalf, 1977):

The fundamental question which,eidh jurisdjtioomust face,
therefore, is whether the program bentfit uced com-
mitments, reduce4 financial costs, and thetopptunity to
make better use of scarce resources outh e Apergased
amotInt of crime which has resulted frou the program:... Its
cost advantages make new program development And testing
feasible on .a much broader scale than would otherwise be.

,possible, and ,while there'are obvious risks in terms of .

some increased criminality, the-study'idata show:that these_
rfsks are small compared to the potential-benefits in crime.
reduction. .

-/

ReStitution

t Th operating principle-.of restitution is that an offender should be

held responsible to .the victims of his offense in.sone direct foshion,

either financially or VYmbolically. Although-restitution has been used for

many years, its modern practice.was stimulated.to a large degree by,the

development of suspended sentence and.probation. (Cohen, 1944). Philo-
r

sophically, restitution in probation imposes A form of mea culpa on 'the'

.offender-without the degradation and labelling frequently associated with

other -sanctions.

One notion erlying the use of.restitutioh.is the belief that

required payments from the offender to the victim increase the offender's

Arnse of accomplishment (Galaway and Hudson, 1972). The amount.of rest-

tution, hoWever, needs to be appropriate, since.a requirement to provide

inadequate or excessiveC.omRensation may have the reverse.therapeutic effect.
\

An example of the current legal use of restitution is tEe Iowa.stattte:



e"

-v*

It-is the policy-of the state that restitution he madO by
each.yiolator of the 'Criminal liW to thevictilms of his.
criminal activitit* to the extent that the violator is
reasona4y Able to do-so., This -section' willbe inter-
pretect\and -administered to effectuate,this ,

,

An important element of the statute is that restitutidnIT commensurate

with the-offender's ability to pay. Thus, the major tespotisibility for

developing a plan of restitution falls m'ainIy Yhe defendantand may-

become a condition of probation, but not a pie ondition. Moreover, full
r

, .

;
restitution is not necessarily:reqUired. The defendant is required to pay

restitution to the extent that heir she is able to do so;.thusfor offenders.

. ,

swith a low ability to pay, restitution may be primarily symbolic..get
.

:The state of Georfia_alsoutilizes symboliC restitution, pa ticularly.

for paroleee-(Read, 1975). VpiCally, parOleas are-.required by the Parole.

Board to reside-at 'the restitu'tion center fOr a specified,period Of time,

to,maintain striae employme and to,par,ccipate insunpaid symboiic,resti-
.

iution activities,jafter-work 'tn the eydnAng., oion weekends. iiamples
f..'

of syrnb'olics ution-include.workin. In"mntai heialth'or medical-centers,

repairing ouses o aged pensioners, wqy g with Children assisting,as

volunteer counse s with-juvenile offe dere, doing'charity work,,,and co4t

-ducting 'Communit clean-up camPaign projects. Interestingly, being-labeled

\

aa an o fende. rbecome an employment asset when'the objective is resti-
. 1 7

tqtion, i.e,, Seeking a job with thettated intention to pay back a pre-

C -1

!I

-vious Wr'ong..to the community-may lie viewed positiyely by prospective

employers,. . )'

Both.IoUe and Minnesota 'offidials belieye 'restitution to be rehabiiir

taiive. According. to Galaway and Hudson (1972) rest tution sanctions are

-directed toward providing the offenders with.oPportugities,to neutralize
r
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w4the damages.done to their.victims and thus facilitate their inteiration

into.soCiety. They cite the following advantages,Of restitutio
A

1. ,The restitutive sanction is specific...and thusas±1y under-
. stooa. It provides feedback .to the offender ae to his

progress. At all times the offender kRows where he stands.

2. Thepunishment is clearly and, logically related to the
offense. It has been theorized that this affects. the offen-
der's perception (:). the Aistness of the sentence; a per-
ception' whith has critical cbnsequences for the rehabilir
tative effect-of the sentence.

. The.restitutive,.act requires effOrt and thus increasea.<:.'
serf worth.

4. Restitution can provide the necessary pre-conditiori for
an e*.piation of guilt.

5. The act of restitution.may lead to a positive acceptance
of the offender by society.

One unresolved issue.is whether restitutfon should be the sole penalty .

for a crime on whether other penalties, such as fines or imprisonmene-, should

be impoaed aláng4with it. Opinion varies here too, but Schafer (1970)

argues that additional punishmentS fit-well with the punitive uses of.resti-

tution% In a4dition, this fiould make 4.t. mote difficult for wealthy or pro-
, .

fessional criminala,to buy their_way out of panishment.

Another issue.is the degree of contact to be encouraged b?tween victim.

and offender in nag6tiating the amount of restitution or payment schedules.

Some schemes have-stresse& that such payments could reconcile both the

offender and the victim, reducing bitterness and resenonent on both parts.

Others have thought that the victim should be spared further contact wiih

the offende and the state should act as intermediary. In many instances,

the, interaction between offender and victim mO be of little value, since

the "victim" frequeAtly is'alari/e bureaucracy or enterprise Yuch as an

,insuiance company. The value of contact will depend upon the attitude of
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both offender and victim and will vary on a case-by-case basis.

Unfortunately, data.are not stifficient to stipPdrt-conclusively th

underlying assumptiOns ot rehabilitation: CheeneY (106) did prepare an

overview and deScriptivs stUdy,of re 4tution use in Minnesota. He

sampled counties witilin rural and urban areas and determined he extent
a

of restitution use, attitudes toward t'S use the characteristics of

offendera and Offenses for which it

pletion of the restitution order.

, .

wOuld permit an ihterpretation of effectiveness.

w"as used, and factors related to Com-

Nidata, however, were presented which-
,

Despite the lacic of analytical,data, Chesney's. findings are instruc-

tive. They include:

1. Restitution existed as a oondition.of probation in approxi-
mately one-fourth of all probation cases;

'2: Restitutionwas jised in a straightforward manner by most
tourta. Full cost.restitution waS ordered to be paid by
rhe offenders* to the victim.in More than 9ine out of ten
cases. Adjustments in the,amount of restiqstion because
of,the'limited ability .C4. the offender-to pay were rare.
41-kind, or service, re4ituti6n to the'victim or cot-
munity wdi ordered'in only a few cases;

3. The most important factor determining whether an offender
was ordered to pay restitution (assuming:there had been.a
loss to a victim) was,his supposect ability to'pay., thus
those probationeri ordered to make restitution were gen-
erally white, middle-,class indpiduals;

4. White middle,class individuals had the best record fOr
completing restitution. ,The characteristic of:an 'Offender
most strongly associate&-with failure to make restitution
was the, existence of ,a p:rior criminal record; -

5. 0ther factortewhich seemed to be associated with the
SUccessful completion of, restitution included.the in-
volvement "of he victim through formal contact with the
.offender and eguIar feedgack to the offender concerning
his Or her progress in the completion of retitution.
Factors.which were.assoclated with the failure to com-
14ete restitution .included restitution set at large sUMs
of money and the existence of a jail term or' fine.as well
asyre'stitution in the serftence;
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Most judges and.probation officers,iavored the use of
restitution as a condition-of probation. Similarly,
most judges and-probation officers etpressed the'beligf
that restitution had'a- rehabiliative effect;,

7: Although'only a minority of viZtims were satisfied with-
the may restitution had been.made at the time'of data
collection, most victims thought that the restitutige
order by the court had beenfair". However, many villeims

- were dissatisfied with tileir experience with the courts.
Most victims believed that restitution by the offender

- to ehe victim is the.proper method of victim compensa-
tion;

I .

S.' There were only relatiVely miner urban/rural differences
in'the uses of restitution or in the attitudes. held

.

toward'it'by- judges,'prObatie'n officers, or. offenders.
pi general, restitution appears.to haVe, been used in'
slightly greater Ift.clportion of rural'cases.

Thereis a tremendous dearth of evaluative. mAerial about restitution.

For example no data are available on a systematic basis on the amount of
.

restitution paid. The' Bremer House residents in Minnesota paid 72.3 per-'

cent of the restitution required (Mandel, 1975), but this sample of resideut
ik

center.clients may not be.representative of.all probationers.

, Another area of evaluatZ;n'almost co4letely 'neglectea by r-estitution

stddies is the extent to which the laws are selectively enforce d. and offen-
1

dere selectively ordered to'pay. Whatever the reasons are for this, it Is

/

bound to have an effect on meaningful outcome variables dealing with program

effectiveness.:

. Heinz, Galaway,-and Hudson (1976) conducted one of the few-empirical'

studieS on restitution. They compared,eighteen male property offenders
4 a

released en parole to the Minnesota Resti.tution Center after four months

of tmprisonment to a group of matched offendets who were released to

conveefional parole supervision. The restiVtion-group had fewerjconvictions

,(6 compered with 116); twenty-eight p rcent if the restitution group, compared

with 67 percent of the r'patthed group w o were donvicted of one or more 'offenses
7
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uring the follow-up. The restitution group members were also more likely

to be employed.for a. greater proportion of their parole'period..

There is still too little information available to' draw any useful'

conclusions about restitution. Like so many other new aPproaches, the:

comMon sense" ideas about the way programsidealistic, moralistic, and
'

will work f4ar exceed,the knowledge we have about tbera.%.

A comprehensive prograt closely resembling symbolic reSitution "was

authori,ged in Great Britain'under.the. Criminal Jusc'e Act,of '1972 (;eha,\

Carlson, and Rosenblum, 1977). This prOgram permits the use of Cómmunity
1

SerVice Orders (CSO's)"as a sentencing alternatiVe, whereby a consenting

defendant, who otherwise would have been Sentenced to a short term of-
.

'imprisonment, can Perform volunteer wdrk.in'the.community. The Community.

Service Order is a sentence:in itself; it is not'a suspended Seritence or

, probation. The CSO is seen as a preferable altenative to.l.ncarceration,

since it,regulres the active participation of the offender, which is de-
.

signed to effect a rehabilitative change"in thd offender.'s attitudes

and behavidr.

The suitability of a defendant for placement in the CSQ program 4.s

determined by the sentencing judge op the basia of the presentence repo

.After a defendant has 14en'sentenced,to a CSQ, the probation department -

\ . .

handles,the assignment to a local, voluntary agency or governmental agency:

and also monitors the defendant's compliance with the order. -The order,
y

which must be agreed to by the,defendarit spetifies the number of wdrk

hours which must be perfotmed-and the length of time in which the work

, must be completed.
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The British Home qs ice Res9arch Unit analyzed-the early operation 4

- of CSO' use and described the offenders sentenced to Community Service

Orders (Beha, Carlson, and ROsenblum, 1977).: offenders 4ere drawn

primarily from 'the 17.to 24 age rangr.; almost 98 percent wee male,

between 38 add 5G percent of the. oft.&iders had-previously Served'a

criminal sertence of some kind; and.the typical offender on community

service had.comsatt.ed a property offense.

A wide variation was found in the types of community.service work

to which'an offender was sentenced. Offenders who were'skIlled in a

'specific trade Werelmost frequently assigned to perform service work

which was directly related to the kind o.f'wqrk :.7hich they ordinarily

f
performed. These'services, were often those.which are generally.provided

by non-offender volunteers. Offenders lacking specific woik Skills may

be assigned' td structured tasks which require close supervision, and

whh contribute to f)rOjects developed specifically by the'probation

Appartmt;nt for such offenders. TaSks which are Terformed by these

offender-only work groupseincluOe park'maintenance, canal clearance,

'and building construction.

The Use of Community Service Orders has not:yet been evaluated in
.

terms of outcome. measures, cost, or impact on the criminal justice system.

A series of nonrandom interviews was conducted with offenders who had

.participated in the community service program from which it was deter-

mined that the participants viwed the community service as fair, as a

positive experience, and clearly preferable to itprisonment. Although

adequate assessment of this program has not been conducted, a measure

of its success may be inferred from the fact that the program ha's now

been expanded from six experimental districts.to;-all probation districtg
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in Great Britain.

_Similar programs have been developed on.a 6bUaty level in the Unite

States. The- Alternative Community Servicie Program (ACSP) in Multnonmh

County, Oregon provides an opportunity for misdemeanant offenders to'per-
.

form vorunteer community work iu place of or in addition to, eraditional

ccAirt septences. Like the ego program in Great. Britain, the ACSP progra
,'.

I
, .

is a part df the cri inal justice system. Participation in,the protram',/,/

. may he imposed as a condftion of p7bation, and requires a sps.c denuMber .

t

of volunteer wprk hours to be donated to a nonprofit agen Se sice's
/ , , -

/

are provided to the gener 1 public and are designed t/o.-

welfaue,,physical or mental stability, environmental,

well-bting of the.community,

.The ACSP pybgram operates under'the dizeCtion of the court, but'not-

the,social

4alit7 ar,general.'
*

within the p tion,Oepartment. As a rptcUlt,sinae,the inception of: theYs

,0
program in 1972, a significant deore0e in the .caseload of the

lr
,probationl

department has been noted (Seha' Ison, and' Rosenblum, 1977).', It is

suggested that the mijority 10 'eases not requiring prAaIion supe'rmisiok

and counseing areTheing4imeptedrto the ACSP rather than being assignee,

to theeprobation dev,4rtMent, It is estioated that referrals to ACSP.

currently exceed Distriq Court probation placements.

tThe ACSP program has been asSessed only in terms of effort. Pro ect

staff reported that, as of August 1977, the program had.contributed

22,304 pe ,cn-hours of communi9y service f,rom 8,661 convicted misdemean7

ants.

The-Court Referral (CR) Program in Alameda County, California, also-
t

. .

., .
.

. $ .-
,

.
. .

utiliges Work placement at lOcal voluntary and public ageudies as an

4
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,alternative to or s4plement to tradiiional sentences' (Beha, Carlson,

dau Rosenblum, 1.977). ReferralS,-hower, are'ma4e directly by thei

- i % :* ;-: ,.

court emthe. CR P'rogram, which is an independent'organization established,

a

by'the Alamede apty liblunteers,Bureau. Ae:terget'-popUlatibrt for the

COStam -priMar.ily.traffi offenders-, Arthou'gh,almost onethird
-

.:
.

,'qf2th'ellaitiLip'417iDs'are an focmal.probation Supervisior.
\,:, ,, . . ,

.
,,

.

As c:Tith"the,CSO:program in Gt'eat ffritain and..the ACSP prograt iff
.

.

0r4gon, participation :in.the,.erogram is Voluntary;, and each offender is
( , ... .,

,assigned:tO.:perform a, sPecific ndMbeepf.hours of volUnteer 5ommunity
,

fl.. . 4./. ,

,-work+r..., Offendas are typTcally ass,igned,to 'perform maintenance or cleri-.

calcork ,tnr private or public social. service agencies. Project st'aff

%rePort that, from.July '1, 1976 t June 3, 1977, app'roximaiely '660 dif-

feren ageries ,used the set-Vices of_th'e program: It is estimated tilat

/

.morp than- BO percent,of those, offenders referred fo community yOrk

-'compiete thela--assighments-, thdsproviding more than 400,000 hour's of
,

service per year to:phrticipating.agencies. Again, like .the programs:

'inCr'at Britain and Oregon, ihe Alameda County program has not yet

been evaluated ip te'rms of clieht outcomes, cost, or impact on 1-le

criminal justice system.

?Although .the
,

use pf these commUnity service programs.appears 'to be
A

.prnductive, assessmeht must be made in terms of a number of factors
1+

.previoilsly noted. In terms of#'theOperation.of these programs, it

'appears that another eictremely important cluestion is the relationship

he P.rogram-vfith respect to'ehe criminal Justice system. The programs

'in Great'Britain and Oregon.are ,Part'of the,criminar juspice SysteM;- .
.

-hel !friea County program iS nbt. 'Careful reSearch is needed_ to . assess
.1,

18t9
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the trade-offs invdlved.in adapting any of the possible operating models

for these programs. While it might be argped that close ties to the'

criminal justice system are necessary in order to ensure access to back-

ground and,follow-up data on offenders, it should also be noted that

indeperidence from the criminal justice system might be consfee'red prefer-

able in order" to minimize thelabelling of participants as "criMinals:' and

to obtairfspecial funding:frOm groups outside the criminal justifd: system.

The effects of such programs, regardless of their administrative location,.

"en probation department,caseloads should also be explored.

-

Rehabilitation CouncilS

Although the'rehabilitation councils which are currently in use both

in the Netherlands and ST.:zeden operate on what would generally be considered

to be a local level, they.are viewed as policy-level innovations because
_

,of their emphasis on tying together and integrating a wide variety of

public and pAvatecrimirial justice and social service agencies.

A recent report by the Council of Europe suggests that the needs of
.;

offenders cannot adequatei be met by a legal,supervisory probation

servige.but- rather by general *social welfare services (European Committee

.on alime Problems, 1976). The Council befl;es it Is important that the

probation service draw on the wider resources of the community, both in

,order to supplement its oton resources,:and more importantly, because

the ultiMate object of reintegrating the offender into the community is

achieved only when he is not'isolated frtan using Commurlity services
. .

provided for *the pubpic as a,whole. In the future,dexelbpment of:proba:,-
%

tion, its rehabilitative role,with respect to bridging the gap to community

190.,
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resources in general will become of increasing significance. Of impor-
.

4

tan6e-tl, this respect are the rehabilitation cquncils which, at present,

-exist.in Sweden-and theNetherlands (d4 'Smii'; 1976) *These councils

'offer an organizational structue.for the gradual integrationof proba-
;,

tion work into the community services at large.

De Smit (1976) rtlates that the rehabilitation coUncils originated

in the Netherlands shortly After World War II. At that time, the Ministry

of JUstice,considred it necessary to establish, in each court.district
-

in 'the country, a council with the specific purpose of coordiAling the

activities of the private rehabilitation agencies, When one looks at

the present-day-fnctioning of the rehabilitatIOn councils'in the Nether-,

lands, it can be stated that serving as a coordination point between-the

criminal juA stice apparatus and the private Tehgbilitation agencies,on the

local-or 'regional level is still their most important function. However,
. ,: ,

.
. . .

- .

the scope of the rehabilitation,councils has bee _enlarged to accommodate

TI*NSd.

, ,,, a
,

the view ndUr prevailing that a bridge has to be crea 'between the.-

criminal justice system and the population as a whole. Large social

welfare bureaucracies such as social and health'services, labor.exchanges,

and housing,bureaus regulate vital areas in the existence of eyery

individuals life. It is especially in these areas of assistance:qinance;

work, medical care, and accommodation that te-offender encounters seriaes.

'diffiulties.

l Tie rehabilitation council n the Netherlands consist of twelve
,..

..,

appointed members. The-members sterVe a four-yeat term and can be re-
4i . -

-

Appointed for another term. '.The twalve members can be divide& into three
. ., %,.. . .,

, . groups of four (de'Smit, 1910):

leo]
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'
The first group consists of fouf officials of the crminal justice
system:.a judge, a public piosecutor a. ftison administrator, and
the district psychiatrist. .

he second group consiSts of four representatives of rehabilitation
agencies. The agencies themselves may propose a candidate-for- -

office in the council. Often a senior staff member is selected. -

The third group consists.of officials from var-ious areas .Q.f
community -life as', for.;example, die director of the,lAr exchange,
a professor of criminal law, a police:official, the Elector of
the municipal mental health service.' It is self-:evident that in
this vou0 the community at large_ maY find its representation:

'The rehabilita ibn councils in the NetherlAnds are thought to fulfill

an.imOortant -Tole in the development 'ofalternattves to imprisohment. The-
.

. rgtionale is that "offender integration" will have to be developed with
.

..

.the community, not only on'a central level,. f government; but alL on..the
. ..

1 "

"local-or regional level-

The 44losest counterpart in American probation is the brokerage/

' advocacy approach to probation which hab been adOptect.in some departments,.

Under this approacit, the primary fun ibn of the probation officer.is to

lik\hisproatio rs.to resource -already available.in 'existing .community
,

social serviceagencq.e:-- en tlae probation officer determ&neg that

resources needed by his probationers a're not available, he a'ssumes an

advocacy role and encourages existing agencies.to.'expand their serv1ces

or develop' new services. Tbe brokerage/advocacir approach, hOwever, is

quite new and has generally been limited to the efforts of a single ageacy,
4.

officer, or team of officers. It is clear that the comprehensivehighly

integrated approach characterized by the rehabilitation councils, with ;

their strong emphasis on participation by the communoity and the offender,

has not yetAeveloped in the United-States.
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Volunteers

Although the use of volunteers in probation has been increasing

steadily ip the United States durifig,the past twenly.years the extent Of

use of'volunteers, garticularly in Japan, warrants inclusion ip Chis section

4on policy-level innovations, 101unteers re .also used extensively in SWeden,

however Japan hasaerhaps the best k lunteer probation system!' and
.

-

the selection, app8intmen and obiig.tiQns oif the volunteers are clearly .

defined,in Japanese law (Shiono, 1.969).

.The underlying assumption.in.'emplOying volunteers is'that probation Is
0 9

a treatment method'designed to rehabililtatte an,offender in the coMMunity.

Therefore, the underatanding and ,ipoperatj..oncif'the mmuaity are indispgn-

sible. Volunteer'probation offi e s in Japan thus have a special place in

the admin±stration of probation ervices.

The volunteer probation officers are part-time pdblic officials appointed

40 if

by the Ministry of Justice from avong the rdsidents of 4he area where a
A

"

. probationer lies. These'volrteers are appointed only after being recom-
.

mended by the'Volunteer Probation Officers' Selection Council, set up in

each district.at the Probation-Parole Supetvision Office: The candidates

must be financially stabl,e, command the confidence and respect of their
A

community,..and must be eager to.help offenders rehaSilitate,themselves. As

a result, the, election of middl and upper crass persons is favored, with

_almost '50 percent being over 60 years of age. Fewer than 18 (percent are

under 50 (Shiono, 1969). Also, only about 20 percent of volunteers, or-

hogoshis, are women.

Since the volunteers are persons of great prestige, it is,easier for

them thaWothers to find a lob or a place to live for their clients.

93,
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Because future misbehavior of a client would cause the community to

face, each holoshis will aggreasively seek.to help his client (Hess, 1969).- Mb ' . .

Niolunteers are ap$ointed for a term of/twel years; and their primary

duty is to assist government probation officers in exetcising probation or

parole supervidion under the direction of the hief of the district Probation-

Parole Supervision Office., Volunteer probation officers subm4 a monthly

report on each probationer or parolee and contact the government probation.

officer whenever necessary to rece ve his advice'and direction. The vol-
.

untéeri umes both assistance and control fuActions, but refers serious

A

problems to Ehe professional,probation officer. Volunteer positions. are
. .

.,

.

honora67, i.e the volunteers are not paid salaries, but only reimbursed

in Tull.or in part,for the expenses they have actually incurred.

There are, on _the average, about 50,000 volunteer probation officers

inJapan, They come from all w lks Of life: agriculture, forestry, trade,

business; the priesthood, the p.actice of law, and some hoUsewives. Thii

, system is seen to have a great advantage in the administration of 'probation

" in'that it is deeply rooted in the core of the community; hA, gradually., due

to social changes such as breakdown in community solidarity mobility, and

increased individualism, it has become' diTlIcult to find'successors to.these

4

volunteers.

, The system in Sweden represents similar mixture of 'professional and

volunteer serviees. Probation ishan1.ed by the Swedish Prison Boaid,, whICh
4

_1

is a separate institution fro ither :the courts or the Ministry of justice.

P4otiation offiters also handle parole cases and work within institutions.
p.

Sweden is dfvided Into forty-five,districts with/each aistrict having
.

at least one superviso y board, a probation officeit- (professiondl) respon-

sible for investigation and.administrative o4gions, and proOtion super-
.

visors (volunteers) responsible for the practical implementation of probation '
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.- _orders; ApprOk#ately 90 percent o? all probationers have,v6luntary.
,

supervlors .(Frej, 191;rfa), -The profesatonal trobatiOn officers theTselves'

-% supervise the more difficult, cases ( ton-Mayo, 1964),
,

..N
.

Prosyam-Lèvel lin"noVation's'

jAsmentiofted earlier; programvel`innevations-are those chagge .

which affect,management and/or't eAtment strategies desigAd td ipprove the
4$

4

probatial agAicy's ability to provide needed services to it's c1ients.

Unlike poricrirvel innovations, program-revel innovations Can be imle-

mented by a local agency without the necessity'of legislative approval or

court direc?kon.

idential Treatment Prozrams and Probation Hostels

The idea of using reside;tial treatment centers for probationers

emerged as an extension of the belief in.rhe value of keeping offenders_in

the community if at all-possible. The primary objectiye of these community-

based,.community-directed, community-supported programs is,ta provide an

- .

alternative for those offenders who require a more badical change i1i their

lifestyle than would normally be possible through standard probation super-,
7

*

vision. 'The underlying.premise of these programs is that community super-

(----1

..
'

. vision and aSsistance is better and cheaper than institutional commitment
#

,

(Schoen, 1972). ;Zypes of assistance offered include individual ap4 family

counseling group icounseling, employment/vocatiohal.and educational counseling,
,

and financial assistance. Referral and follow-up sexvices are also provided

toi a number-of community agencies with specialized programs. .

Nearly ell of the available materials are descriptive of programs In .

various parts of the country and generally offerelittle in the way of

,t
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empirical evanation. Most projems are relatively.recent originf and
,

workers have'had little opportunity to folio -up on'clients.

.

MetaMetrics, Inc. (1975) p'erfOrited a review of theAoperation yhe
t

.

. .

,,7.,,,,
.

% .'Ailadelphia CommunitY Centero. They indicated that this-particular resi-
. .

... .

-

sc
dential treatment program srved a variety of rehabilitative objectives.,

ine.luding group' and fnd idual cpunseling, financial guidance', and employ-

... .

maih akvelopTept. ,

.. .
,

Operafion of the'-pwgrar was complicated by the variety of referial
. .

sourls from which-it-received clients. Referral sources'included thecaurt,

general probaxion services, defender's office, prison, community agenc1es,-4
'41 .

-indOiduals, and pre-trial seryices who referred conditionally raeased

clients awaiting triak,. While the Center was operated by the-Probation

Department, approximately half of.the residents were clients who were not

strictly prob4tiOn responsibilities.

To determine Outcomes, MetaMetrics (1975) selected a control group Qf.

offenders_ granted' regular-probation at.the saie ii'Me as those assigned to tbe
s

, ,

center. The center..group and regular probationers were matched on race:
0

,

The evaluators observed post-admission incidents and f und center residents

were significantly less likely to 'have been re-arrested ( pt.( .10) pr have

a probation incidenf reparted. (p..(.05).4 Th y.also found that even though
.

employMent development, Was stressed and that 63 percent of the residents
q'

found .emp1b5rOlent after enterin'g the program, job retention was low.

The annual Cost of keeping a, resident at the center was estimated at
/

. \

$10,414. This figure was coilsi'dered high when comp'ared to other residential

prolects in the Philadelnhia arga. High casts may be in' part skewed by the

fact that,atypiceil high costs af food and rent constituted 30.4 percent-of
,

the cost. lir

Overall, the MetaMetrics (1275) evaluation recommended that the.

196 0
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center continue and suggested that perhaps it coulde specialize in dealing /

:k with the pre-trial resident ahd explore'using paraprgessionals as Pro-
.

p.

-1 Jbation Officer Aides.
A

All residential treatment programs are oriented toward giving the

4

client specialized and intensive support. P.O.R.T. Alpha and P.O.R.T. of .

'

- Crow Wing County, Minnesota are representative (Project Evaluation Unit,.

1974a; 1974b). The aim of these prolects was'to create a.new living

enviironment'governed by conventional mores an'd standards. All of the acti-
.

vities and relationships that are part of group living, al ng Fith other

elements of the treatment program, are uSed to p1aCe pressure on residents

to conform. 2he resident develops a contract which seriies as a standard

against which the staff, counselor, and membprs of the counseling group can

objectively measure his progress and as a way for the client to identify

and confront his problems while setting a time limit on meetIng his own

expectations.

The P.O.R.T. Programs in Minnesota Ware highly structured

developed around a series of.steps or phases. Though'the phases are not

of fixed duration, time limits are defined for each. It is ancipated

that clients will pass through the phases and finish the program in appro-
.

_s-;cimately eighteen months.

Treatment modalities include grou$ counseling, which emlasizes the

positive-peer culture approach, individual coUnseling, and the utilization

of other community resources inCluding the state hospital, vocational train:

ing srhcig14', higjl schools, and community colleges. P.O.R.T. considers in

three' most important community res'ources to be the Minnesota Rur,al Concen-

trated Employment Program, the hrgli school, and the.vocational school. In

fact,. the P.O.R.T. programs emphasize their role as a referral service.

, 1.97



In assessing the.clients, P.0.3.T. Alpha found. that most &lients

lacked marketable skills for the level'at which they thought that they,

should be'employed, were unrealistic in 'their appraisal of their own .

skills, and had little understanding of the job market. Therefore,

'employment placement was deferred until latei phases in the program. The

needs of the clients, in the order-of :their perceived impe4acy by the

project staff were:

I. Group counseling I.

2. Vocational training
3: ..Job counse1ing/referral/plaeement,
4. Pre-vocational evaluation -

5. Personal support
6. Basic survival needs
7. Financial counseling
S. Educational services
9. Drug treatment .

10. Alcohcel treatment
11. Famthr counseling

Bremer House located in St. Paul, operates undet the same treatment

modalities as the o her P.O.R.T. centers,-Infensive Peer Cultyre and

counseling (Mandel, 1975; Project Evaluation Unit, 1973). in addition,

restitution is eiepected. "Thd program hap,seven phases., all of which revolve

around the level of:privileges whichKresidents are granted.

Bremer House has as its goals:

1. To demonstrate that young male adult offenders
can be rehabilitated in such a P rogram.

2. This rehabilitation can be aceomplished at a
.cost comparable to traditional incarceration.

3. Intensive rehabilitatiOnlis more effective in
facilita ng adjustment and reducing,recidivism
than tra ional incarceration.

4. To recruit'and train volunteers and ex-offenders
into the program.
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Data are net available to asse0% the rehabilitative goals. In terms..
. _

, .

of cost, it does appear leqs expensive than traditional tnatitutiogali a on.
.

.

Mandel (1975) estim4es the-monthly cost per bed, to be $42:80, or $115.70

per week. With respeC)t to the goal of attracting,vol'unteers'and ex-offenders,
I.

Mandel reports tha 'the program has not been. successful in attracting

ex-offenders.

. ,

.The.cost Of operating other P.O.R.J...facilities vatie, by co gnity_and

the degree of utilization. If the P.O.R.T. Alpha project operated

.

maximum capacity; the cost-would be $186,08 pet week and $26.58 per day

(Project Evaluation Unit, 1974a);. P. Q.R.T. f Crow Wing.County Wbuld.cost

$158.00 er week and $23.00 per'day (Project Evaluation pnit,, 1974b).. The.

evaluator caution, however, that these figures are not directly.comparable.

In addition, comparison is not made with the cost of traditional probation.,

which would make this cost data more meaningful. Bremer Holt costs are

.parrially offset.by benefits returned to the 'community through restitution.

During the period studied, 72.3 percent of the restitution required had

been paid (Mandel, 1975).

Lamb and Goertzel (1975):evaluated, 'in a controlled experiment, the

effects of at residential center in.San Francisco. The eligible population

included a1,1 offenders sentenced to four months or mote in the cdunty jail

who were not high drug users, escape risks, violentror subject to legal

hold orders. Half the eligible group was randomly assigned to the resi-
#

dential treatment center. The objectives .of ihe pvpgram were to serve men

who.had committed serious crimes by providing rehabilitation Programs

outside of the institution and to serve as an alternative to incarceration

and not simply an enrichment to probation. For this reason, pnly offenders

alrady sentenced t jail were included.. 4
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Defining reclEivism as arrest for a crime that could result ii a

jail'sentence or reVocation f probatih, LaML and Goertzel (1975) followed-
..

up the Ell orth House residents and file:control grOup for one year. Ellsworth
!

House residents had a.30.percent'reeidivism rate,,the control4roup 32 per-
. r,

cent. This difference is not statiptically silnificant but does, indicate

that tile rate is, at least not higher. As a definite positite lement,

probationers'at Ellsworth House consistently better emplo t)rates

than the control greup.

lamb and Goertzel indicte some.problems,withfthe program. There was

e staff..to set behavior limits for t OffenderS:,..

spects'of the program became de-amphaS ed when

reWards and punishments w re not administered. It also became evident.that

more attention tO thel6 tractual goal-setting process was required.

_Finally, there Was,evid nce that th g oup probatioiCSupervision of pro'-
. .

a hesitancy,on the part of

. The behavior modification
0

.1%

...

'gram graduates/did not/provide the vel of coltrol required,by the impul-
"'/

sive offendes assigned to the
0
'program

Carlson (1976)' evaluated.the imp et of a residential program designed

for yoLing olfenders/ who exhIbited multip s and _problems and who were,

considered; by the cOurts to.be extremely poor probation risks. The program,

AlyiS Hotie, provided a residential facility, employment counseling finan-

cial courtseling and budgeting, group counseling, and other serviCes. When

compared to a similar group of probationers in a reduced caseload, the Alvis

House proba ioners Tprformed as succissfully in terms of positive community

adjustment factors s
4111/1

tieh ployment, housing stability, financial stability,

and progress on probation'. On measyres of recidivism, however, the per-
. .

formance of the comparlSon group.of red4ced caseload probationers was
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slightly superior. It was also verified th t tho Alvis House group had

signifi-iintly higher rates of alccfrhbl\_drug, mental health, and medical

prd.blems, aloq, with more,extensiv* criminal histvies -- all factors which

might have biased the experimental grout) ..toward posrer community adjustment.

Probi4ion hostels-and "living communieies" which are analotous to

American residential t'reatment centers hTave heen seci for a number years

. both in preat Britain and in the Federal Republic of Germany.-

Residential hostels have been used hs a supplement io probation super-

I
vision, 714614,;4.oftaglrs whom the court might otherwise commit to cqstody,

can be dealt with on probation by providing a st3ble environment and a

measure of social suppor and control. Here, as in other aspects of neln-

custodial policy, a choice exists between using all-purpose commmnity

resources and raking specific provisions within the probation department

to meet the needs Df the courts and offenders. The hostel provides both

the community setting ard social control. Residence in a hostel or other

facility for a.stipulated period becomes a condition of probation.,/ Ex-

.perience in Britain (wbere there have been.probation hostels for adolescents

for many years but only recent;.y for adult offenders) suggests that the

3
courts are.willing. to use Astels.as a substitute for.imprisonment when ,

sentencing recidivists.

Most probation officers had experienced problems when trying to place*

a client in an adult hostel (Andrews, 1977). Interviewing probation

officers who had contact with aduilt hostels, Andres found that they con-

. sidered the main problem to-be, their distance froM heme and the loss of

contact with family, friends, and employment. Hostel placement was also

considered to cause problems'for the probation officer .by disrupting the'

continuity of t eatment and giving rise to difficuI k es such as those

problems faced when an offender is released from prison.
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The advantage of hoptel resid as compared with custody, is-that

while removing the offender from his normal environment, it leaves him, to

a lar'ge extent,.within the community. Iteassumes that hostel life shOuld

-
be as "nbrmal" as possil& .Not only should the resident find.ordinary

work out*e the hostel, he should also have free timeto. use thefacilities

of the wider community, did the hostel itself should buiid up linis with-
.

the local community in which it is situated (European Coite'e on drime

Prohlems, 1976).

Alt4ough the hostel is the most familiar ,community resi-

d ntial probation for,offendere, there are other models. As the European

Committee on Crime Problems (1976) describes them:

-The element of control implicit in the hostel f-s not suitable
for all offenders. Facilities such as the "living communities"
(Wohlktmeinschaften) In the Federal Republic of Germany stress
the concept of a communal life shared by offenders in which the
indi"vidual derives support from the group. Such communities,
consisting of four to eight person's, most of them under the age
of 25, share a flat or house rented.for this purpose by,a private
association. The living cOmmunities do-not always inclnde pro-
bationers. They afford an opportunity for mixing ofenders with
non-offenders. Students partiapate 1,n many pfi the' communities.
Rent and maintenance are uSually paid by.the yoxith,Or welfarel
agencies Vt., in the case of therapeuac groups of 'Crmer drug
addicts, tp', the health services. The communities tena to per-
farm as iinformal groups 'With a view to facilitating integration
into.the neighborhood whith is, nevertheless, alfficult. Formal

, link's between theliving communities and the probation service
are, as a rule, avoided. Probation officers play, however, a role
in establishing living communities. Tiley Alp.and counsel, espe-
cially if their clients live.in a communty. Full integration of
a professional social worker into .the liiiing community was tested
in 1968. Mot of the communities have abandoned-this Concept',
which proved to.be a strain on the social. Wbrker as well as on
tbe interactionS within the group. Regular counseling by a skilled
person and .tyie availability of the counselor at any time are,
however, regarded as necessary. An incieving emphasis on pro-

Vessional social work reflects the experience of the 4iving'com-
lhunities. One of these experiences ip the instability'of many
communitres, especially the _small ones. In the drug field, there
is now a tendency towards larger.therapeutic living compunities,
while for the rest Che concept of small family-size units continues
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-to prevail. In the light of 'these eT2periences, living com-.
Inanities are neither OVerallalternatives tO,Anstitutions nor
-suitable:for all probationerp. 16 an appropriate context., how,'
ever, thgy afford new OpliortunIties for social training and
reintegration..

Day Training Centers

-

There are many probation clients who, while_not requiring tt kructuye

and control whith chiracterize residential centers, do require more,assis-

tance than could Tasonably be piOvided bytraditipnal vrobation. Sukervision.

When the needed assistánce 'involves improvement,ok seif-concept or Upgrading

of educational or. employment status, required attendance at day training

zentep, developed in Great Britain, has,been used.

Many vffenders, in particilar thoae/who suffer from educational:
L .

lack work gild other sociarsklills may be likely to continueshortcomings

in crime if the conditions of theilr lives_are notachanged. These needs can

be met thrOugh the general Services Of the community; 'but there may be an

advantage in meeting them directly through lite probation 'systemiand

irossibly making use cif them is a condition of-probation. This appr aeh ls

being tested in Britain in a_number of,experimental_day'training center's,

which selected offenders attend for 'full-time (but non-residential) training
..

for a period of up to Sixty days. Ti-ie experimental centers are testing, in

their different ways, various methods'of imparting social skill; and

broadening the.experience of offenders sent to them. The program includes

counselling by probation officers Aidth low caseloads; other instruction is

provided partly by probation-officers and partly'by employing other staff

or.using outside resources.', Provisions were made for.training centers in

Britain in the Criminal Justice Act of 1972. Assessment of an offender's

suitability fo -training is,genercilly made during the presentenCe investi.t%

gation process or directly by the court;



,

The Home'Offic4 Re &arch UrAt.revIeWed the early progress of the

training Centers through NoVember 1975. It Was round that the 66urse

.

content at the centers .could be dilided into thjee types, of activities.:

6iherapeutic, pxactical, and-remedial (Payne,

L Therapeutic actiVities were ekpressive nd analytical. Th former
r

included art,and,craftworic, role playing, music appreciation,

therapy; and discussion .groups. Tbe discussion groups were

,

focusdA on examining self-motivations and individual problems.
Pft.

Practical tasks included training in woodwork, electrical repair,

gardening, wrought-iron work decorating. masonry, upho18tery,

and.\cooking. Activities here included using theSe skills in

community.service..

Remedial activities were geared primarily toward.remedial.education.

Nearly all probation officers at the centers and those dealing with

ex-trainees .felt the clients,had benefitted, although' no empirical dqta are

available.

Other kinds of day-center proVisions also exfst, as Yet on a small

scale. Some of these centers are simply an extension of conventional pro-

bation office accommodations and thus provide some of thL facoi.lities of a

recreational club. The objective seems to,be to provide creative and

---""--'reccr6Aerdifxr pi5"Ofti.iiirtVrt`ra"6"fteild-e-fg Who fail to seek and use the

ordinary community resources, and the creation of informal settings for

individual counseling and group services\of k7arious kinds.

Outreach Centers

SoMe dfssati factioni pArticularly on the part of probation cltients,

hag resulted from'the.fact that most pr9itidn offices' are'loCated in

'downtown business area (in,county-courthouses or municipalbuildings),
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making it,diSficulit fo'r probationers-to arrange transportation for their

scheduled appointments wifh 'then- probation officers. In addition to

(s-ILL04,-transportationproblles, some probati n office e required their-cllents
.1

to,.report on weekdays during 8-5 business hOurs. This has cauSd problems

fo4 probationers who arp empleiyed or are attending school full-time. In

\order to makeprObation 'offices twre accessibl,e to clients, b'oth physically

and temporally, several agencies have developed decentralized', satellite

offices (called "outreach" centers) which are located in or close to

neighb6rhbods in which pr bation clientslive and are Open evenings and on,

weekends.

One innovative experiment of,this type is called the Community-

Outreach Probation Experiment (C.O.P.E.). ,The C.O.p.E Project, in Denver,

Colorado, is a form of decentralized probationary supervision Sponsored bY.

the court. The program is aimed at the supervisIon of juvenil offenders

but may.be applicablefor adult probation service as well 1Fuller, 1974a;

1974b).

Denver JuiYenile Cqu t personnel _Provide supervision for C.0J.E, staff

which is made up of paraprofessional streetworkers. The two Staffs are

organized as a decentralized team in each quadrantof the city. In this

manner, there is an intexface between judicial-supported employees and the

.streetworkers.

The taskS of C.O.P.E. personnel have been basically identical with

the probation staff. They supervise probationers on a one-to-one basis,

.provide group counseling and family counseling, make cbntact with school

officials, etc. C.O.P.E. personnel are expected, however, to have more

frequent contact with the youth who live in the neighborhood than is

possible for juvenile court workers. A general conclusion which might'be



drawn is that at this stage of development, .0.P.E. centers are viewed

quite positively by both the juvenile courts (iudges, P.O.'s, etc.) aad by

community residvIts.

WO.

C.O.P.E workers view the decent.ralization to be a major accomplish-

ment (Fuller, 1974b). In decentralizing, Outreach offices enable the

community to identify tlie services'which the court offers and to see that

,%

service pTpvision and the administration of justice can be combined. In

addition,* 'decentralization enables the court to receive input from the

community about the ways in which serviced need to be altered oi extended.

Both,of these accomplishments are seen to be facilitated by the use,of

indigeno'us paraprofessidnal personnel.

Despite the support for the program, several problems have been

idbrItified. Initially, staff turn-overtas high. In addition, merging

the Iwo staffs was seen as problemati . The court and C.O.P.g., attracted

different personality types, and internal dissention has been strong. The

mOst/ciucial aspect of this problem has been'the inability of probation 4-

,

officers to accept the paraprofessional on his own terns (Fuller, 1974b).

Research reports from Philadelphia Are far more methodologically'

complete than the Denver evaluations (Research arld Statistical Division,

1:976; 1977).. A program description of the Philpdelphia project* includes

'the f0116wing principal objective:

4
To c'Ontinue and develo0 the Board's policy of decentralized
services which:are closer to4the communities they ierve and

provide less formal and mote accessible offices, promote the
use".df community resources and foster integration into the
Phi,ladelphia, Delaware, and Chester County communities.

The outreaCh program Consists of five satellite community-based pubt

ffices of the Pennsylvania Board of Probation and Parole. TheSe sub-offices
A

are in Philadelphia County; an additional Outreach District Office is in

Chester. The evaluation iS a comparison of Chester and Outreach sub-office
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pexformsnce with ,the Philadelphia District Offfce general supervision

caseload. The.evaluation is good from a methodologial standpoint.

.includes both

pa ole outeom

ross-*ectionAL and .time-sellea.reviews of.probation and

measure*.

In essence the maltft findings and conciUsions are
,

StatistiCal Division '1970:

. e ,
.

1. Chester (outreac4,centers were found to have significantly
lower percentages o'f recidivists than Itif general caseload
in Philadelphia. Ie: was concluded that the more localized
service delivery Syst,em had enhanced the effective_ness of

..client 'rehabilitationFrogramming as.evidenced by loWer.
rates of recidivism.

Research .and

The Chester and Philadelphia Outreach sub-offj,ces ,N+Tere
found to have smaller percentages of parolees arrested per t
month relative to averdge mohthly caseloads when compared
to general caseload clientele in the Philadelphia District
Office.

to.

3. Further, the two Outreach sub-office clientele in Chester
and Philadelphia comparison groups showed fewer clientele
being declared unConvicted violators on the average than
Philadelphia's general caseload.

4. Outreach clientele in both Philadelphia and Chester were
found eo have signifitantly higher percentages of employed

:\ clients and lower percentages of clients dependent,upon
pUblic assistance than Philadelphia general caseload
clientele.

5. An examination of average caseload sizes indicate& that the
Agency has exercised managerial tontrol over agent caseldad
size to adhere to. the requirements of the.grant.

6. Outretich client populations have signifIcantly more clients
.in active supervision status and fewer in detention status

4 rhan'Philadelxhia general taseloads.

7.: When relative costs and program effectiiveness'are taken into
account, the Outreach prograM was found to have .measurable
economic advantages to society in coMpariqpn to the centra1ize4
PhiIadelphia State Office Building alternative of case
supervision.

tike many new approaches to probation, outreach will ultimately be

assessed in terms of impact. It is necessary to wait for further analysis,
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the ogkreach efforts thus far .seem to be valuable. Th?'radvantage of '

suich efforts i8 seen-in thiinvolvement of the local community; however;

additional_LeseiNch vast be-conductedt. o determine if the,.outcome differences..

. .

are acvally due ,to the form of delivery. Other Amstions which have not,
.

-been answepd in the available,matetial aye whether prnblems'exist the

-

programs.such,as isolation of the professional staff from the adminis'-

trators in the central office, inaccessibility of tlients' records, problems

in evaluation, etc.

Szecialized Employment and Guidance Programs

Probably one of the issues in criminal iustice upon which most authori-

ties agree is the need for and the importance of employment for offenders.A .
. -Without a job, individuals suffer economic, social, and psychological depri-

vation,'-and the chances of recidivating appear to.be i 416sed significantiy.
I .

Employment can be viewed as a mechanism of social integration and a method
.

.

whereby the tIffender increases his commitments tp conformity.

Probation dffigers and others in the field have long been aware of the

role of emplovmen as a mechanism of social integration. In 19i3, the

Konroe County (New York) Probatioit Department inaugurated a pilot Probation

Employment and Guidance program (PEG) t maximize employment for-the nneMployed
.

and Underemployed probationers. The program was aimed at utilizing the

'skills of cotMunity volunteers forindustrial psychology, manpower training,

and persondel field's (Croft, 1974).

The program does not provide educational or vocational training, but

instead cts as a screening and guidance mechanism Using the PEG coordi-
"\--

. e .

nator for follow-through-assistance.. Through diagnostic services and voca-

tional evaluation, the program personnel locatel.recommend, arle place pro-

bationers in appropriate votational training programs or in suitable jobs.

71,.
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In this sense, the program aets in a supportive cap city to the probatIon

officer.

Moe program consists of the following major compohents (Ghitren and

Reynolds, 1973):

1. Diagnostic. serviges

2. Vocational evaluation

3. Education'

. 4. Guidance ancreounseling

5. Supportive services

6. Job training placement

_7. Job coaching

8. Stipends

3here. are, however, a few external problems which may intdrfere in
4

the operation of such a Irogram. The primary problem is the job market.
,

-If rates of unemployment are high even for non-offenders, good, stable jobs

for offenders will be difficult to locate. Such a program, while rcognizing

the need for employment, is not in a position to create the needed jobi.

.Probattoners, of course, need to cooperate Lind be willing to undergo t

training heceely_without pny.guaramtee of placement4, On the.other hand

labor unions and the general public are likely to resist employment of:offen-

ders Wnen "law abiding" citizens.are unemployed. This is a bap.c conflidt

between the'objectives of the program and the realities of the milieu in

(.....9, which it operates.'

..- ; AsSessment of the program is incomplete. community interest,remains

strong,.deSpite the inherent conflicts revolving around the need for jobs

and their,*availability, and interagency cooperation i4
A
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Phillips ,(1974) looked Closely at employMent in terms of adjustment

end concluded, that ihe employment and guidance program appears to be effec-

Botheexperimental aid controIgroups (straight. Orobationers) were
rp

lollowed-up- for nine months.". Atwsix months after entering, the program, 59

'Percent of the experimeheal groUp.had.found jobs as compared with 43 percent

'of the control group (Phillips, 1174). More.dramatica1ly,40 percent or

"7the program group had raised their.employment,status after sixmonths com-

pared with only 8 percent of the control group.
r

Chitrdn and Reynolds (1973) compiled employment And recidivism data

011202 probationers who had .exp'erience with the Monroe County Pilot Program

(MCPP) and 46 controls without die experience. 'After controlling for dif-

ferences between the experiMental and control groups', they found that the

.

rate of recidivism waspnot reduced by participation in the employment and

guidatice program. ...However, when,recidivism wascompared for those who com-
.

.

pleted the program and. those ho did not, it was significantly hither for the
.. ,. ,

dyp-out group. This does not, of, course, imply causa4ty; the same factors
. .. : N

Which lead to svcesSful compllion Of tL program may also lead to supcess

once the program has been completed.

.The.conClusions,of,the Chitren and Reynolds study. are the only ones.

available and certainly the only reliable ones at this time. They are:

1. Recidivism is'not significantly reduced by increased wages.
1

2. The MCPP is a program in which ihe benefits accruing equal
posts within three years and beyond three years the bene-

fits exceed the costs.

Consideratica should be given tci elimilfation of the stipend.

The skills of job,seekirig andjob retention taught at MUT
appear VD have a lasting efifeet.

Probatione s who complete MCPP ea 0,:more and recidivate less,
but.causal relationships are indeterminate due to differences
/h sub-group characteristigs.

eeee
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ummar y,

llearly,a1I of the innovative programs considered in this chaptdr have
IP

one factor in Comnon: they have not been sufficiently analyzed or evaluated.

The reason for this has not been lack of interdst, concern, ability., or even

the need"for information, but instead has been due to time and resources.

In =any cases, programs have not been in opdration long enough to make an

assessment.

1. Data whi.Ch are available are insufficient in a number of
ways.. The major difficulty lies in.the definition of success.
Most frequently, euccessful cOmpletion:of.probation is the only
criterion used.. Few studieslhave adequate follow-up-procedures
for clients, especially after the.prcOation term is completed;
and when they do, that procedure involves only the,detertination
of re-arrest or re-conviction...It is generally recOgnige-d that
there are measures of outcoue which are more comprehensive than
recidivism, but for simplicity, recidivism ia most often used.

2. Wist of the research reV, on innovative programs lacks suf-
ficient control gioups. -Programs are rarely set,up with cohtrola;
most studies are condUcted internally by_agency or program Staff.....,
:thus, it may be difficult for these individuals to construct.or
have'access to a suitable control or comparison group.

. When data .are available, they are generally underanalyzed.
Most repOrts merely present diffeyences in percentages between -

seleCted groups withOut.tests of significanCe. Few if any para-
metric or nonparametric statistics .are employed even on data where
they could be used.

4. There .has been a general lack of baseline information upon which
comparisona can be made. It is nearly impassible to assess
either the impact or success of a'program.unless one acctirately
knows the situation prior to its-implementation,

.A,11 of this does.not mean a conclusion, tentative as it may be, cannot

be reached. The dnderlying theme of most programs is the need to avoid

institutionalization and provide.greater servide,to clients, thereby in-

creasina their probabilitie of adapting to society and -ceasing criminal
.

.

activity. It ia generally assumed that community-based programs are better,

from a humanitarian perspective, than incarceration.



In genoral, then, if one can achieve similar results with iessA3sycho-

.
logical, eMotional,,or social damage than, a mote r strictic alternative, it

should be tried. In studies,where recidivism data are accurate , it can

generally be concluded that, while probatipn,may not have a better.rate of

success than incarceration,it certainly is not worse and is, therefore, at

least as effective, As such, it may be financially less costly to the

swiety and psychologically and socially less costly to the offender.
okr

While recidivism rates reported from innovative programs may not be

superior to prison, it should be remembered that many,of the innovative pro-

grams deal with a special clientele --,those who without the new program,

would probably be'incarcerated. This is a high risk group and needs to

be compared with a similar risk population. So,*while the conclusions may

be.equivocal cOncerning these programs, their purpose max be unique.

There,areof course, factors beyond the Elope of the programs which

ultimately affect such programs. These factors are political, economic,

and social, and transcend'the organizational dimensions of the program or

),

its intent. Probationers may' fail for many of Alle same reasons they become

involved in crime in tbe.first-place. Without going into a theoretical

discussion on the etiology of crime, let it suffice to say that many of

.4
the problems facing probationers and other offenders are beyond- theescope

of the programs.

The general trend ,in innovative programs is a MOV2 away frgm super-

vision and control 2er se and toward more emphasis on general:social

Aassiatance and guidance programs. The trend,thus is awaY from the medical-

model t eatment modality and more toward improving social assistance.

Most ofthe problems faced by offenders,are prOblems in living, and
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probation as an institution may §94s4. serve the client and society by assist-

ing in meeting these basic social needs.

International Use of Probrion

What are the characteristics of,Rrobation at the
international level?

Probation and probation-like procedpreS have been develbOeT it Many

other countrieS for much the same ieasons'as they were developed inthe
,

United States and Great.Britain: to avoid incarceration, to ,give.certain

offenders a secqnd chance, to provide opportunities in the community for
\

the reinteg ation of the offender, and to foster the principle of indivi-

dua1izat1o9Ain.sentencing., The European Committee on Crime Probletis has-

.identified four legal procedures in use 4n Europe.as alternatives to

incarceration (1970):

1. Waiving of prosecution by the public proseCutor,..ppssibly
with pse of-conditions similar to,thOse imposed by,probat
tion. ,This procedure avpids:both conviction and sentence,
andmay be referred to as diversion, or conditional Suspen-
sion of prosecution.

2. Suspension of the pronouncement of a penalty (suspended
sentence) Comes aftet conviction and may be combined with

3.-) Suspension of the execution of a Penalti pronounced by the
court, with or without placing the offender under supervision
(sursis simpie and sursis avec mise a Ilepreuve) Sursis
simple may impose c9pditions but does not require super-
vision. Sursis avec mise-a l'eprenve, on the other hand,
is more like probation, since theoffender is.placed under
supervision.. Neither-form of sutsis, however, is a penalty
in and of itsel.f.

4. Probation pronounced directly as an autonomous measure,.with
the sentence subject to reappraisal in the eveit that th'e
offender violates the required cOnditions.
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In general terms, countries in continental Europe retain the use of.

suspension of imposition ei eXecution of sentence. 'Although probation as

4 sentence may exist in-law, it is not used as often aa)either of the forts

of sursis. .Eastern European countries gene4a1ly rely on conditional senten-

ces witho4 formal supervision, but encourage the use of collective social

control. Those countries. which have been heavily influenqediby British'

-or American colonialism, iost-war domination4-or local assitilation have

te4led to incorporate the use of probation as'an autonomous Sentence

(e.g..,-Australia, Federal Republic of Germany, India, Hong Kong, Japan)".

Those countries identified as relying primarily on probStion as a

sentence or cal some form of sursis are: Austria, Augtralia, Belgium,

Canada, Federal Republic of Germany, Finland; France, Great Britain, Greece,

Hong.gong, ftaly,.India, frakand, Iceland, Japan, Kenya, the Netherlands,

Norway, Nigeria, Pakistan; the Phillippines, Singapore, Sweden, and the

United gtates. In these countries, the probation s vice may be an arm

of the court., n independent state agency, a privatLissistance group.paid

by ,the state, an all-volunteer agency, oi any combination of these.

Although a number of countries have'statptory provisiOns for suspen-

sitin of.sentence, sursis, and probation, thd countrieS of3astern Europe

.seem to rely more heavily on simple suspension of sentence than other

countries. For example, we identified the following Eastern European

cduntries which use only suspension of sentence: the Democratic Republic

,.61 Germany, Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, and the Soviet 'Union. Since these

countries are socialistic, a great deal of emphOlisis is placed'on super-
(

vision of the-offender by the social collectiveTor work group..
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Are there any discernable trends in the international
development of pyobation which might forecast changes
to be 'expected in the use of probation in the United
States?

.Our review of the available international literatux.e.revealed that

a small number of countries have established organized.proliation servites

by statute. We also lotind, however, that a significant number of other;

countries use what we might call "probation like" actiVities. The differ-

&ices between tfle.e probation and yrobation.7-like systems seems to be rooted

nt- only:in cultural and:philosophic 1 differences among social systems,

but also in the state of social and economic development of a particular

country, We noticed that, while the use of probation is inc asing dra-
.

matically in certain countries, it .is simultaneously decreasing steadily,

in others. The following is an attempt to explain this phenomenon; if

this observed trend continues, perhaps we can begin to speculate about

the direction in which probation in the United States is headings

In ecipomically poor and developing countries, the function of,law

is retributive, and the primary purpose of law seems to be deterrence.

In such cOuntrieS, probation is neither available'nor acceptable. With

social and economic development -- and influence from more developed

- 'countries -- attitudes tend toward greater individualization of penalties,

and sanaioning takes on a treatment orientation. Here, the use of

probation is similar to the use of suspended sentences and is dependent

upon individual judicial and local attitudes. Probation is not uniformly

or consistently used, making it difficult to assess its effectiveness as

\a sanction.

Neither is probation widely used in,socially cohesive countries.

:The ideology in, sbcialist countries has reinforced the sense of co lective



conscience,,socially useful labor, and social integration despite urban

and industrialltdevelopment. In both socially cohesive and economically

developing countries ormal probation supervision is perceived as unneces-

sary, -ince, both the supervisory and social assistancia roles of the'proba-

.tion supervAor can be assumed bY group& within the society.

Experience, economic development, and affluence increase the ability
-

of the society to afford professional social work services and recruit

volunteers. 'Under these conditions, probation becomes a popular and sten-
,

dard sanction. In societieS where the use of probation is pronounced,

the\ is an increased belief in the positive effects of non-custodial.care,

apd offenders are placed on probation because other sentences which involve

\fdetention are n'ot seen as suitable. Probation is viewed as non-punitive,

rehabilitative, and supportive. In this sense,-prob tion seems to fulfill

a number of social functions: it maintains a controlling character, while

emphasizing help and care", and provides for supervision.

With economic development urbanism, and, particularly, social and
. .

spatl'al.mobility,.group cOntrol and group willingness tO assume control

.are reduced. Under these circumstances, probation begins to eMerge as a

more professional control service, recruiting private social assistance

groups, volunteers, and professional social workers and counselors. Its

use increases, and more defendants are placed on probation, since crime

also tend.to increase under the same set of circumstances.

As probation services' increase, more emphasis is placed on the scien-

tific assessment of its effectivene'Ss. Research is conducted on ,the organ:-

izational'struCture of the service, the characteristics of the clients,'

and the.eifectiveness of probation treatment and services. The use of

probation thin begins a trend toward greater social service and less
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social control. -Efforts are made to develop or improve education and

training, 'living and econo ic conditions personal and'emotional stability,

etc'. Experiments in group counseling day training centers, and other

treatment modalities increase.

If the experience in Scandanavia is indicative., a sense of disillusion

then sets Eh in terms of the exeent to which probation is actually respon-

sible for any success or failure. Also being questioned is the extent to

which a specialized social service mechanism should exist for the courts

and offenders when the.same functions could be performed, not only.as a

service, but as a social prophylaXis against crime, by general social

welfare agencies. Under these circumstances, the use of probation tends

to.decrease, and the allernatives such as suspended sentence without

supervision reprimand, and fines become mdre viable.

NO single country has,passe'd through ail of the stages just mentioned.

'However, the Scandanavian countries and tht. Netherlands have Changed their

thinking in terms o'f moving from primarily personal probrem-solving to
44

dealing with wider social causes of probation failure. In these sOcieties,

changes in service,delivery appear to be related to 'the increasing number'

of empirical.studies 'on sanctioning.

We must reemphasize two important parts-about this analysis. First,

-it is hypothetical in nature. Second we recognize that there may be many

other factors, in addition to social cohesion or economic development,

7 which may serve as catalysts to stimulate Or,retard the growth of proba-

tion or prob,ition-like activity. This analysis shOul'd be seen as a pre-

liminarpattempt to discern international trends. Further exploration of

thigarea will-likely illustrate other soCial and cultural-factors which

contribute tu the development of probattoft.serVices.
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CRAFTER V/

- THE STATE OF REszacii IN PROBATION

0 What have been the major problems associated with
probation research? ,

With few notable ezc.ptions, the state of researa.relating to

ptobation is quite poor. For a whole hoSivf reasons, very little Probati

researth has.been attempted, 'while that whiCh exists is okten of dubiods

quelity, Recently, even the "best" pf probation research halobeen called

into.question; This chaPter presents several possible explanations for

the current state of probatiOn.research and suggests-aliategies whiCh

, might serve both to igprova and encourage ft.itOre research effortki.

In spits of certain attempts'to *et stetewide.atandirda felprobation

and to establish unified state correctional sYstems, Probation remains.,

prrmardtly a local government functimn. Probation departments are small

and often poorly staffed for thq iasks.c;heY ere expeCted wperform.

- Staff personnel are Often so overWhelmed by.their required.taiks and fre-

quently onerous caseloads that they lack the time to. seriously Consider

. and que tion day-to-day prociedures, let along.ivaluate the Overall impact

f their activities on themselvesheirprobatiOngre and communities.

Further complicating the adequacy of research in probation is ihe

Oct that probation personnel are not trained in basic research

qbeir orientation is toward dealing with direct services rather

evaluation and development. Thus the "climate' of probation departments

has not served to stimulate or encourage research projects (Smith and

Dassin, 1962).

Adminiattatively, probation is most often a function of the courts.

The court system has' not traditionally been either a supporter or user of

echbiques.

than self
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social Science research. It is not difficUlt to underatand that judges

who in fact head many probation departments have seldom welcomed or en-
..

%

couraged researchers into their midst.

These twin problems of a poor- ciliate for research and administrative

indifference tend to severelTlimit the access to available sites for out-*

side researchers. Becau e there.ii atendency for these outside researchers-

to select agencies which permit access and where they feel ;most welcome,

they.have been forced to work with a select few agencies. These few

agencies have thus been able to limit the problems addressed to their

own problems aud concerns.- Wallace suggests that,'While this may some-

tines lead to worthwhile studieso the tendency to seledt te earch sites

on the.bdsis of feasibility, rather than thebretical oi practical'impor-
.

tance dulls the 6ritical senses that make research possible." (Wallace,

1969).

A related problem which ocCurs in agencies ofyprograms which suPport.

research.efforts concerns the type of research conducted,. .While investiga-
.,

ting volunteer probation programs, Mattick and.Reischl noted that agency

administraters "would prefer operational 'evaluations by Which they

Meaq. management reviewicthat focus on qpalitative and soft data,-while

they affirm the ideological value of outcome evaluations that utiliie

quantitative or hard data.", (Mattickand Reischl, 1975).

A. compounding problem revolves around the feet that probation is not a

particularly well financed correctial activity% has chronically been
'4 ,

plagued' by tight budgets and low salariba for its personnel-. gxtra funds

which become available to probatfon departments are toki# often used for

salaries, either to increase Tates of pay' or to add new personnel. Few

departments-can afford what they regard as the luxury of either a research
*
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staff or releasing time of rgular, staff peraonnel to conduct researdh.

Not only the lack of funds, but,also the funding structure of probation

gives rise to problems for research.. Most probation agencies are,funded

,ai the local level (county or,municipality) and it is difficult fOr local

probation personnel to convince local political, officials of.the value

of.research. ...Although it can be argued that research may yield benefits

,,
. .

,in the development of a more effective and efficient localprobation pro-
\.

.

gram, most benefits of research are seen as long term and-extexnal to the

local jurisdiciion. ,Local officials .tend to.address immediate problems

which have short time horizons in the,face of what they perceikre as an

indreasingly tax conscious ti4blic.

When ,money is available, it frequently is tied to the funding and`

initiationeof new programs. It is common practice for a portion of the

funds for a new program to be set,aside for evaluation. This practice

gives rise to several problems. First, the practice determines how the

funds will be spent. The program to which the funds are linked may not

represent thejlighest priori research area fin the agency. Sedondi the

fact that research funds are tied to a particular.program Can place eactreme

pressure.on researchers to minimize negattve program results, compromiking

objectivity:* Third, seldom are such research funds adequate to permit

a research design suffieiently sophisticated to actually assess the program.

TheSe efforts often reEkilt in the management reviews discussed previously.

Neither resour.ces not.expertise are made available for a research effort

which is sufficiently rigorous to allow results to be generalized to Other

agencies.

, Another critical!issue which complicates evaluation of,p obation programs

is a pronounced tendency for managers of innovatiVe;and/or demonstratiOn

,307
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probation programs to shiftl the feicus or relative emphases of the project

to resolve-political, personnel, or legal iseues. A program which.starts

.
out,.for example, to' provide psychodrama as a treatment technique for

.
. . .

.. .
,

probationeri who Arerandomly a signed to treatment and control groUps

may encounter a taw suit frdi a probmioner:in the control grouvho may

perceive a denied right to treatment. Probationers in.the treatment sroup

could Conceivably take issue with compulsory participati.on in the-experiment,.

citing "imperMissible-tinkering witivthe mental processes," Firso Amendment

,

rights, ahd.prima facie evidence of vercidp. Aogram treatment depigns

can.quickly be changed in the unfolding ófthe project :dcqplicating if

not contaminating the evaluation efforts.

There is one'problem, however, yhieh overshadoWs all:others in probe.

tion research, and that is the problem of obtaining the necessary.datato

conduct research: Ih spite of information system advances that have been

made in other areas of criminal justice, relatively little has been done

ih the field of probation. Only now are-the Most rudimentary ofriational

probatiOn statistics beginning to appear (U.S. Department of Justice, 1978).

At the'local level, some agencies are beginning to develop-information

systems for internal'use, but statewide systems are still largely it the

planning stages (New York State Identifidation and Int lligence System,

1970). Even the advances being developed may only serve the purposes of

internal criminal justice system accountability (Wolfgang,1972).

Efficient, ,effective Apd,timely research in probation will revire

modern automated information systems:. The major cost of current probation

researCh is the personnel timeAmhich is required to search'-through bulky

probationer Case files for needed information. if .niore readily accessible

information spite= were deVelaped, research costs could be sharply'reduced

228 23.8



:while.the quality of results is increased.

The exact value of the ideal information system fOr probation research'.

is yet to be determined. We can, however, list some of the needs it must

serve. It.must provide;

1)) 'information to develop and apply'Offender typologieS;
. 2)._informatiOn to. develop and update base expectancy.measurea

and other prediction instruments,
'3) informatiou ta conduct' comparativeeValuations of.programs,
,4) information to deVelop and exatine, measures of change under

particUlar program experiences,
5) information to determine cost And benefits of- particular

programs,. and
6) information to support administrative actions or decisions.

It is interesting, to note that this list iS an adaptation of-a list

developed by Robinson and-Adais in 1906, which is largely unchanged.

_twelve years later (Robinson and Adams, 1966)..

If information systems which caA be useful felt reSearch were developedl

a s cond obstacle-would have to be:overcome -1-,the iSsue oT acceis: Until
0

fairly recently, access was determined- largelysby.the policies oifohe local

40k4

agencies. The fact that many agencieS chose to denyaccess to ath has-,

left its imprint on existing probation research. Wallace suggeSts that,

"fack of toeperation at the data collection phase tends to retard develop-
.

-#3v

ment of serviceiwieliveryi research and focus researchers on etiological

criminal characteristias research." (Wallace, 1969). We can see abundant

evidence of this in probation research.

Researchers,desires for More and better

flicting not only with the policies of probe

research data are now con-

ion alOnOies, ,pui also dourts

and legislatures. The growing-demands of citizens for protection of their

rights of privacy are resulting in' access to probation and other criminal

justice data being further restricted. If Meaningful obation research Is

to be possible in the future, n w strategies for gaining, access to research

2292,.
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data must be developed.

The rights of gPabatiopers are being defined in thi courts, and the

United States SuPreme Court has over the last AeCade and a half addressed

%

many rights previously unclear. These include such matters as right to

.privacy, protection-against unreasonable Search, probation revocation,

right to counsel, etc. pne result to date:has been that nuch potentially
e

inf9rmative research cannot be cOnducted since.both probation agencies

. and researchers ve quite cautious in avoiding law suits, preferring to

postpone some research until the legal issues are firmer and procedures

to irotect the rights of humans in research better defined.

When modern,'automated'data systems become widely* implemented, new

strategies for obtaining data can be employed. Researchers should con-.

sider the po sibility of purchaSing blocks of data from probation agencies.

These blocks would be for a speciic purpose and either contain only

aggregated data or disaggre ate data.from which no individual conld be

identified.

%Alternatively, reseqchers could request such outcoMe data as wages 2

41 I
,

rued or arrest inforMation from the Social Security,.Administration and

-Federal Bureab of Investigationw-iespeCtively. Operationally, this would
c

entail submitting --;in the first example -- the names and Social Security
.

--.
..

, . .

numbers of probationers (grouped into Treatment, and Control or. Comparison

groups) to the Social Security Adminiswation tith ttg expectation of

receiving back aggregated outcome data on each -group. In the latter
t'

example, arrest data would Also be returned in a regated form. Quite

obviously, probation researchers wofild,need to evelop collaborative

arrangements with such governmental agencies, establish rules of access,

reimburae agenciea for their expenses and obsernethe rapi4ly energing
2

2
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rights of probationers.

Another major impediment has been the susPicionof ihd lack of trust

In external researchers,- whose research endeavors axe .all too frequently

,perceived by agency administrators as "self-serving adademic enterprises.

which address irrelevant questions" And Will be usd not only.,for the sole

benefit,of the researchers but also will place their agency and frequentlye
the administrator per se in less than a flattering light. This is a sorry

commentary on earlier "hit and run" researcherg, and meaningful agency/

researcher colIoborative efforts can aiise only after this stereotypicaln

perception has been consciously overcome.

. It is evident that a number of factors have served to limit the

volume and usefulness of probation research. Unless ways ian be found

to overcome these obstacles, the future of probation research is not

likely to differ much-from the past. One action which might serve to

accelerate the improvementiii research in this area is a forum in lihich
%

researchers practitioners and funding agencies can come together to agree-

on research.goals and strategies. A national conference on research in

probation could serve as just such a forum ail well'as maximize collabora7:

.tive agendae.

Accepting for a moment the barriers to researchcwhich exist in the

Area of probation, it is important to look at the quality of the probation

research which has been done. A number of defdciencies in the existing

research Should be noted not only with an eye to improving tuture research,

but also to recognizing the 1 mitations on concluSions which.can be drawn

from existing research. Logan has identified Ten requirements of research

whtdh are directly applicable to probation research(Lopn, 1966).fl These

are minimal re earch requirements and inclnde having an adequate definition
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of the treatmant program;a definite, 'routine activityas treatment; a

treatment and co arison group;creatment going only to the treatmen
4

groUp and not to the Control group; lefOre and after Measures'(Oreferably

-behaviotal); a cleml.operational de.f,inition'of outdome or,.."Succese;_and

a 2eriod of follow-,up In the coMmuiaity after .the treatment.

.A common problem in probation research has been the failure to care-

fully formulat O. a research desIgn-in advance of implementation of the

study. This problem leads to studies which lack direction or never gull,

get ofikthe ground. Valid findings may result from these studieS, but

they are most-frequently-serendipitous in nature -- "accidental fall-out."

The San Francisco Project (Robison et al., 1969) provides a useful

example of a study which has been criticized for yielding little knowledge,

due to poorly formulated design. That criticism was that the "...method

and direction were sought after the research was initiated... The absence.
A

of a well developed theoretical-framework resulted in a lack of orietation

and loss of efficiency. (Adams et al., 1971).' s

Ibis criticilla also asserts the-need for theory, widely urged as
\

essential for the formulation of a research problem. Theory provides the

-basiEvfor developing research'hypotheseS and the frameWbrk for organizing

crthe facts generated by research. Probation research seems parti ly

vulnerable on this issue because it is apparent from similarities across

--,.probation departments.that some zeneral ,theories underlie probation prac-

tice. lineoriunate/y, thse timories are seldom formally stated, leading

to confusiofi and ,a lack of commonly agreed upon theories of probation.

Frequently, the research conclusions,in probation research are based on

:Iliastated theory and assumptions, a practice which virtually precludes repli-
1

cation of the program and the research results.

2,12*
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'A.lack Of careful, detailed planning was apparent inISOUE research.

For example, during the data collection for one study it was found.that

some Clients ceilld not complete the testing instrument becauSe they were

This reSulted in misaing%data and Sample. group.

shrinkage, with the introduction of po sible bias. Examination of the

study group pAor.to,data collection or a pre-test of the data collection

instrument could have uncovered this problem; adjustment,s in the researCh

plan then could have prevented the loss of importentinformation.

Inappropriate.samples 'plague a great-deal of probation resear64.. 'It-

is a fundamental point that if the sample selected'is not representative

of the population of interest the findings of.the study can not.be general-

ized to that population. Sampling t6chniques.are often applied incorrectly4

and "random" is freqUently equated with "haphazard."

One study, the results of Which are inconclusive because of possible
.

glection bias, focuSed on probation and employment'(McGinnis and Klocksiem,

1976). The sample was a composite of probationers, some of whom participated

in a job bank and soMe who did not. Since the probationers were neither

randomly assiped nor were group differences controlled in any other way,

. .

the comiarability of the groups was not established, and the.effect of

participation in the program cannot bp deteimined.

Probation research often lacIss control groups, comparison.groups or

s.
. .,. .

.. .

statistical control. The use of poer or inappropriate resea* designs

is common. 'If one isks about the effectiveness of probation, or a parti-

Cular probation service, onemust ask: "Compared to what?" For example,
/

,one study sought to evaluate a specialized misdemeanant probation program

(Tikompson, 1976)., The program was initiated to'reduce recidivism among.

1probationers with numerous prior mi demeangr convictns by increasing the



A

quality of probation s ices by reducing caseload size and providing

special services. Alth gh this treatment group is not compared with any

other group, the author ported that the recidivism of the specially

treated prObationers was duced; Unfortunt!!. it cannot be ,determined

whether any reduction in r idivism, by clients in the program was greater

than that actiieved br other robatioiers not assigned to the'prog am.

Similarly, it is not possible to determine,whether a reduction in recidi-

vism was achieved because of rticipation in the program or because of

differences in the offendera st sied, compared with others. We klso

found a number of instances of in ppropriatelcontrol groups. In one

study, the expe imental group was c mposed,of high-risk offenders only,

while the control group consisted of erSona from high, medium,.and low

risk levels (Nath et al., 1976).

Inadequate operational definitions Øt variables in probation studies

are a very serious pr4em. For example, n important variable not defined

in.any study reviewed was "individual couns ling.' Despite the wide

variet of behaviors that may reasonably Ne onsidered to fall within this

.

very general concept, stUdies,Were.found-whic .purported to study "indtvi-

dual.counseling" without specifying what such\ireatment entailed.- In.6ne

study, "counseling" was administered as part f a behavior modification

program for drug offenders and also to the' o parison group (Pplakaw'iand

Doctor,. 1974).- How "counseling" givento persons in the control group
;

differed frolpithe "counseling":which waS part of the behavior modification

ptogram is Aot at all clear since the control group "counseling" was not

described.

Inadequate operational definitions of the 07eatment provided were

commonly encountered in our ftview. From the study reports, it often
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appe rs that hch. staff member may 1;e-left to interpret the treatment to

.e delivered. treatment can also vary across treatment personnel.. Lack

of consistency in the delimery of treatment probablY affects the,research

:results and certainIy4recludes rigorous examination of the-treatment

technique.
A.

The.quality of information that is used in researeh is a critical

eletent. SoPhisticated analytical techniques cannot.make up for poor
-r-

quality data; "garbage in, garbage out," as computer experts say. Yet

we found little evidence- that probation researchers assessed and reported

ihe reliability and validity Of their data.

. ,

A related concern is that the operational measureirare often inadequate

Measures of%the concepts employed. For example, in one study, the authors

Used the proportion pf persIons not on welfare as the measure of probationer

self-support and empleyment (Kaput and Santese, 1972). It 'may be argued

that*this definition does not yield an accurae picture of probationer

P.self Support, sinde it cannot be assumed that persons not on:the Welfare

.rolls are supporting themselves. It may even be that some welkare recipients

are also soelf-sup'porting and employed. Public welfare is but one form of

assistance; in addition, self-support could coire from illegal Means. The

figures in the study may reflec t. the numbers of parsons who left the

welfare system, hut perhaps do lOtt give adequate indication of those who

are self-supporting and employed and in future research coUld fail to iden-

tify intermittent welfare recipients.

Ndt all studies reviewed 'used appropriate statisACal'methoda in'

analyzing the data that were collected.. Using percentages wss a popular
,

mode of analysis.' Although generally appropriate; the use of percentages

to.ay providelittle' information' when based upon small samplea, since a



small numerical difference may produce a disproportiOnatelq large change

,in percegtag s. Tests of statiatical significance were not always reported,

leaving the.reader to Wonder if the stated differences is significant:-

Except for .the multivariate, analyses of,prediction studies, usually -

only two-variable analyses were performed. In few studies were_the inter-

relations among the.independent variables related to the outcome *eing

examined% Further, although appropriate techniques are available, s9tis-

tical'controls were not frequently,used to check for spurious association

°Failure to consider such interrelations can produce simplistic or mis-
.

leading findings.,

.711e_results of the analyses of the studies. we're frequently displayed

4in a variety of ways soMe easier to,interpret than others. If a table

is too simple, the lack Of fine-differentiation 'among categories Of variables-

can result.ip.the loss of subtle but imp6itant information. On the other

hand, if a table is too complex or aWkWard, it may prevent the gaining

of knowledge,-Or receive only scant.attention from the reader. In any

research report, the reader is entitled 't6!assess whether study conclu-

.

&ions are supported by-the data. But when,the results of analyses are

nOt displayed, as in n4merous examples we ncounteted, thip cannot be

,determined.

-Even when results 'of the analyses are g ven, misinterpretations are'

possible and overgeneralizations are all toç frequent.. The generalilations'

warranted by the results may be a funCtion 4 many of the factors.discussed

above. Farticularly,-appropriate generalizations often are markedly
Nt134;

estricted by the sampling methods used and by the definitions of critical

concepts.
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The amount iiiipformation missing, relative to a small sample (such

a4 73 probationer's

'ing,results of the

Nsand parOlees), was an acknowledged Obstacle to interpret-

Post-Prisonaddictive Treatment Program evaluation .(Temple

University, 1974).-, The 'arection of the bias introduced bY non-randow.-

Missing information was not assesSed; thus, the extent to Which. the sample

did not represent ihe population of all Program participants could not.be

cletermined. In addition, no Oontrol group was utilized in evaluating Ihe

proaram. , Under these clidumstances, any conclOsion-that the pr?gram was

successful in servicing its clients must be viewed with caution. .
,

.

Lest we be:tqo hard on the researchers who halle labored to build.the

)body of probation knowledge which'nOW exists, we .hasten to add that we did

find some, although_tdo infrequent, examples of well conceived, 'properly,

conducted research. We also wish to add that we are pot unaware of the

problems of conducting research in the field and understand that it is

quite likely tha&the authors of the research recognize these protilems alio.

..tur point, howevsr, is that there-are:a large number:of factors,which.

impinge =research as a process and a technique of reporting information.

ep- Probation reseaich has a few outstanding examples of solid and exemplary
-

research, but most Of what'has been undertaken as research in probation..

shas'not met the minimui stanAO'ds of research and thu.q does not mate tally

contribute tq.'our knowledge. The.state of the art may be only poorly

.represented in the.soudies about and of. probation.

What should be the priorities for future research
in probation?

The primary functions of-this review of research in adult probation

Wereto Summarize the.existing knowledge in the field, to identify the

saps-in our accumuleted knowledge,'to assess'and CharaCterize the quality

and scope of tbe research, and. finally to suggest the relative importance



of-possible.future research directions. Other Techni Ipsues Papers

and previous chapters of this Technical Issue Paper have focbrd,on the

first three functiong; this section sets out a juggetted priorittkation

for future research in adult probation.

The research plan which. is. discussed 13elow represents an attenpt

to integrate the issues in adult probation by.neana'of a comprehensive,

long-,range, three-tiered research'effort. This, proposed strategy would

provide 'a body of cumilatiVe, comp/tible knowledge,covering all aspects

of
4 .

P

probation -7-..irom the broad range of theoretical Atiestions"to the'

leVel of specIficTi-ogrammatic inquiries. . While Suggested avenues of

research are not necessarily mutually exclusive, they have been present-

ed in 'such a Way that the tiers of.the research 'plan may'be implemented

simultaneocisl or serially..

As mentio d above, our suggested research strategy for building a'

.

comprehensive body of knowledge. about probation is:divided into three
;

tiers. These tiers roughly represent aoresearch hierarchy which charac-
,-

ter4es the impo-rtance which we believe should,be :attached to research

efforts which would fall into any of the tiers,. -,Thus,,we would assign

-the highest significance to.research whith falls under the first tier --

theoretical research. The second research tier -- the buil:ail* of in7

formation systems and data buses -- is not as encompassing,as theoretical

research but is, perhaps,-of as much signiiicance to the whole question
AL

of research in probation. Finally, the third tier of research concerns

policy and program lexgl issues Which, when accumulated, can cOmtribute

to the expansion and/or refinement of probation theory.
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Tier One -- Probation Theory

At the outset of this review of ke6wledge, we had hoped to be able

to approach an answer to the question; What is probation? We discovered
.

that not only are there a number of different definitions for probation

a legal disp9sition, a measureW, leniency,- 4 punitive measure, .

,

.an Administrative process, social casework treatment, and-a combinatioa

of casework and-admdnistration), but there does.not appear to,be any

widespread agreement, at least,among researChers, on what constitutes

the process of probatiOn.'

Irom a research point of view, ye are'struck by the inescapable

conclusion that, ."probation," in addition to being a legal status is
0111..dm*.

'not j 4 one process, but a nutber of processes which can vary widely.,
-

pescriptions of protesses referred to.ss "probation," range frot u

superVised summary-probation tO.intensive supervision in special case-

loads by teams of,highly trained specialists. In spite of this wide
.

'variety of,probesses, however; most apparently attempt.to achieve a

common, although unarticulated, set of objectives. This range of-pro-. .

bation processes tan be represented.by a nUmber of models of, probation,

each of which implies.particular role prescription for prObation officers.

These roles include the traditional caseworker probation offiters Who

handle mixed taseloads probation officers who only conduct presentence .

inVestigations and do not supervise a caseload, And probittion officers

who are members of.teams who use brokerage approaches to serve ishared

caseload. To refer to all of these various probation models and aseo-

ciated roles.as just ."probation," is' analogous to referring to crime

,prevention,activities, public services, emergency services, a the

41ipprehension of criminals as though they, were a conceptual entity,
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.

"law enforcement."

We found that it was extremelY rare that researchers and evaluators

in'the area-of probation grasped the ranges of roles and tasks not to

mention normative prescriptionaand eXpectationg, implied by the wide
..0

variety of processes we call probation. -The result) of this.lack of a.

discriminating framework*within.which to conduct research has produced

'a.conglomeratien of contradictory aild non-cumulatiVe.fiudiftgs and t6nse-..

. , "
quent inability to.build.a systematic theory of:probation services and

management efforts. We believe that the value of future probation re-

, search will depend healAly.upon whether such a -theoretical framework is

established: It is poSsible that, although probation appears to.encompass

a wide variety,of processes, the actual operation of probation may be
,)

represented ag a single process This would greApy simplify the teak

of developing the theoretical framework for probation. On the other

hand, there may be 'even a greater number of processes than we imagine,

which would undoubtedly complicate theory-building. The important point

to be made., h&Wever, iS that our ,curreht knowledgeOf probation is in-.

sufficient.to provide any conclusionsaboUt a theoretical framework whith

should be necessary to establish a foundation for conducting future pro-

bation research.

There appear to be two approaches which would be appropriate for

delineating conceptual models for probation, The first apprioach is

empirical: we can determine exactly what functions various probation

agencip and departments' say they are.performing and why these 'functions

ard considered to be critical, and then construct.functional models of

probation objectives and processes from this empirical evidence. The

alternative approach is prescriptive: we can accept-the best conventional
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wisdom, intuition, and ,limited eMpirical evidence aNiailable today and

construct a series of models characterizing what the prncess and objec-

tives of probation ought to be. We can them topirically assess'the

functions and aptivities of probation agencies and officers in .terMs of

theSe pre-determined normative objectives and Processes.

We'could -find little evidence.in the available literatyre to indi-

cate that the, empirical:approach to defining the substance of probation

has been-attempted. While we did find several time studies of'probation.

officers' activities and a very few studies which empirically examined

the roles ef probation officers, we found no research which'demonstrated

the linkage between actual activities and roles of probation personnel

and any theoretical assumptions aboutthe objectives and/or processes

of probation.

The second approach to research into probation models invelves the'

% a priori construction of a set of objectives for probation from whickto

extract probation models. One example of such'a prescriptive approach was

presented in the first chapter of this Technical.Issue Paper. The,suggested

objectives of probation were:

. To protect the community.froM antV-social behavior.

2.. To reintegrate criminal offenders.

3. Te further-justice.

4. To provide the services necessary to achieve the above
in ah effective and efficient manner.

In order to develop models of probation under these general objectives,

_a number of,tasks designed to achieve eech objective may be identified.

Roles and activities, of probation agencies and officerg---6 A1; then be

assessed,in.terms of their Contributions to the accomplishment of these"

tasks.
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: We believe that the National Institute of Let,/ Enforcement and

Criminal Justice should ttach the highest priority to developing and

delineating models of prob4ion, analyzing the tasks and roles .implied

41010

lay each model, 'and detailing the-normative expectations of each mode.

This basic; theoretical researich canybe accomplished by either of the

approaches described above, o a combination of the two approaches.
A

In addition to,building'a body Zi theory about probation, this

level of research would contribute substantially to several operational

issues-which were previously identified is,representing gaps in dur

knowledge about probation. First, this theoretical. research would

.edable 'us to determine thesubstantive expectations of each model,

allowing us todevelop methods, of etraluating the performance of eaCh

model. Second, our review, of the literature concerning the.levels of

education and training to be required of.probation officers revealed

virtually no agreement on these*estions. We noted that some determi7

nation must be made about what probation officers are to be expected to

do before a consideiation of educati6n and training requirements could

be accomplishech When theoretical research enables us to' comprehend.

4'.the probation .officer.roles which .are implied by the various Models of

probation, we can begin to define/Vii5'skills and attributesikihich must

be displayed in order to effectively kill those roles. At that point,

then, we,can outline the types and levels of educational background and

pre-service and/or in-serVice training which would insure that the in-

dividuals serving in the various roles would possess the required attri-

butes and skills. Finally, theoretical research of the type envisioned

at the highest p iority level4would haVe important implications for at

least twc questions concerting caseload management techniques. First,
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the development'of Probation models would contribute aubstantially to

,the resolution of-questions involving the appropriateness of techniques

such as casework, brokerage, general coiteloads, specialized caseloads;

sand differentiated levels of supervision; second we could begin to .

develop techniques with which to determine the type of probation client

with which each model might most promisingly' work.

We realize that'research which is designed to bui d theoty.is per-e

haps the most arduous and hazardous type of research tosonceptualize,

. implement, and analyze. In spite of the diffiCultieS, however, we

believe that any luiure research efforts in probation must be based on,-

a clear Understanding of what probation', and.its related concepts,

really are.

Tier Two -- Information ,Systems and Data Basis

The second priority is concerned with building an information system

and data base for both 'management and research purposes. This data base

is required if future research is to be valid, reliable, and generaliza-

ble. Such a:system should include local, state, and national. capabili-

ties. :The system wOuld be based 'on the compilation of certain critical

elements of information on each client of the probation 'system. -The

system would be capable of generating.aggregated data for all leVels of

government as Well as interfacing with data systems in operation in

other branches of the criminal i ustice /system.

The tisearch questions to-be addressed for this priority deal with

questions of implementation. They inc ude such questions as: Is such

)
Ar

a system feasible; which data element Should be included,lhow should

data elements be defined;'how can agencies be encouraged to participate

lip
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in this information system; and how are the reliability and validity'of

information inputs to be determined-and Asured? In additicin to offender

data,, such a system should also.include such age y information as: the

number of probation officerd, the number and typsof clients, types of

probation models employed, financialtesOurirs, and other agenex deserip- .

tive data. LSuch an. information system would.require a great deal of in-!!

teragency cooperation, but its existence ,would.at least offer the'Oppor-
.

tutity for improvement of future'probatión research..

.We have-some strong evidence Which sugsgsts that an information;-;

system is.deseribectis.feasible,. not only on the local level, but on. the

atate, multi-state, or national level as well. We naw need to. address

the other implementation queStions and then move toward the establis

ment of such a system in order ta provide a data base for uge bOt by

probation administrators.and.policy-makers and by researcherS. 1t is

'..,importanhat, while this'information system is being developed, methods

for guaranteeing access to the system also be developed. The needs of .

all pogyltial users, includin researchers, must be considered. Methods

for allowing researchers acce1s to data must be developed While, at the

same time, guaranteeinoithe protection of the privacy fights of the in-
.

dividual probationerg.

We cannot too strongly stiess the need for such a data base for re-

searchers. One of the most significant results,

inadequacy of.curiently-u ed information systems

for researchers, of the

is the almost total

lack of.probation statistics for the nation aril a whole, and frequently

on a statewide level as well.' A seconci.problem has been the incompata-

bility of information,which is independently collected by local or -state

probation agencies. ,In additionx muck more aggregated,data:dealing with



demOgraphic and legal characteristics Of probationers are needed to pro-

vide an adequate data base for future research.

We strongly urge a systematic effort,designed twollect nation-.

wide probation Statistics, comparable to aniat least assomplete.asLthe

Federal Bureau of Investigation's, unifor crSpe:reports or the Lot;

.'Enforcement Assistance Administration's national wisoner statistics.

Tier Three-- Pol nd Program Level Research

The third level of research priority recommendations for probation

ess both policy and agen y level issues. ,In terms of policy, we see

need for broad researcfi aimed at generating information required to

the highest level policy decisions regarding probat ont Some of'

the,aread in w)!ich policy decisions seem imminent are: What shall be
7

the administrative locus of probation; how shall probation ipe financed;

4;nd to what/degree shouldtradition dictate the policies and-activities,

of.probatonT.We view agency level decisions to be those which ore
b

currentir being addressed by Probation researchere.such ae,workloed,

caseload, and treatment modality issues.

The research strategies relquired to address poliCY level concerns

on the one hand and agency level concerns 'on the other are similar, but

distinctive. The ,canons of science must be applied in each case, but

the scope of the research hyPotheses and data collection efforts are

vastly different. There is also,the possibility that 'widely applied

.techniques- of evaluation research will, in-soae cases, have .to be ex-

changed for the techniques of the policy sciences. Ingtke.same way that

research ,techniques Wiil have to be modified po undertakelookicyflevel(



reSearch, research funding techniques may also have to be changed. State

and local agenciesare less likely to fund policy level reseazeh with

thewillingnetWthey hilve shown for agency level research.

We have identified several critical areas. in which ow.144 of in-

formation'can best be addressed through policy level researk We have

pieviously noted (Technical Issue Paper #3: Preseatence Investigation

-

ReportS) that there is a great deal of 6ontroversy over whether the Short

or,long 'form presentence investigation report.should be used. we have
,

.

--
already noted that large amounts of reiources and time are consumed in

prepafing PSI's. Yet, there iv, little inf =cation on the effect and im-

kpact of any PSI form. WA:recommend that st aies assessing, the usefulness

of the PSI be undertaken, examing ihe costs, their'use by the judiciary-,

- . ,

the sentencing patterns of judges with and withoet the 13SI and'the use-°

fulness of the PSI to'ether agencies.
.

There ore several different-points within the criMinal justice sys-

tem at whichP$I intermation could conceivably be used'. The first of

ese is the prosecutorial level. Since,an estimated 90 percent of

criminal Convictions are handled through plea bargains, the prosecutor

and defense counsel have agreed on a sentence or at least a strong rac-
e

_

ommendation for sentence prior- tO the court's formal dispesition.. It

seems.ar__bit irrelevant for a court to-order a PSI whet ease disposition

has;been predetermined. The accused is either going to prison or onto

probation. If the former, no PSI is neeessary (unless the judicial

branCh decides to provide institutions in the executive branch with,ex-

tenSive reports on the backgrounds'of committed felons). If the,iatter,

then it would appear that:perhaps .the most promising area for ixture re-

search would be to.determine the.extent to which the PSI is:actUally
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used by probation officers in supervising their clients. We have pre-

viously noted that several sets of standards for prObation suggest that

each PSI contain a. proposed-plan for:the supervision and treatment of

the offender. The extent to which these proposed Plans are Prepared and

red by probaiton officers spatild beexamined.

It might be legitimate 'far Conduct PSI eon the:leas than nine' per-

cent of.the offenders who go to triat'and are convicted Of a probationable'

offense. In these circuMstances, the court might meaningfully 'utilize

a- PSLreport.

Our point-is that we do not Irow what imPaCt the presence of a pre-

sentence investigationpmight have;we do, however, suggest that; since

.the production of PSI's represents a large commitment both of'tite and

money, for a probation agency, the impact, usefulnesp, and costs of pre-

sentence investigation reports be closely evaluated. PSI's atetan ex-
, -

cellent exa le/Of research-question, witkbroad Policy imPlication's,1

which,is amenable to existing research strategies but which might be

addressed at the higher appropriate level.

. A second research queatiOn.with major policy implications is the

. locus of probation adMinistration. As note& above., it appears that most

local probation depcirtments are located in courts and thus are in judi-

cial branch of government. Yet other probe ion units are state adminis-

J
tered and thus a/hen in the executive branch of government. The ques-

-tion of state vs. local level and executive vs. judicial placement is

the subjectof considerable debate and controversy. There is n'o. research

or existing body- of evidence which presents policy-makers with the nec-

essary data on, effectiveness, costs ,personnel needs, etc., on which to

base future.policy-level decisions on funding, operational guidelines,



reform, and so on. While this iS a long range need, it'is a glaring

gap in OPknowledge base and should be addressed.

The sourees and levels of funding for.probation Are also the sub-

jeCt.cif,much debate. Funaing is intimately -tied to 'other-policy issues

in that it is affected by probation activities and by the administrative

structure of probation. If probation modelS are defined ana actiVities:

specified -and if iome traditional probation activities, such as the pro-
.

duction of PSI's, are redUced or made more efficient, thenwe may find'

that funding levels for probation agencies can be reduced oi held in

check by redistributing resources to other probation.activities. In

addition, several other funding issues have been raised.. The usefulness

of Probation'subsidy is in question. Fee-for-service contracts in pro-.

bation axe_relatively unexPlored; purchase of-services for proVationers

iSalso-largley unexamined. Ali these qiiestions carry broad. policy im-..

plications. which cannot be addrqsed by single:agency atudies. Neither

the generalizabiiity nor credibility of Ouch research will be enhancea

if 'it is conducted solely on.the local or state level.

Finally, policy-level research is needed to address the issue of

standard-setting in probation. In recent years,we have seen the devel-

opment of several comprehensive'Lts of standards for probation service.

In addition, some state agencies issue their own standards to be followed

by all probation agencies within ,a'given jUrisdiction; It has always

been assumed that 1011Ong prescribed standards would have a positive im-

pact both on the probation agency and i,ts clients. At this point, however,

we have little knowledge about the impact of,meeting standards on client'

performance pr agency operation. One of the most important questions

with respect to standards is the cost and the likelY benefits .to the
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probation agency, ot attempting to meet or exceed a certain set.of sten-
.

dards. These questions must be addressed in order to assess the broad

policy-level implications of standard-.setting, parti4ularly if .eligibj.lity

for-probation funding is tied sto a demonstra4pn that standards have been.

met.

We have identified a number of issues in pr bation in which our

current knowledge is not adequate and which are ap ropriate for agency-

level research. These £ssue fall into two relativ ly distinct areas of
444

caseload management/supervis on and caseload predict4m/t eatment. We .

would note at this point tha it may be virtually impossille to assign

lirlprities to the following research suggestions. Several of-the areas

of needed research are quite broad and may'be applicable to other areas,

whileOthers are Specific and self-contained. We would:stress 'that): re.,
.,

1,1 ., .

gerdless cif.yhich of these research areas-is given ihe highest priority,
_w .

.

li. 'a agency-tlevel research should be carefully designed and conducteci i,.
,

order to ensure. that it is cumulative.

, . .

. A number of. caseload MInEigement and inwerVision iSsues need to be

addressed in future research. A-Common thread which-4peared to run

throughout our review of the management literature, and the treatment

.literatur s well, was the laCk of adequate cost analyses of specific

probation teChnives. Cost analyses (dr.Preferably cost/benefit analy-

seS) must be comprehensive and rigorous to be of value. Studies of this

type may be extremely difficult to conduct, but there are a,number of

available techniques which can be used 'by a1ocal probation agency to

perform a cost or cost/benefit analysis cif a particular program or func-

tion. We have' identified the need for costanalyses in a number of manage-

ment and treatment areas: programs utilizine differentiated levele of
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supervision (and, consequently, differing caseload sizes), programs

utilizing specialized caseloads, team daseload supervision, the use.of

workloads (rather than caseloads), provision of services thro41 contrac-

-.

tihg, programs utilizing volunteers and/or paraprofessionals, and pro-
.

grams providing any.type of treatment' or qervice'to.probationers.which

exceeds mere supervision. It_is obviouS that cost .and cost/benefit

analyses*which cut across a large nuMber of critical areas of probation,

would be.a fruitful subject of future research efforts.

A acond area of program-level research is the question of the sper
I .

'dial needg of women probationers. This subject has' been Virtually 4=

'nored in.the proba4on literature.' We do haVe soMe evidence, from the

literature on correctional in titotions, that the highest,.priority:has

been dasigned to p ams Which attempt to xeaffirm-and strengthen.the

female offender's skills as a homemaker and mother. Very little atten-
.

0 _

'tion has heen devoted to the special Problems faded:by women in the-areaS

of education, vocational training employment*, financial planning.
ft,

It might intuitively be argued that the types of counseling and servides

currently provided for women offenders may very well not be appropriate;

a coordinated research effort designed to assess the needs of female pro-

bationers and provide aiDeded services is clearly indicated..

A third major area of management concerns whichrhas notbeen ade- .

quately addressed is'classification of,probationers.'Some prelimihary

research has been done on classification eithet-by risk, bY need, or by

a combination' of the two. Some sort of classification_system is,clearly

needed if a differential treatment approach is to be followed; it can

e,
t.4

also be juatified on economic grounds, since the resources With which
^

the probation agency provides services are limited and logically, should
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be used'foFthose clientwwitH thit.,greatest neeci. The'research.to date

,on classification systems is inconclusive. Future research must car'e-

fully study available techniques and include a comparisoh of the effects

of alternative techniques on Offenders the resources of the agency, and

the operation 'of the agency. "From such reSeareh, guidelines for 'the im-

plementation of promisiig'Ciassification schemes could be deYeloped.

Our remieW of the probation management literature revealed several
6.4

relatively new techniques,which appear, from preliminary review, to be

*amising, but which have not yet been adequatelY studiech These tech7

hiqUes include the use of team caseload management, the brokerage approach

td the provision of probation services (and particularly the Community

Reslurce Management Teams which combine team supervision with brokerage)

the specialization of probation officera,by-function, and the accurate

measurement of a manageable workload for a single probation officer or

,team of officers. Also, We have seen only descriptive material about

the use of contracting to provide services to probationers. .Research is

clearly needed to-determine whether contracting can increa e the avail-

ability of eecjed seryites to prilbationers and to as,sess the cott impli-

Cations for a probation Jigency of "implemenEing the usage of -either block

grants or fee-for-service contracts. Finally, the'effectiveness of

volunteers and paraprofessionals in probation roles has hot been ade7

Auatelyiaddressed. In view of the enormous potential of such programs

in terms of expanding the resources available to probation, we need to

know Which offenders are most amenable to the use of volunteers or para-
,

professionalsand whiCh Individuals are the most productive and effec-

tive-in voluftteer or-paraprofessional roles. The costs of the foregoing

strategies -- and the effectiveness' of such alternative approacheMwieh
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different types of offenders -- are not yet determined. We would recomr

mend that research address these gaps in our knowledge base.

A major issue in probation, which affectsAhe areas of presentence

investigation rePorts, clasaification, and treatment, is the question

of prediction instruments.. -09r review of the literature discovered very

little conclusive evidence te; be used in assessingthe utility of. predic-
0

/

tion methodg for adult probation. While ,a great deal of work in predic-

,

doll has been done in the field of parole,the applicability of that work
x ,

, to probation is terely an assumption, The available-research in probs-
. 4

.
. 1

.

tion imdicates that carefully cdnstrucfed, valid, and reliable prediction

tables can be useful in both risk classification and-caseioad.assignmencv

an additional use is in the presentence investl.gation recouMendetion

process. The most pressing ruled in the area of predictiOn appears to be '

. ,

for large-scale studies,.aimed at .probation populations, which meet strin-

gent Methodological requirements and which-are deaigned both to develop:
,

prediction instruments And to encourage their.use.

Our recommendations for research in the-area of treatment.strategies

and interventions will be quite'general in nature. Our review of the

literature- disclosed a wide variety of interventions which can be grouped

together under the category of "treatment": employment programs, group

,and individual counseling, drug and alcohol abuse programs, differential

.
levels of treatment (under the subsidy program) restitution requirements,

and residential centers. We found that the bulk of the repearch.conduc-
.

V .
...

ted in any of these treatment intervention areas was relatively poor;

well-designed, rigorous st4dres were rare. We strongly suggest that

treatment reearch mhich meets high methodological standards b

important prioriV. A treatment-related issue which must also be
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addressedAs the question of whether(the "best"treatnient for certain pro-

- bationers may, in fact,' .be no treatment at all. ,T4e importance of cumu-.

lative,knowledge which xan be gained fromisuch research is obvious, since

*can contcibute 1.ibstantially to the development of probation theory,

outlined above as the highest research priority.

. We have identified a number of short-comings which characterize

virtually all of the'treatmedt intervention studies (and most management

stUdies, toich we located'. These 'problems include: lack of de.-

nition'of intervention technive,i lack of control or comparison group,

measures
(Th

.
1

and definitions, and'inappropri-ate use-or lack oflase of -even elementary

statistical techriiques, .The deveIbpment and use of an appropriate and

rigorous evaluation design must. be a contractual requirement for future

research ih-both the treatment and management areas.

lack of definition of 'traditional" supervision to which so e special :

interventions are cotared, inadequate or-inappropriate outc 111

We have not attempted to prioritize the research 'suggestion% con-

taiued in this section.on policy and agenCy-level research. Nor have

our suggestions been exhaustive. In our previous diseussion of the

state of research in:each skiecific issue area, we found it remarkably ,

easY to generate a iarge.numbez of research questions for virtually

;

every management'or treatme t issue. We have not duplicated all of

:r

>

those research questions h e although we do believe tha4 they are im-

partant, simply to avoid overwhelming-bur ieaaers with seemingly never-
/

ending lists of questionsi We feel; however, that this section on re-

search priorities has extracted for consideratOn the most produccive

and germane research questidAS; atteution to the researcil Tiestions not

speci-fically addressed here utill flowlogicaIly" from the implementation
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the research-strategy suggested above.

) Unlike thelaarele area, wherein it is. generallypresumed 'that we

may.have more empirical knOwledge about th costs, effectiveness, use-.

fulness, and efficiencY of parole Oractices, Our-survey of probation

issues has left us with the inescapable and uncomdortable conclusion

that the r search to-date has been poor, that there has been little sus-

tained research and evaluative investigation along functional or thebre-

tical lines, and that the efforta ef criminal luatice researchers have

not concentrated as extensively on probation issues aR_they have on

parole or even institutional corrections. dne could 'Ipeculate as tO,why

this might be, but such speLdationsmight well(be invidious Or unin-

formed.

For whatever reasons, it appe s that from,the broader policy,.

treatment management, fiscal, an egal perspeeltives the' field of pro-,

;

-bation is a vineyard in which to labor as one endeavors,to become accOuntr

able in the legal and fiscal environment within which we' current

ly oPerate. (:)tir immediate tasks are to provide the basic ans4ers to the

.cinestiOns about probation which.have been identified and detailed in this

tennical issue paper.

.0
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